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Morphoqntactic vuri~*on in possessive constnrçtr*ons 
and the accusative in OZd East Srnavre Texts 

mena Bratishenko 

Department of Slavic Languages and Literahires 
University of Toronto 

A new outlook is provided on morphosyntactic phenomena attestai in variation 

in the original Old East Slavic texts of the 1 lth-14th centuries. Two sets of 

constructions manifesting various types of linguistic feahires are analyzed as 

mutuaiiy related. These include: 1) possessive constructions with a bare attributive 

modifier in the form of either a denominative adjective or the adnominal genitive of 

a noun; 2) accusative case fonns syncretic with either nominative or genitive, and 

used as the direct object of a transitive verb or the object of a preposition. Only 

masculine singular nouns of the major mdinelneuter  declension with genitive in 

-a involved in these constructions are examined. 



It is shown on the bais of the data that the seletion of a partidar 

morphosyntactic alternative in both sets of constructions is govemed by the same 

complex of differentl y &ed lexical, morphological, referentid and syntactic 

features. The hierarchy compriseci of these features not only explains the synchronie 

pattern of attestations in both sets of constructions, but also reflects their diachronie 

development. Moreover, it establishes a previously umoticed link between two 

concurrent processes of language change. 

The multi-faceted character of the hierarchy suggests that language production 

is best describeci as an integration of all the relevant linguistic features influencing 

the choice of a particular construction. It also accounts for the lack of invariant 

distribution rules, due to the simultaneous, interdatecl effects of several features on 

the morphos y n tactic outcorne. The impossibility of drawing clear-cut borders 

between levels of the hierarchy (supported by the existence of exceptional or atypical 

attestations) suggests that language is regulated by tendencies, rather than strict 

des .  

The gradual, synthetic character of this hierarchy reveals the essence of 

linguistic phenornena. The several planes simultaneously involved in the selection of 

a morphosyntactic alternative contribute to the hypothesis of the nomlinear nature of 

language. Thus the main postdate of the dissertation concems language structure 

and operation. Analysis of the data shows that the widely accepted division of 

language into discrete domains such as rnorphology, syntax or lexicon is unfounded, 

and can only be limitedly applied as a heuristic device. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The present thesis deals with the eariiest documented stage of the East Slavic 

language, which will bc referred to here as Old East Slavic. This tenn is to be 

preferred over Old Russian (dpes~epycCKLdi mm), which has been generally used 

with reference to the language spoken on the temtory of the medieval state of Rus' 

C 4 p e 6 ~ , ~ ~  Pya). In this manner one avoids any anachronistic overtone of the 

ethnonym Russian, which obscures the equal claim that the Belorussian, Russian and 

Ukrainian languages all have as historicd descendants of O E S ~ . ~  

The linguistic phenornena investigated here ail have to do with variation in 

morphosyntactic usage. The specific focus of the investigation WU be on factors 

influencing the selection of a given construction. Two particular areas of variation in 

usage will be analyzed, all of which involve masculine singular animate nouns (or 

noun stems) of the major masculine/neuter declension denoting male persons and 

animals. The constructions to be examined include: 

1) unmodified denominative adjectiva versus nouns in the genitive case as 
a means of expressing what has traditionally been termed possession; 

l Hereafter OESL. 

In his review of R. 1. Avanesov's long-awaited Slovar' drevnemskogo j q k a  
(Dictionary of the old Russian language), which was intended to replace that of 
Sreznevskij (the f i t  of its kind, but far from perfect), de Vincenz (1993:281-282) 
points out the disparity between the introduction to the work, originally published in 
1966, and the eventual outcome of the first coupie of volumes (1988, 1989, 1990). 
In 1966 the reasons for producing a single dictionary of cornmon East Slavic (until 
the end of the 14th century) are clearly stated, and its consequent differentiation into 
three daughter languages is discussed. In 1988 no reference is made to this earlier 
discussion, reflecting the change in political atmosphere. 



2) the accusative case forrn used as direct object of a transitive verb or as 
object of a preposition, which can be syncretic either with genitive or 
nominative case; 

The complex of lexical, morphological, referential and syntactic features 

Uifluencing in various combinations the use of each possible construction will be 

closely examined. The airn of the analysis is to illustrate that language structure 

manifats tendencies, rather than niles.' Strong tendencies determining the 

employment of one constmction or the other are evident in a majority of cases. The 

pattern of attestations in each set of constructions is best accounted for by the 

presence of either favourable or inhibiting features. However, there are always some 

marginal examples - usually classifieci as exceptions of otherwise nearly 

complementary distribution. These marginal cases are relevant for the analysis 

presented in this thesis. Moreover, in some instances both alternative constructions 

are attested, which indicates the work of opposing tendencies. Ail this is best 

explained in terms of the concept of a hierarchy, formed by the above-mentioned 

features. Since one observes not only a hierarchical organization, but also a complex 

interplay of various features at every level of the hierarchy, there can never be 

distinct divisions between the levels - only fuzzy borders. Fioally, certain features 

are undoubtedly correlated, while others are in f m  combination. 

In visual tenns, the data examined in this thesis comspond to a continuum 

from black to white, the endpoints representing more or less consistent use of one 

construction or the other, while the various shades of grey indicate free variation in 

usage. The gradua1 transition from one end of the spectnirn to the other illustrates 

the incremental nature of the linguistic phenomena investigated in the present work. 

Compare Borkovskij, ed. (1 968:288). 
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Such data cannot be adequately anaiyzed in terms of d e s  yielcihg only positive or 

negative solutions. Furthemore, just as the black and white of the continuum are 

each in their own way a wmbination of a l l  the colours of the light spectnim, so the 

Linguistic hierarchy, while it may appear to be govemed by lexical featuTes aione, is 

in fact held together by a whole complex of features of differing natures. 

This multi-levei analysis appean to mirnic the process of language production, 

in terms of the information available to the speaker. (Naturally, the speaker is 

simultaneously the encoder and decoder of the language.) In each particular instance 

of language production, the speaker's decision depends on a great number of 

linguistic feahires, and is not always predictable. 

Variation as a symptom of language change is another important aspect of the 

problem. The chosen historical period of the OESl language is remarkable in that it 

reflects the initial stage of change in both of the constructions. In this stage both the 

old and the new coexist - as revealed by the alternating usageO4 Thus the present 

analysis has implications for the theory of language change, which is - like the 

variations represented by the hierarchy - wntinuous and gradual. Once the process is 

completed, the hierarchy ceases to exist. 

The opening chapter of the thesis examines the issues sumunding OESl 

morphosyntactic variation and introduces the hierarchy of features that is at the 

basis of the subsequent analysis of the data. It also defines the class of nouns under 

investigation, which are characterized by the different features forming the 

Compare Huntley (1980) on two major types of grammatical oppositions - 
equipdent and privative - observable in the evolution of genitive-accusative in 
Slavic. 
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hierarchy, and are attested in morphosyntactic variation. The nouns participating in 

the analyzed constructions are masculine singular only. These nouns form a 

prominent category unified on the bais of several features of various natures and 

different ranking order. According to the combination of features of which they are 

wmprised, the noun categones themselves can also be arrangeci in a hierarchy, 

which can be termed an agent/possessor hierarchy. Gestalt quality is observable at 

every level of the h i e r a r ~ h ~ . ~  

The next four chapters deal directly with two sets of variant morphosyntactic 

constructions attested in the OESl sources described below. The focus of attention in 

Chapter Two is the formation of denominative adjectives with the help of various 

suffixes. These themselves can be organized into a suffix hierarchy as an extension 

of the hierarchy of features. Tendencies manifested in the use of the unmodifiecl 

genitive case instead of the more typical denominative adjective are considered in 

detail in Chapter Three. Questions conceming the rise of genitive-accusative - 

ranging from its possible motivation to the means of its implementation - are the 

subject of investigation in Chapter Four. This chapter ends by proposing a link 

between the two historical changes represented by the altemating constructions. 

Chapter Five, which focuses on noun classes organized in the agent/possessor 

hierarchy according to their features, deds with the distribution of genitive- 

accusative venus nominative-accusative as the direct object of a transitive verb or 

the object of a preposition. It is concluded that both sets of morphosyntactic 

variation are sensitive to the sarne hierarchy of features, which plays a decisive role 

in the choice of a particdar alternative. 

The term is used here in accordance with Lakoffs (1977:246-247) loose 
d e f ~  tion of linguistic gestalts as structures used in pmessing , distinguishing 
prototypical from non-prototypical and involving a number of properties - 
grammatical, pragmatic, semantic, phonologicai, functional. 



From the discussion in these chapters it will becorne apparent that the factors 

involved in the decision made by the encoder in the production of a language are 

rnultifaceted. In particdar, they include the following: lexical features of the 

nominal stems in question, morphological features (such as the declensional 

membeahip of a particu1a.r noun and the capacity of its stem to fonn a denominative 

adjective with individual reference), syntactic features of corresponding nouns 

(prepositional or - direct object d o n )  and referential features (such as 

definiteness) -6 

On these grounds it can be postulated that language allows simultaneous access 

to ail of the features, rather than requiring any linear operation of a derivational 

type. Moreover, some linguistic categones are stored as gestalts - patterns of co- 

occurring features. 

As a conclusion, Chapter Six provides a broader framework for the present 

research. A selection of rnethodological outlooks and individual studies conducted 

under analogous assumptions about language structure and operation will be referred 

to. A major theoretical principle shared with the works discussed is that of the scalar 

organization of linguistic categones, and of the gestalt qualities of language, 

mirmring the conceptual structure of the human muid. 

This thesis is bas& on the principle that many, if not all, linguistic phenornena 

are of a hierarchical nature - that "much in a language is a matter of degree" 

(Langacker 1983:9). The concept of invariant meaning7 may appear elegant and 

convenient to a linguist, but it fails to find confirmation in reality. A different 

6 Phonetic features - the expression side of a language - are given but occasional 
mention in this thesis, since it deals with written sources only. This does not mean, 
of course, that they should be excluded fmm the overail conclusions. 

The famous example of an attempt to establish "generalW invariant meaning is 
Jakobson's (1 936/1984 and 1 958/1984) analysis of the Russian case system. 
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notion, such as that of the prototype introduced by neuropsychological research and 

widely utilized in several branches of linguistics),8 is better suited for the description 

of the structure and operation of a language. Langacker (1988: 133) explains: 

Prototype is a schematized qresentation of typical instances. Entities that 
conforni to this prototype are accepted unproblematically as "central" members 
provided that they are judged as being similar to the prototype in certain 
respects . . . Class membership is a matter of degree, reflecting a distance of a 
member from the prototype . . . Whether an entity qualifies depends on the 
judgment of the categorizer, and his tolerance in accepting members that 
diverge h m  the prototype. 

It is  difficult - and sometimes shply impossible - to determine where one category 

ends and the other begins. Such continuity is observable in many of the phenornena 

discussed belo W. 

Lakoff (1987:465) formulates a similar idea, one central to cognitive 

linguistics : 

syntactic categones and grammatical relations have radial structure with a 
prototypical centre that is predictable on semantic gmunds; the noncentral 
members wnstitute extensions which are not predictable on a semantic basis, 
but which are typicdy semantically or pragmatically motivated. 

The principle of a prototype is at the bais of the foliowing investigation as 

well. To be specific, it is assumed that the noun hierarchy represents more and less 

prototypical agents of an action which are at the same time prototypical possessors. 

This prototype is a linguistic gestalt, in that it is compriseci of a whole cornplex of 

the features previously rnentioned. 

On a broader scale then, it is hoped that the conclusions of this thesis will 

contribute to resolving some fundamental problems of linguistic science. In 

particular, the assumption that language consists of discrete levels - whether these be 

13 See Posner (198659) on the ancept of prototype and its defining features as 
applied by merent linguists. He stresses the fact that "the term has been popular 
with different people because of Merent pmpeaies" (e.g., its graded character). 
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the taxonomic levels of descriptive linguistics or those of the deep and surface 

structures of generative grammar - will be demonstrateci as untenable. 

Sirnilar ideas questioning the traditional division of grammar into separate 

subsystems have been repeatedly expressed within various theoretical h e w o r k s .  

Already Saussure ( 1960: 1 35) remarks on the " illusory distinctionw between 

morphology and syntax: 

Linguistidy, morphology has no real, autonomous object. It cannot fom a 
discipline distinct from syntax. 

He goes on to say that 

it is w t  logical to exclude Iexicology from grammar (morphology and syntax). 
Innumerable relations may be expressed as efficiently by words as by 
grammar. 

Hjelmslev ( 1939/ 1959: 127) suggests describing morphology in terrns of 

paradigrnatic functioddependence (abstractly speakuig: correlations), and syntax in 

tems of syntagmatic functionldependence (relations). He concludes that "le 

systbme, qui est par définition paradigmatique, n'existe qu'en vertu de la 

conjonction syntagmatiquen ( 'the system, which is paradigrnatic &y definirion, 

oniy by vime of syntugmutic refarion 3. 

Corbett ( 1987) stresses the " wmplex interrelationship of morphology and 

syntax" in his comprehensive study of denominative adjective formation and its 

cornpetition with the genitive case in various Slavic languages. Huntley (1984) 

provides convincing evidence in support of the same argument. 

S. Anderson (1982591,610) deals at length with the impossibility of 

separating inflectional h m  derivational morphology (which would cast a shadow on 

a mat division between morphology and syntax). While reluctant to break h m  the 

tradition of generative linguistics, and thus trying to minimize the evident overlap 

among various cornponents of grammar, he has to admit that 

morphology is to be found in more than one place. Some of it is in the 
lexicon, where we fmd the principles for composing wmplex stems out of 



other stems by denvational process. Another portion is to be found in the 
syntax, where the p~c ip l e s  for constnicting morphosyntactic representations 
are localized. Finally, the des of infiection . . . are to be found in the 
" phonologid " interpretative component. 

Interesteci in the same problem, Mayerthaler (1987:5) - a proponent of the 

naiural morphology school, which like cognitive linguistics adopts the notions of 

cognitive psychology - wntes that 

a differentiation of infiectional and denvational morphology cannot result in 
two distinct classes. Rather we conceive of "prototypical" inflection and 
"prototypicaln derivation as opposite poles of a morphological d e .  

Lakoff (1977:268), in postulating the theory of linguistic gestaits, introduces 

the device of a viavpoint capable of bringing different kinds of Somation together. 

Viewpoints could be phonologid, morphological, lexical, semantic, etc. He, in his 

hirn, perceives the need to reconsider previous approaches to linguistic analysis: 

If there is one thing that has becorne clear in the past ten years it is that you 
cannot separate out linguistic principles by level, as structuralist and classical 
transfomational grammarians tried to do. Linguistic principles involve the 
interrelation of different kinds of information. 

Langacker (1988:12) emphasizes that in the cognitive school "lexicon, 

morphology, and syntax form a continuum of symbolic structures divided only 

arbitrarily into separate components of the grarnmarn. It is imperative to realize that 

to the extent that natural divisions can be found dong a parameter, the 
divisions do not coincide neatly h m  one parameter to the next in such a way 
that we would be jusMd in carving up the lexicon-morphology-syntax 
spectrum into discrete components (Langacker 1990: 1 13- 1 14). 

In opposition to the notion of mata, as pmposed by stratificational linguistics, 

L. Anderson (1972:421) believes that grammars are much less systernatic than 

linguists have supposed, and that language should be treated as "an ecological 

phenomenon, of human relevancen (424). He emphasizes that in language 

acquisition "the child's procedures of analysis are not the same as the linguist's, and 

it is of course the linguist who must change" (427). 



The present study, although it clearly favours many usefd wncepts put 

forward or elaborated recently by cognitive gramrnar, and although it bears the 

influence of the general approach of this branch of linguistics, was not conceiveci as 

a p m f  of any major theoretical wnstnict. Contrary to the preference of cognitive 

grammarians, the present analysis does not dispense with the device of a fe-e - 

not necessarily binary - in its description of the grammatical data? Features are 

found to constitute a useful and sufficient means of accounting for the specific 

phenornena in question. The interpretation of linguistic feahires offered here more 

closely follows another branch of linguistic theory, namely natural rnorphology. 

Miseska TomiC (1989:4), in her introduction to a collection of articles dealing with 

markedness, observes that several contributors to her volume treat markedness as a 

scalar notion - as "a matter of degreen.10 Furthemore, the idea of combineci 

criteria, dso persistent in natural morphology (for example, when the "assessrnent of 

the unmarked member of the opposition is a complex task involving the correlation 

of a variety of criteria") provides the backbone of this thesis. 

Nevertheless, it should be reiterated that despite an obvious orientation 

to wards certain theoretical frameworks, the major focus of attention in the following 

chapters wiU be on the attested data. l 

9 In cognitive gramrnar, lexicon, morphology and syntax are descnbed exclusively 
by means of symbolic units possessing a semantic and a phonological pole (compare 
Saussure's signifiant and signifié)). 

10 The editor also refers to other authors who explicitly deal with the issue of scalar 
versus binary features. 

11 In order "to explain a phenomenon you describe a system which in some way 
exhibits that phenomenon when it operates" (Thompson 1977: 665). 
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Clearly, whatever theory a linguist may adhere to, a strong trend has gradualiy 

emerged towards reconside~g the overly formal attitudes to language that have 

prevailed in the past. Language is more adequately understood in terms of a 

biological organism than "a well-defined dgonthmically-cornputable setn. In other 

words, "biology provides a better rnetaphor for linguistic research than the formal 

sciences" (Langacker 1988:4). This thesis attempts to approach language 

holistically, in consideration of the intncate relationships that exist between multiple 

features of various kinds: lexical, morphological, referential and syntactic. The 

material analyzed here is offered as a proof of the viability of such an outlook. 

The question of the language(s) spoken on the temtory of the state of Rus' in 

the early Middle Ages has been the source of much contmversy.12 Ideas about the 

autochthonous ongin and independence of this language (prirnarily from Old Church 

Slavonici3 - the fmt Slavic language to possess a writîen form, and one suggestively 

close to reconstnicted Common Slavic) were long promoted, for understandable 

rasons, by Soviet scholars. These scholars have also preferred to view what they 

cal1 "Old Russian" as a standardized language, uniformly available to the speakers of 

the vast land of Rus' (Filin 1972:85). For others such as Issatchenko, the great 

disparity between written and spoken registers - a classical diglossia - becomes a 

convenient explanation for the fact that the East Slavic clencal translations made by 

East Slavs share so many features with OCS.14 

l2  See for example Lunt's (1975) criticism of Filin (1972). 

13 H e r d e r  OCS. 

14 See also de Vincenz's (1993:285) remarks on the three major theories about the 
sociolinguistic situation in l lth - 14th cenhiry Rus', which he tenns the u ~ c i a l  
Soviet theory, the Issutchenko theory, and the Horace Lunt theory. Issatchenko's 
views on this and numerous other issues are strongly cnticized in Lunt (1984). 
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Obviously, such radical conclusions are hardly appropriate for the p e n d  of 

the beginning of literacy . l5 Little is to be gained h m  attempts to extract a separate 

language out of the relatively homogeneous, geographidy immense dialectal 

continuum that was Slavdorn in the Middle Ages. Nevertheless, despite the 

inevitable artificiality of any divisions between geneticaliy related languages - 
which, as is well known, are always significantly Muenceci by the position of 

political borden of past and present states - Slavic historical linguistics has 

established a reasonably solid invento ry of characteristic features at the basis of 

historicaily defined dialectal divisions. 

The selection of materiai analyzed in this thesis minimizes the task of 

separating native East Slavic from Church Slavonic elements, although it does not 

wmpletely eliminate it. The relationship between OCS and OESI is cornplex, and a 

degree of convergence is apparent in Russian to the present day. However, 

enormous amounts of valuable East Slavic data (and even entire manuscnpts) have 

often been disregarded because of supposed "contamination" from OCS elements. 

AU the manuscripts from which the data have been coUected are original East 

Slavic wntings, not translations. These documents represent the earliest available 

East Slavic sources. They cover the period from the 11th to the 15th centuries, 

which Russian linguistic tradition calls dpe8wpyccmril ('ancient Russian'), as 

opposed to the subsequent cmapopycomil ('old Russian') period (Frolova 1960: 3%). 

Apart from this, they are widely varied in terms of both style and geographicai 

origin within the area of Rus'. 

The LaurentiM Chronicle of 1377 contains two major parts: the Pnmary 

Chronicle (Pov#sn> vrememnym l&) in its oldest surviving redaction, and the Suzdal 

15 See Lunt's (1 975; 1984) thought-provoking discussions on this subject. 



Chrunide. The former part is believed to have been wmpleted by the early 12th 

century (Karskj 1929/1962:58), whereas the latter was incorporateci into the 

compilation at a wnsiderably later date. nie  Pn'mary Chronicle has been 

traditionally assigneci to Kiev, in the southern part of Rus'. The Sudal Chrunide, as 

is clear h m  its title, must have originated in the north-east. 

In addition to the geographical diversity of its two main parts, and the 

apparent lack of either genetic comections or chronologid unity among the 

multiple components of one of these parts - the Pn'mry Chronicie - the Laurentiart 

Chronicle is far from homogeneous stylistically. The variety of styles represented in 

this text include those of: religious writing, inevitably m d e s t i n g  Church Slavonic 

(and perhaps even West Slavic) elements; parts of legal treaties concludeci between 

the East Slavs and the Greeks and stemming h m  the lûth century; sections of 

narrative by the unknown compiler of the early 12th century and also by a later, 

14th century scribe (Lovrentij the monk - after whom the manuscript is known); 

saints' lives, modelled on the Greek canon; the Rusian prince Volodunir 

Monomakh' s instruction to his children, believed to have been initial1 y recorded at 

the beginning of the 12th century; and finally some tales of a folkloric nature 

(Jakubinskij 1953: 89-90, 302-304, 309). This extensive document offers the most 

varied lexical inventory of a l l  those treated in the present thesis. At the same t h e ,  it 

has been sometirnes devalued as not being "an ideal source" for the reason of its 

heterogeneity (Klenin 1987: 406, 41 2-41 3). 

The Life of Boris and Gïeb and the Life of nteodosius from the Uspenkij 

Collection are similar to the Primaty Chronicie, in that they also have been ascribed 

to the south. The Uspenskij ColZection is considered to belong to the late 12th - early 

13th century, although no date is mentioned in the text itself. This manuscript 

combines both translateci and genuine East Slavic works - mainly of a hagiographie 
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nature. Some South Slavic compositions are included as weli. The two saints' lives 

are esteemeci as the most ancient extant source of original East Slavic wdhg. l6 The 

manuscript of the Life of Ineodosus is held to be especially important, because it 

remains relatively close to its protograph. Judging from indirect evidence, the 

protograph was composed sornetime between 1079 and 1088, while the Life of Bons 

and Gleb must have been written even earïier (Saxmatov 1896:47-48). 

Because of their subject matter, these two pieces of writing must have fallen 

under the influence of OCS d o r  Greek in one way or another. However, such 

influence would h d y  concern linguistic features per se, but rather makes itseif felt 

in the areas of textual organization and thematic contents. Remarkably, the Life of 

Bons and Gleb and the Life of Theodosius are characterized by an abundance of East 

Slavic features, and provide some of the most interesting (and in some cases unique) 

data analyzed in the present study. 

Rwskaja Pravda (Russian Law) is a rare representative of a different kind of 

writing. It is the oldest recorded Iegd code of the state of Rus'.17 Rwskaja Pravda 

was probably compiled on the buis of oraliy trammitteci n i l s  and laws that had 

accumulated over the centuries. The oldest part of the code was apparently 

composed during the rule of Jaroslav the Wise - in the first half of the 1 lth century. 

Being a judicid and civil document, it virtually escapeci outside influence of the kind 

l6 Earlier specirnens are also attested, but 
from them are very limited in quantity . 
l7 Lunt (1975279 fn 23) remarks that 

the linguistic data that have been drawn 

" 1 7 p ~ ~ ~ s d a  p y c b c ~ m  redy means '[ex 
Rusonun, iaw of the Rus' - this is the code of a particular caste in the merchant city 
of Novgorod rather than a record of ancient Slavic tribal customary law." The 
historical ongin of the name Rus' as the designation of a social group rather than as 
an ethnonym (271) does not necessarily support such a claim. The number of copies 
of Russkuja Pravda available today attest to its b d  circulation, and suggest that it 
was applied in various places over an extended penod of time. Besides, Rus' did 
eventually becorne the name of the state. 
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present in ecclesiasticai writing. Rrrsskaja Prmh may manifest certain Scafldinavian 

traits, both hguistically and c~nceptually,~~ but it is at least refreshingly devoid of 

the Church Slavonicisms persistent in other OESl manuscripts. It is thus much closer 

to the OESl vernacular. 

Rmskaja Pravda has survived in multiple copiedg of three redactions: the so- 

called short, extensive, and abridged redactions - ranging h m  the 13th to the 17th 

centuries. The oldest copy is that of the "extensiven redaction of 1282, contained in 

the Novgorod nomocanon fiom the Synod collection. Unfortunately, it is also one of 

the worst, due to the quantity of inaccuracies andor errors. However, the data can 

usually be verSieci against other copies. The "shortn redaction is perhaps the most 

ancient of the three redactions, with a protograph produced in the 11th century. 

Available copies are of a much Iater date (lakubinskij l953:290-29 1). 

The 1229 Smolensk - Riga Trade Treaty has been a much debated and 

downgraded source.2o This is a document regulating trade and legal affairs of 

Hanseatic merchants on the temtory of the Smolensk princedom, and of merchants 

from several princedoms of the state of Rus' d u ~ g  their visits to Riga and other 

Baltic cities of the German Hansa. Thus, it reflects a western dialect of East Slavic. 

Similarly to Russkaja Pravda, this treaty presents a civil usage of the 

language. Two redactions of the treaty are extant, each preserved in several copies. 

l 8  See Bimbaum (1962) for a comprehensive ovewiew of this question. 

19 102 are extant, but 1 12 are known to have existed (Ljubimov l94O/l967: 15). 

20 See, for example Klenin (1 983: 63), whose disrespect for this manuscript with its 
"Lexical blunders" maniEests her reliance on an earlier opinion expressed by 
Kiparsky. On closer examination, however, the text emerges as extremely consistent 
and almost impeccable - a fact which has been obscured by its idiosyncratic 
orthography (Bratishenko 1993a). 
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Copy A of the so-ded GotlandNisby redaction is the earliest version - if not a 

protograph - of the document. 

Birch bark Ietters have been excavated (and were presumably produced) 

mainly in the Novgorod area in the northwest of Rus', though a few have corne 

from the town of Staraja ~ u s s a . ~ l  Many of these peculiar documents are too 

fragmentary - some to the extent of king illegible - and, unfortunately, are difficult 

to interpret with confidence. Nevertheless, they pruvide a precious source of 

hguistic information for the sketchily documented period of the 11th-15th 

centuries. 

Some have skeptically labelled the data of the birch bark lettea "bits h m  

aiterate documentsn (Lunt 1975273) - although the Wteracy of a wrïting sample 

should not necessarily be considered a disadvantage for its linguistic study. Others, 

on the contrary, assign to them an indispensable status, especially for the purposes 

of dealing with the earliest stages of OESI. Zaliznjak (1 993: 192) writes: 

21 A fuiding of birch barks has been recently reported in the 
Ukraine. This promises a new venue for the comparative study 
of geographically diverse origin (2aliznja.k 1993: 192). 

area around L'viv in 
of similar documents 

22 'Birch bark leners of the earlier penod (Il th - earïy 13th centuries) are 
especially valuable for Slavistics. n e  earb dialect of OId Novgorod is the second 
fonn, in chronological t e m ,  of Slmk speech (afier OCS) recorded in wnwnting. If 
one also takes into account the fuct that OCS tats have a literary character and are 
transiatl-ons, the Old Novgorod diaiect ernerges as the nwst ancient fonn of everyday 
non-Iiterary SIavic speech dire@ refected in any signifiant recorded corpus. ' 
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On the positive side, the bKch bark letten have a wide and varied authorship, and 

mainly deal with matters of everyday life - thus providing the closest available 

approximation to one of the regional varieties of the East Slavic colloquial language. 

Needless to say, the overwhelming major* of samples do not reflect any OCS 

Dating birch bark letters has proven to be diffidt, and there is no agreement 

as to what cnteria to use in the pmcess (Borkovskij, ed. 1955:9). Because of their 

indisputably unique nature and despite all their weak points, the birch barks are a 

valuable supplement to other materials, and should not be entirely neglected. 

Naturally, one must treat hem with caution, and not jump to conclusions on the 

b a i s  of isolated attestations, particularly when these conclusions contradict data 

found e1sewhere.z However, the linguistic information contained in the birch bark 

letten may at times be crucial for the purposes of codming phenomena which 

would remain othenvise ambiguous. 

Aside from the fact that it is unwise to be too discriminating in selecting one's 

database when faced with an extremely limited number of reasonably reIiable 

original compositions, the geographical and stylistic diversity represented by the 

above sources appears to have its own advantages. This diversity means that the 

material for analysis is sufficiently broadly based to support the formation of 

substantial conclusions. The aggregate version of the language under examination 

here will be minimally dependent on haphazard or idiosyncratic factors that rnight 

23 The most sensational finding, d e b u h g  earlier ideas about the periodization of 
Common Slavic and setting the Old Novgorod dialect apart from the rest of Slavic 
dialects, concerns its aileged lack of the so-calleci second velar palataüzation 
(Zaliznjak 1993:37-38). Despite the fact that this conclusion has becorne a 
cornmonplace in today's linguistic literature (particularly in Russia: e.g. Ivanov, ed. 
1995:80), many, unwilling to trust what they consider scarce and hardly diable 
data, remain skeptical. 
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otherwise significantiy obscure the pichire. The main selection criterion, then, is 

solely the authenticity and antiquity of the monuments. 

Regarding the question of the linguistic unity of the East Slavs during the 

period irnmediately preceding that covered by the present work, Lunt (1975:272) 

In fact, m, important dialectal ciifferences, beyond a vague north vs south, or 
pemaps extreme north vs central vs extreme south, can be discemed in written 
Rusian Slavonic punt 's prefrred tem for OESl - E. B.] before 1300. 

Therefore, one is justifiecf in cons ide~g the 1 lth-14th century manuscripts 

produced within the bi t s  of the Rusian state as specimens of an East Slavic 

language that is suficiently different from other dialectal varieties available for 

linguistic analysis, and stands by itself in chronological tenns, while being at the 

same t h e  intemally homogeneous enough to represent a coherent system. 

Ebrkovskij, ed. (1 968: 287) concludes: 

II~MSITHHKH XI-XIV BB., BO-IIepBbIX, OTAeJlXIUTCR HaMH OT -OB 
XV-XVII BB. ( L I O C K O ~ K ~  OHW CWecrBemo OTJIW-cg OT ~ T H X  
n o c n e m )  H, BO-B~OP~IX, PaccMaqmamrcx w onpenenemoe enmcrBo 
( n o c ~ o m ~ y  MM He y~moca ~ a i i r ~  3 ~ o r o  nepuona cIrnlancurecnmc 
~anemiR, KOTOpbIe MOXHO 6bmo 6b1 KB~JIH@HIUIPOB~T~ K m  *pYCCBHm, 
qKpamcKwe~, &nopycc~~e* H KoTOpbIe, T a g m  06pa30~, H a p y ~ ~ l ê n ~  6br 
3TO €!AUHCTBO.)*~ 

24 'The literary t a s  of the Ilth-14th centuries, in the Prst place, have been 
separated by us from terts of the 15th-17th centunes (because they d~#ier 
consideraby from the latter), Md, in the second place, are considered as a disrnct 
unity (because, in this perîod, we have found no syntactic phenornena which could 
be quulified as "Russiun", "Ukrainim', or "Belorussian", Md which wy)uM 
therofoe violate this wtity.) ' 



The following abbreviations for the sources of data are used in the text: 

L. of B. & G .  The Life of Boris and Gleb 

L. of Th. nie L.ife of 77'twdosiu.s 

Laur. Chron. Primary Chronicle (Larrentian ltuu~uscript) 

Suzd. Chron. S d d  Chronicie (Lourentim m~~t~cscript) 

1229 Tr. Smolensk - Riga Trade Treaty of 1229 (redaction A) 

Russ. Pr, R u s s ~  Pr& (Symd collection) 

BBL Birch bark Ietrer 

References to the Chronicles cite a year, which is foilowd by the leaf number 

(l) from the original manuscript; v stands for verso. The page of the edition utilized 

for this thesis is also provided in brackets at the end of the citation. The two saints' 

lives from the Uspenskj collectz.on are quoted according to the conventions of the 

edition: the column numbers and the Cyrillic letters have k e n  preserved. The line 

number for the relevant item is also given. Line number in also provided in the 

citations of the 1229 Treaty. References to R u s s ~ u  P m d a  are made according to 

the article as weU as the page of the Synod edition. 

Birch bark letters are listed according to the original number assigneci to them 

by the editors; only places of excavation other than Novgorod are noted. The date is 

also provided. 

Numerical Cyrillic letters are replaced by aumbers. AU abbreviations are 

opened in angular brackets; when the abbreviation is not clear alternative 

interpretations are given. 

Due to software limitations the orthography of citations has been simplifieci 

according to convention. 



CHAPTER ONE 

MORPHOSYNTACTIC VARIATION AND THE HIERARCHY OF FEATURES 

The problems of morphosyntactic variation exhibiteci by OESl noundnoun 

stems participating in the two sets of constructions - one involving the form of an 

unmodifed attrîbute of a head noun (either a denominative adjective1 or a noun in 

the genitive case), and the other syncretic accusative case - have been studied 

extensively as separate topics. V h a l l y  no comection has been observed between 

the two phenomena. In addition, the accent of previous investigations has hardly 

ever fden on the hierarchical nature of these phenomena (especially in the case of 

denominative adjective formation and distribution),* although such a nature is 

suggested by the tendencies observable in the attested variation in usage? Instead, 

most studies typically look for clear-cut divisions and d e s  responsible for one form 

These adjectives are formed from nominal stems with the help of suffixes +v-/ 
-eV-, -in-, -*j-, 4- and to varying degrees denote personal individual affiliation - 
thus wnventionally termed "possessiven. This group also includes adjectives formed 
by the suffi +sk-, which are sometïmes called "possessive-relational" for semantic 
rasons. For a discussion on the suitability of the term possession for grammatical 
usage, see Chapter Two. In order to distinguish between denorninative adjectives 
exclusively or predominantly referring to an individual person and those lacking 
such reference, the former will be designated - following Huntley (1993:137) - as 
individual personal adjectives. 

2 For rare exceptions see Corbett (1987) and Huntley (1984). 

Krys'ko (1994:201-202) claims that the original Slavic situation with regard to 
accusative case form was one of "free variation" - while admitting that a certain 
"inclinationw of some nouns towards this or that fonn has to do with their 
" declensional autonomy " , idiornatic status or orientation towards the OCS nom. 
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or an~ther .~  Finally, these two sets of altemating constructions have not been 

approached with an eye to the cornplex of features that simuitaneously influence the 

selection of one construction over the other. 

On the other hand, certain dominant issues have emerged in the course of a 

hundred years of research on these two topics. Naturally, these issues have prepared 

the ground for the present analysis. In this chapter the recurrent topics encountered 

in studies of both genitive-accusative syncretism as weil as the distribution of the 

denominative adjectives and adnominal genitive case will be introduced. The trend 

in the majority of works seems to have been to develop further and modifjr ideas put 

forward by the earlier investigaton of the field of Slavic studies. Of course, attempts 

at a reinterpretation of the data do occasionally appear. It is undoubtedly a fruidul 

practice to re-examine old facts in view of new evidence of any son. Udortunately, 

the motivation for some studies seems to lie in an abstract desire to debunk 

everything traditional. Many ideas contained in the earlier works (some not caffied 

through in subsequent research, having been already forgotten dong the way) are 

not stale but rather amazingly insighthil - especially h m  a present-day point of 

view. In fact, these ideas may fmd renewed life in the light of certain theoretical 

fmdings of more ment wnting. In contrast, some new opinions appear to be radical 

for the sake of being radical. 

Meiliet (1897), in his seminal work, and many later researchen on the topic of 

genitive-accusative in Slavic focus their arguments primarily on the problem of 

mimcy, suggesting that the nse of the genitive-accusative was a way to create an 

animate "subgendern within the masculine gender. (This issue is bnefly deait with in 

Chapter Four.) Meillet explains how genitive-accusaiive initidy arose among proper 

4 For example, Krys'ko (199468) bases many of his concIusions on the absence of 
"strict regularities" in the patterns of attestations. 



personal nouns (by analogy with personal and other pronouns), and later spread to 

all animate masculine nouns of the major declension with genitive in a . 5  Thus he 

strongly believes that animacy played a decisive role in the promotion of this 

morphological change in Slavic. More precisely, he believes that the rise of the 

animate subgender is manifesteci through the N e  of genitive-accusative. 

It has also been often noted that the feahire animate in some Slavic languages, 

especially Russian, has gradually developed from the more restricted feature 

per~onal.~ As wiU be further discussed in Chapter Four, this conclusion is suggested 

by the strong evidence that the process of substitution of genitive form for accusative 

usage fmt affected proper personal nouns denoting male individuals. Ody later did 

it encompass aU personal nouns with genitive in -a, and eventually nouns denoting 

animals of the same declension. For this reason it can be concluded that it i s  

personhood rather than animacy that is likeiy to have triggered the rise of genitive- 

accusative. 

Significantly, the features personal andlor aRimate also figure prorninently in 

studies of denominative adjective formation and distribution in Slavic. It has been 

observed that proper noun stems with individual reference (e.g. Rpucms/n, 'of 

Jaroslav', Bceeo~wxb 'of Vsevolod'), as well as other highly individuated noun 

This declension has been conventiondy referred to as that of -*O/-*jo stems. 
However, these stems are reconstnicted, and thus do not correspond to the reality of 
the written records examined herein. Huntley's (1993) classification of nominal 
declensions in OCS is foIlowed in this thesis. 

See Dietze (1973:262). Kurylowicz (1962:250), in his analysis of genitive- 
accusative, also proposes that the feature personal may be safely substituted for 
animate. The term h u m  is sornetimes used instead of personal: e.g., Cornrie 
(1978). Contrast ECrys'ko (l994:6 1, 201 -202), who believes that animacy developed 
prior to personhood, since the latter category is found only in a limited number of 
Slavic languages, and should thus be considered an innovation. For Krys'ko, nouns 
denoting animals were h m  the very beginning included in the same class with 
persons. 



stems denohg unique beings (~OCttObbiib 'Lord's', bancuu 'G~d's'), constitute the 

most productive source of adjectives gradualiy evolving into a distinct class of 

individual personal adjectives. Common noun stems participate in adjective 

formation as weii, except that such adjectives more often than not lack individuai 

reference: pa6uzi 'of a dave/of davedslave-hke' KWWC% 'prince's' CUlte/IoCKo 'of an 

angel/of angeIs/angelic' . Thus, according to Corbett (1 987: 326), the prototypical 

case of a nominal stem capable of forming a denominative adjective is "reference to 

a specïfic human". 

The fact that the issue of animacy/personhood inevitably arises when one deais 

with genitive-accusative and the denominative adjective may be explained by the 

obvious lexical features of those nounshoun stems which are most frequently 

attested with such syncretism and which also fonn individual personal adjectives. 

However, as will be shown in the following chapters, animacy/personhood is far 

from the only feature that is involved in either the rise of the genitive-accusah've or 

the formation of individual personal adjective. First of all, there are other, less 

obvious, lexical features that influence the choice of a particular morphosyntactic 

form. Secondly, as has just been suggested, it is not simply lexical features that 

should be taken into account when analyzing the nouns participating in these 

constructions.7 For example, defmite reference plays a major d e  in the 

morphosyntactic outwme. 

Already Meillet (1897:4) in his monograph on genitive-accusative in OCS 

Recherches sur L'enzploi du génitif-ucc~csatif en vieux shve gives analysis of both 

7 Dietze (1973) examines genitive-accusative in the OESl manuscript of the 
Novgorod Chronicfe with such issues in mind, although he does not draw any 
explicit conclusions. Zverkovskaja (1986) speaks of the formation of lexico- 
grammatical categories of adjectives, implicitly touching upon points relevant to the 
examination here. 
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the synchronie variation of 

Nevertheles, his study is 

primarily devoted to the investigation of the rise of animacy, as are the majority of 

works dealing with genitive-accusative.8 

In a critical attempt to reconsider some established views, Klenin (1 987:404) 

calls for an interpretation of the evolution of genitive-accusative "in its larger 

morphosyntactic context". She puts fornard an alternative viewpoint concentrating 

primarily on  pronouns. Unfortunately, Klenin limits herself to a strictly 

morphologicai explanation, which appean rather artficial in the light of the complex 

nature of the phenornenon? According to her, it was a reanalysis of the genitive 

case object as accusative that resdted in this histoncal substitution.1° Despite her 

repeated denial that genitive-accusative in pronouns was Uifluenced by the feahire 

animatelpersonal (1 983: 15; l987:405), Klenin's (1983) monograph on the subject is 

still meant to provide "a new interpretation of animacy" , as its titie indicates. 

Not only the pattern of attestation in nouns, but also the involvernent of 

personal, demonstrative and interrogative pronouns in genitive-accusative innovation 

8 Most recent and substantial are Klenin (1983) and Krys'ko (1994). 

9 This author's approach suffen fmm explicit assumptions about strict divisions of 
language into unrelated spheres - the very assumptions argued against in the present 
thesis. These are evident in such statements as the following (409): "Whatever 
syntactic conditions may have been found on the genitive-a&u&tive, they were 
weak and temporary. Yet if the genitive-accusative was supposed to remedy subject- 
object ambiguity - a syntactic weakness, not a morphological one - why did the 
Ianguage chwse a morphological remedy?" Klenin further wonders why "the 
relationship between communicative hnctionality and inflexional morphology should 
be transparent" (41 0). 

10 Klenin's views are discussd in more detail in Chapter Four. 



- the reasons for which are still debatable - suggests that animacy/personhood has 

indeed to be taken into account in the study of genitive-accusative. l 1  irrespective of 

the solution to the cause-and-effect problem of genitive-accusative sy ncretism in 

pronouns and nouns (see Chapter Four), it should be borne in mind that first and 

second person pronouns refer to speech act participants. Therefore, they are animate 

by definition (with the possible exception of certain idiosyncratic situations). Third 

person pronouns, as well as demonstrative and relative pronouns, are more 

ambiguous, in that they can variably have animatelpersonal and inanimatelnon- 

personal reference. The interrogative pronoun kogo - the only genuine geaitive- 

accusative of bto 'who' in pronouns - is always animate and correlates with 

personal nouns. 

The most recent study deahg with genitive-accusative in OESl is that of 

Krys'ko (1994), which is concemed with "the development of the category of 

animacyw. His work is based on a thorough presentation and analysis of the data and 

a close critique of some established ideas. However, Krys'ko seems to be overly 

concemed with the need to wme up with a fresh alternative to traditional 

interpretations, which he somewhat brusquely dismisses as "legendsn (7) and 

"dogmasW (1 8). He also relies heavily on statistics drawn from the written sources, 

which cannot always be properly weighed as to their adequate representation of the 

actual language. Furthemore, in his effort to achieve a comprehensive analysis, 

Krys'ko uses the entire available bulk of 0~S112: among other things, he does not 

See Bemeker (1 904), Meïilet (1 897), Kurylowicz (1 962: 25 1 ) , Tomson (1 908a, 
IgO8b). Vondrak (1 898). 

l2 The author personally examined many manuscripts as well as drawing data from 
the Old Russian h g u u g e  Catdogue ( K a p m m a  dpe6wpyc~~o20 maca). 



discriminate among data attested in original OESl compositions and those attested in 

copies of Balkan Slavic provenance. 

In general, Krys'ko contradicts virtually ail of the previously acceptai 

postdates. In essence, however, his approach foUows that of Klenin (1983). S i n d a  

to Klenin (1983 and I987), who feels that no "discourse-functional" explanation is 

adequate, Krys' ko (1 994: 156- 1 58) rejects the idea that the distinction between 

subject and object was a crucial factor in the rise of genitive-accusative. Likewise, 

he cannot accept the "sociologicaln explanation of constraints on the genitive- 

accusative - narnely the original preference for nominative-accusative with reference 

to slaves and immature persons (32). Neither does he subscribe to the idea of the 

role of definitenes as a promoting feature in the rise of the genitive-accusative 

(164). For Krys'ko, genitive-accusative syncretism is a strictly moxphological 

phenomenon. His argument is based on the fact that the amount of free variation in 

accusative case forms is too great to be explaineci exclusively by any one of the 

wmmonly deduced features. Thus he chooses not to rely on them at ail. Krys'ko 

(1 66) States: 

Clearly, his disregard for the many facets of the problem, each of which alone is 

uisufficient to acwunt for every attestation, is based on views r a d i d y  different 

from those defended in this work. 

13 'We cm only oscertain thar vanarion between the non-prepositiod accusanive 
and genitive cases in the Ofd Russian languuge was not caused by either semantic, 
grammatical or any other optiortal factors, - in other wrds,  accusative and genitive 
represented optimal vanants of the objective syntaxeme. ' 
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In wntrast to Krys'ko, other contributors to the debate over genitive- 

accusative choose not to limit themselves to either the single binary opposition of 

animate-inanimate, or that of personal-non-personal. In thir way, they aspire to 

create a more detailed noun classification with greater descriptive power. Tmst 

(1 992) devotes an exhaustive monograph to his proposed categorization of the nouns 

found in the genitive-accusative in modem Russian - which represent the end-point 

of a long histoncal pmcess. Striving for an ail-encornpassing system, he argues that 

one cannot solve the problem by only takhg into account the features 

animatelinanimate. Rather, Trost suggests that the main distinction should be made 

in terms of the "lexosemantic" category of agentivity. In particular, he singles out a 

class of "individuai-agentiven nouns, which is homogeneous and represents a closed 

system. Other nouns - those that fall into the category of "non-individual-agentive" - 

can be subdivided further: for instance, "collective agentive" or " inagentive" (168). 

The agentive class includes personal nouns, names of animais and Christian 

and pagan mythological beings, socially dependent and unfree persons, post morrem 

persons, etc. (176). Trost aspires towards a neat classification that would divide all 

Russian nouns into their respective classes without exception. Such a classification 

would also reflect the historical rise of this phenornenon. 

If one perseveres through the flood of Latin-based terminological neologisms 

(which, perhaps contrary to the author's expectations, do not bring much relief to 

his extremely abstract argumentation) in the hope of coming across an interesting 

observation or generalization, one may fhd that Trost's ideas do indeed offer an 

interesting perspective on both the organkation and the evolution of the modem 

Russian nominal system. 

The main advantage of his approach, besides its emphasis on agentivity , lies in 

its move to allow a certain flexibility in dealing with matters of classifkation. For 
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example, Trost concludes th& although "individual-agentive nounsn cm be equated 

without exception with the use of genitive-accusative, a similar equation of "non- 

individual-agentive" and nominative-accusative is not possible (1 68). Another 

significant point is the idea that nouns can be classified according to a number of 

more detailed subcategories within a binary opposition. These include such feanires 

as, for example, " emotiven : c m  6 o n i 6 u p o U ~ p ~  (nominative-accusative) versus 

c6ut-m 6bM6apdtqmupKa (genitive-accusative) 'to shoot down a bomber'. Most 

importantly, the author makes a valuable distinction between the linguist's view of a 

phenomenon and that of a speakerlhearer. StilI, with al l  due respect to Trost's 

perceptive emphasis on agentivity and his subtle analysis of the various divisions and 

subdivisions in the Russian nominal system, it rnust be noted that his selection of 

parameters is ovenvhelrningly lexical. 

As is clear h m  the above discussion, the wrrelation between the lexical 

meaning of a given noun and the likelihwd of its use in a certain morphosyntactic 

form has long been remarked upon, particularl y with regard to genitive-accusative. 

Generally, the hierarchical structure of such correlation has not been explicitly 

stated. Meillet (1 897: 25) opens his discussion of "questionable" instances of 

genitive-accusative and nominative-accusative by writing, "Le génitif-accusatif est 

une forme réservée en principe [iruïics mine -E.B.] aux noms masculines indiquant 

des personnes" ('Genitive-accusative is the form resetved in principle for masculine 

nouns denoring persans'). Thus, he has to admit that there can be only so rnuch 

regularity in the phenomenon under study - "la règle de emploi du génitif-accusatif 

n'est pas appliquée avec constance" (the genitive-ac~us~ve rule is not consistently 

applied) (3 1). Although Meillet (1 897: 61 -63) does distinguish between various 

lexical subcategories that behave differently from one another in the accusative case 



(e.g. adult versus non-adult) and stresses the importance of definte reference, his 

extensive study does not attempt to a m g e  the OCS data into a hierarchical system. 

With respect to the use of denominative adjective versus adnominal genitive as 

the modifier of a head noun, Ivanov, ed. (1989:146) observes that the dismbution is 

regulated by a tendency rather than hard and fast d e :  

Yet there have been no attempts to defuie the features responsible for these 

tendencies in OES1. Similady, the gradual historical spread of paaicular adjective- 

fonning suffixes such as -ov- h m  proper personal stems to those denoting animals 

and even plants has been tenned "diffcult to explain" (Zverkovskaja 1986:41). 

Nonetheless, the feeling that linguistic features are a matter of gradation rather 

than binary opposition is shared by many commentators. For instance, Comrie 

(1989:185) believes that animacy should be d e f d  as a hierarchy ranging from 

most to least animate. Moreover, this is not a simple linear hierarchy, but "a 

complex intertwining" (1 99). 

Despite such occasional references to the nature of morphosyntactic variation 

for both genitive-accusative and denominative adjective versus adnominal genitive, 

the role of the complex variety of features that govern the employment of specific 

fonns has not yet been elaborated upon systematically. l5 

14 'Constructions with the genitive of possession gravitate more towards the 
possessor, denoted by a cormnon noun, while constnrcftcftons with the possessive 
adjecîïve - towards the possessor, haMng a proper name. ' 

l5 Zverkovskaja (1966:226) notes the role of at least two major factors - 
rnorphological and semantic - in the evolution of the denominative adjective-forming 
suffi  -ov-. Thinking similar to that proposed here has been more evident in studies 
of another change involving genitive and accusative case - the substitution of 
accusative for genitive in negative wnstmctions, characteristic of modem Russian. 
(Timberlake 1975; Klenin 1978) This topic is by extension connecteci with the 
evolution of genitive-accusative, and will be touched upon bnefly in Chapter Five. 



As already indicated, features other than animacy that appear to have favoured 

genitive-accusative have been often remarked upon. These include, in partidar, the 

feature of dofniteness. l6 The canonical OCS corpus does not provide many direct 

proofs for this, outside of the use of the nominative-accusative of the noun pc16% 

'slave' with indefuiite reference, as opposed to its genitive-accusative @a with 

definite reference, distinguished by the corresponding article in Greek - a fact 

origindy noted by Meillet (1897:59)17 It will be argued below that OES1 appears to 

be more wnservative in its use of genitive-accusative; one can draw from its data 

examples that show the feature definite was still prominent in the extension of 

genitive-accusative. 

Substantivized adjectives and participles - especially when used in long fonn - 
are also wnsistently attested in genitive-accusative (Meillet 1897: L 6). Long-fonn 

adjectives and participles originated as de f i t e  (van Holk 1963:93). One highly 

specific usage of a ferninine substantivized adjective confums the idea of such an 

origin. As shown in the following example, long-form denominative adjectives 

fomed from proper noun stems denoting male pemns serve as a means to iden* a 

wife by her husband's fint name: 

(1 ) opecraewca rA&608aq Ihpreeewt 
'(the wife) of Gleb, Gjurgi's son, passed away' (Laur. Chron., 1154 1 
114v (341)) 

l6 A number of terms have been used synonymously with definitenes: 
individuation and specificiry are most common. Contrat, however, Hier' s (1 974: 63) 
usage of the term specific in opposition to generdized, as a subdivision of the 
catego ry indefiire. 

l7 On the influence of the same feature on the choice between denomuiahve 
adjective and adnominal genitive with regard to the stem r d -  in OCS, see Huntley 
(1 984: 228-229). 



By itself, such a usage manifests the feature definite. l8 

It is not surprising that in dealing with younger East Slavic material, ~axrnatov 

(1957:223) remarks that individuation is likewise a valid feature for the employment 

of genitive over accusative, even among inanimate abstract or collective nouns such 

as mir 'peace' with reference to a certain treaty. 

In modem Russian, names of certain plants (EN 'mushmml, mnoa 

'poplar', dy6 'oak tree', etc.) may also be used in the genitive when denoting a 

single specimen of the class, while the accusative is used with generic reference: 

e.g., R WA 2pu6u '1 have eaten a mushmm'; fi c m  02yptla '1 have harvested a 

cucumber'. 

Similady, considerable attention has been devoted to definiteness as a feature 

characterizing various types of denominative adjectives, especidy in studies dealing 

with adjective formation.lg This feature can be traced not only in the type of the 

nominal stem, but also to some extent in the suffix added to it in order to form such 

an adjective - as will be argued in Chapter Two. 

The lack of the feahire definite is reported as the reason for the employment of 

a bare genitive modifier over a denominative adjective in OCS common personal 

nouns. For instance, Huntley (1 984: 232; 1993: 137) concludes that individual 

I8 See also Cooper (1 971 :6@6S); Janin and Zaliznjak (1993:274). Most likely, this 
substantivized usage of adjectives predates their usage as modifiers of nouns such as 
Zena ' wife' or knjagyni 'princess' (Frolova 1960: 327-328). Interestingly , the sanie 
formations are attested in short fonn when servuig as mod5ers of a head noun. 
Neuter substantivized adjectives are attested in shos form in OCS and could mean 
'someone's property' (Kuntley 1984:217) - a much less definable entity than a wife! 
(OESl: mco c ~o6om x o w  d o ~ b  &TH u Ka o m  npmahfb TH 'that 1 want to 
be on good terms with you and shall add to your father's inheritance' (Laur. Chron. 
1015, 1 45v (132)).) 

19 For exarnple, Flier (1974). 



reference in noun phrases containing a common noun is expresseci through the use of 

a bare genitive, whereas denominative adjectives formed fmm such stems tend to 

have indefinite or random reference, when the stems of these nouns do not even 

form an individual personal adjective. Data on adjective formation h m  OESl texts 

coaform to such a conclusion.20 (See Chapter Two) For example, the two CO- 

referential denominative adjectives in (2) below lack individual reference, and 

instead denote qudities: 

(2) w n p ~ c < ~ ~ > r n < a > z o u m r < ~ e > ~ o o 6 p a ~ a ~ b ~ e ~ o  

'and he adopted the holy and angelic image of a monk' (L. of Th., 

67a. 18-20) 

The adjective ~HuuiecKQczzo - formed h m  the stem of the common masculine noun 

r n n b  'monk' - can stand for 'of a monk', 'of monks', 'monastic' or even 'monk- 

like' . The adjectives m < ze > ~ l b ~ ~ a z o  'angelic' and ~ b ~ u t u e c ~ a a 2 0  ' rnonastic/of a 

monk' cannot simultaneously refer to two separate entities denoted by the nominal 

stems 'angel' and 'monk' respectively. Instead, the sentence speaks of the angelic 

quality of a monk's image - a cliché in ecclesiastical writing - rather than any 

specific angel or monk. More examples teswing to the same point will be pmvided 

in Chapter Two. 

Common nouns in -Mc (e-g. gr8Snika 'simer', provednilcs ' righteous one') are 

particuiarly noteworthy with regard to defuiiteness. They stand apart h m  proper 

personal nouns, in that they are most frequently attested in OCS in the form of a 

bare genitive modifier, depending on the presence of the feature definite. Their 

20 Compare Ivanova (1974), with special reference to Serbo-Croatian. Corbett 
(1987:326) also comments on the role of "specificity" in the selection between 
denominative adjective or genitive of a noun in modern Slavic languages, including 
Czech and Slovak. 
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adjectival origin (Meillet l897:57; l924/1965:361) adds to their inherent lack of 

deftnteness: adjectives, Ui contrat to nouns, denote a quality - and not the identity 

of the referent, 

Ivanov (1989:240) contrasts the modem Russian examples npqkccopniarr oorlo 

'a professor's daughter' (one representative of a certain class) and OOY6 n-ccopa 

'the professor's daughter', with the same distinction in mind. Therefore, his 

observation concerning the distribution of adjectives and nouns as attributive 

modifiers corresponds to Huntley's opinion regarding OCS. This supports the i d e .  

that the feature definite is relevant for the choice between a denorninative adjective 

and the genitive case of a noun. 

It is notable that, while the prominence of this feature is indisputable in both 

sets of constructions in morphosyntactic variation, the actual outcome is not 

unalterably comelated with either definiteness or indefiniteness. As an example, 

when adjective- forming suffixes other than ask- are involveci, the situation appears 

the reverse of what was descnbed above for OCS. It has been pointeci out that in 

some Slavic languages a denominative adjective formed h m  a common personal 

noun stem tends to indicate definite reference (Corbett 1987:326). This is in contrast 

to the genitive case of a noun, which may or may not manifest such a feature 

(mel'nikova do& 'the miller's daughter' versus doEb mel'nika 'thela miuer's 

daughter) (Trubetzkoy 1939: 82). Despite the superficial contradiction (it is the 

adjective in this case that is correlateci with a definite reference, and not vice versa, 

as in OCS), the essence remains intact. The feature definite is stiu salient for the 

speaker, irrespective of its achial correlation with a certain morphosyntactic fom. 

(In this particular case it also matters what kind of s u f i  participates in the adjective 

formation. Due to its association with highiy definite nouns - such as proper 

personal nouns - as indicated by its productivity in adjective formation h m  their 
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stems, the suffix -ov- may be considered more definite than the suffix -ark-.Zi See 

further discussion of this point in Chapter Two.) 

At any rate, the situation in modern Russian is not directly comparable to that 

of either OES1 or OCS, sirnply because of the decline in the use of the denominative 

adjective. In contrast, the state of OESl as examinecl in this dissertation is 

characterized by a fluctuation in the use of alternative constructions that became 

even more prominent with time. 

From this apparent reversal of tendencies, one concludes that the same 

parameter may diachronically either promote or inhibit the use of a given form." A 

similar historieal reversal has been observed in the modem Russian use of genitive 

of negation.23 The promotion of accusative in historically genitive environments has 

also been documented in variation between genitive and accusative inanimate, in 

such pairs as x d y  m3oa (genitive) '1 am waiting for a train' and x d y  m3d 

(accusative) '1 am waiting for the train' (Krys'ko 1994: 199)' depending on 

definiteness, as well as on the variation in the case form of the object of a reflexive 

verb - which itself depends on animacy (c~yucambc~ 6a6yu~~~v (accusative) 'to obey 

grandma' but c~yulcultbc~ci ~ o m d b r  (genitive) 'to obey the order') (174). Perhaps di 

this attests to a cyclical element in language change. Whatever the direction of the 

process, the features controllhg it remain stable. 

A fmal remark on defdeness: it is not ody noun stems and s u f f i  f o d g  

a denominative adjective that lend themselves to an examination in terms of this 

21 Incidentally, Flier (1 974:8 1) points out that the adjectives "in ask- exhibit the 
greatest fluctuation between long and short foms, while those in other suffixes are 
almost always in the short form". This suggests a lack of inherent definiteness in 
such adjectives, to make up for which the pronominal ending is added. 

22 Compare Comrie (1978:30). 

23 See particularly Dahl (1 %O), Klenin (1 980). 
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feaîure. In his investigation of the distribution of OCS long- and short-form 

denominative adjectives formed by a variety of suffixes, Flier (1 974) pays particdar 

attention to the presence and type of the article in the Greek original, and tries to 

establish Slavic correspondences of definite or indefinite usage associated with a 

particular form. 

Thus, it appears that at least two features - animate/personaI and definite - 

have been cunsistently singled out as relevant for both of the sets of morphosyntactic 

constructions studied in this thesis. The typological correlation between the features 

animatelpersonal and definite in direct objects has also been obsemed. In fact, this 

correlation is so strong that it leads Comne (1979) to assert that defuiite and animate 

direct objects represent a "natural class". Since accusative is the case of a direct 

object in OESI, this point is of crucial importance to the present argument as well. 

With regard to genitive-accusative, it has also been stated that lexical feaîures 

such as  physical maturity or the social status of the referent play a role in the 

selection of one construction over the other. In examinhg adjectival suffies h m  

the viewpoint of their productivity with certain lexical types of nominal stems, some 

researchers have referred to a division into classes of "active (animate) and inactive 

nouns" that can be traced back to proto-Indo-Eumpean (Gamkrelidze and Ivanov 

l995:389).24 

Ail this indicates that the need to create a more detailed inventory of features, 

either within one type - such as lexical (mantre or active being a subdivision of 

personal, in its tum a subdivision of animate) - or of various orders - lexical and 

referential, for exarnple - has long been felt by researchers. 

z4 See for example Zverkovskaja (1 986Al). This ancient division is also at the base 
of Trost's (1992) classification dong the lines of agentivity. Meillet (1905:459) 
generalizes that "le choix du suffixe dépend . . . du sens du mot" ('the choice of a 

depends . . . on the meming of the noun 3. 



Departhg for the moment h m  the specific issues of animacy/personhood and 

defiteness, and in preparation for the analysis of the OESl data, it is appropriate to 

consider some of the previous attempts to establish Iinguistic accounts based on a 

hierarchy. The range of these studies is quite broad, yet ail involve nominal and 

pronominal categones - and all deai with the whole spectrum of problems outlined 

earlier. Since the present description dso relies on a hierarchical organization of 

data, the support provided by such studies will be indispensable. It should be 

stressed that all of the structures rnentioned below make reference to lexical feahires, 

presumably because these are the most obvious. In addition, many elaborate upon 

the referential feature of defiIiiteness. 

Flier (1974:26), in examining the adjectival system of OCS, introduces a 

hierarchy of lexical features, which he terms "a fundamental structure upon which 

the NP is built": 

This hierarchy "plays an instrumentai d e  in the very development and expansion of 

the non-lexical hierarchies grouped around it" (53). In his analysis of long- versus 

short-form adjectives Flier dso deals extensively with the feature of definiteness, 

introducing a referential hierarchy as well. 
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Comrie (1 978: 3 1 ) , investigating the motivation for the genitive-accusative 

"rulew in Slavic languages, formulates a nomiaal "hierarchy of a n i m a ~ y " , ~  

organized from most to least animate: 

Male human > Femde human > Animal > Inanimate 

Moreover, he realizes that there are a number of other cnteria that may have 

to be considered. Under these he lists animacy (or humanness), gender, declensional 

class, number and pronominality. Not only may each work independently to cause 

genitive-accusative, but there is also a high degree of wrrelation between some of 

these parametea. Finally, ail of them may be combineci in a single hierarchical 

structure (Comrie 1978:28, 30, 33). 

He notes that in Slavic (as weU as many non-Slavic languages where such a 

hierarchy is grammatically relevant) the fmt and second person pronouns, king  

human by definition, occupy the highest place on the animacy hierarchy - even 

higher than male humans. He explains this fact by ascribing "the greatest potential 

for agentivity to the immediate participants of the speech act", and by stressing that 

first and second person p ronouns are also necessarily definite (Comne 1 978 : 39). 

To some extent, pronouns are inevitably involved in any examination of 

nominal categories. One m o t  help but agree with Flier (1974:55), who states his 

" f m  belief that the pronouns in ail languages . . . do not replace nouns but rather 

represent the most contracted, reduced states of the hierarchies underlyiag fidl 

lexical nounsn (76). He calls them "skeletd hierarchiesn, and sees pronominal 

* Developing his ideas further in the light of linguistic typology, he cornes to 
realize that it is perhaps not animacy, but topic-worthiness that is actudy in 
question here (Comrie 1989: 198- 199). 
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features as "primitive precumn of more highly differentiated hierarchïes" of 

nominal features (77). 

Discussing the features promoting the use of deaominative adjective, Corbett 

(1 987:326) proposes a hierarchy of specificity ( h m  specifc to non-specific), that 

functions together with the hierarchy of anirnacy. 

Silventein (1 976: 1 24- 1 Z), in his tum, States that the " case-marking systems 

for indicating agents, patients, etc. can be referred to lexical hierarchy". He thus 

emphasizes the semantic motivation for case-marking. Although Silverstein 

concentrates on lexical hierarchy, he fin& it necessary to consider other aspects of 

case-marking as weil . Investigating non-Indo-Ewpean languages with split 

ergativity, the author puts forward an insightful argument based on a hierarchy of 

features. Dependkg on the number of defullng featufes, he divides hierarchies into 

simple and complex. In a complex hierarchy "certain areas of the n-dimensionai 

space are defmed by several features simultaneously". 

Zaliznjak (1 995: 88), examining the accusative case attestations in birch bark 

lettee, distinguishes between three groups of nouw with genitive-accusative 

syncretism: 

1. proper personal nouns 
2. common personal nouns 
3. aU other nouns (including inanimates and those denoting animals) 

He speaks of this arrangement as approximately wrresponding to a "scale of gradua1 

transition from genitive-accusative to nominative-accusative" . W ithin each gmup a 

fùaher gradation is observed. In particular, Group 2, represented by common 

personal nouns, has intemal divisions acoording to a semantic feature that could be 

termed " hierarchicd status" (nepapmecmdi cmamyc) . Zaiiznjak also mentions that 

the majority of nouns in this group have an intemediate status, while only few are 



characterized by "high" or "low" status. Unfortunately, the author's orientation is 

exclusively towards lexical ("semantic") criteria 

Huntley (1993: 137) establishes a hierarchy comprised of nouns, based on the 

relative frequency of O C S  attestations of genitive-accusative vs. nominative- 

accusative as a direct object or the object of a preposition. It is apparent h m  his 

hierarchy that various noun categorks (such as proper and ammon) differ h m  one 

another dependhg on the presence or absence of certain features. Some lexical items 

are listed separately in the hierarchy, due to their special status and the frequency of 

their attestation. 

Huntley's hierarchy also seems to be dominateci by lexical features. Sirnilady 

to Silverstein, however, he concludes that a number of features other than lexical 

also play a d e  in determining the hierarchy. Huntley's accusative hierarchy consists 

of the following OCS nouns and noun classes: 

Pmper personal nouns 
Common personal 
gospodb 'lord' 
rabb 'slave' 
sym '(mature) son' 
angela ' angel' 
AnimaIs 
qrn '(infant) son' 
bZm 'demon' 
Infants 
d m  'spirit' 
Inanimates 

Again, despite their shared features, the two cases of variation in usage that 

are of prime interest here - unrnodifi denominative adjective or the adnominal 

genitive case of a noun, and genitive-accusative syncretism - have hardly ever been 

considerd as interrelated phenornena. MeiUet (1 897: 149) briefly notes: 



Il n'y a pas lieu d'être surpris que ceux des noms d'êtres 
avaient l'accusatif propre pour diverses raisons aient parfois 
possessif -26 

personnels qui 
aussi le génitif 

Huntley's hierarchy represents the first conscientious attempt at an integrated 

account of the OCS pattern of attestations of genitive-accusative and nominative- 

accusative, and of the ability of the nominal stem to form a denominative personal 

adjective. No such work has been conducted on East Slavic attestations. 

According to Huntley, the greatest number of genitive-accusatives is found 

among nouns high on the hierarchy. There is a graduai decrease in frequency, with 

nominative-accusative prevailing for nouns at the lo wer end. Huntley underlines the 

fact that this hierarchy is governed not only by lexical features ( m ~ r e ,  personol 

and proper), but also by morphological ("grammaticaln, in his terminology) feahires 

- for example, declensional membenhip. Another important feature has to do with 

the formation of a denominative adjective from a nominal stem. Stems of nouns 

higher on the hierarchy, when used as unmodifieci attributes, are attested exclusively 

in adjectival fom. Moreover, such adjectives, due to the lexical features of the 

correspondhg nominal stem, nearly always have individual reference. 

Common personal nouns exhibit the greatest vacillation between genitive- 

accusative and nominative-accusative, depending on other factors such as the 

referential feature of defmiteness so that their form may also be intluenced by 

syntactic conditions. Genitive-accusative is more likely to be attested under verbal 

rather than prepositional rection. As expected from their place on the hierarchy, the 

stems of such nouns do not form denominative personal adjectives with individual 

26 'There is no reason to be surprised that those now refern-ng to personal beings 
which have a proper accusative for various reasons sometimes also have the genitive 
of possession. ' 



reference. When such reference needs to be expressed, these nouns adopt the fom 

of an unmodifieci adnominal genitive, rather than that of a denominative adjective. 

In a similar vein, Flier (1 974: 135) concludes that 

the long-short distinction among those adjectives having both forms is feit 
most keenly with common nouns. Cornmon nouns are not taken to be unique 
in any way pnor to their inclusion in a particular discourse and their referents 
are therefore not known ahead of time by the speakers of the language. 

Nouns formerly belonging to a different declension that have acquired the 

genitive -a ending as a means of expressing the accusative case (e.g. gospob 'lord': 

genitive gospodi, genitive-accusative gospodÿ)~; syno 'son': genitive synu, genitive- 

accusative syna) are lower on the hierarchy than common personai nouns. Thus, a 

morphological feature having to do with the declension is a blocking factor in the 

use of genitive-accusative arnong these nouns. Stems of some of these nouns form 

individual personal adjectives (gospo&h ' Lord's'), while othen do not (there are 

no OCS attestations of adjectives formed from the stem of sym (Huntley - personai 

communication)). This feature also infiuences the choice of the accusative form. 

Nouns denoting animals are positioned lower on the hierarchy than those 

denoting humans. This, of course, explains why many researchers feel the need to 

designate personhood as a further subdivision of animacy. In the original OESl 

sources (more conservative than OCS in many respects, as wiU be reiterated below), 

there are hardly any attestations of animal nouns in genitive-accusative ( s e  Chapter 

Five). Denominative adjectives formed from animal noun stems lack individual 

reference. Due to the lack of individual reference in the correspondhg nominal 

stem, they du, predominantly denote a quality.27 This can be confirmeci by the 

formation of adverbs to descnbe the manner of an action, productive in this group of 

27 See Frolova (1963) on animal adjectives formed by the suf f i  -ov-. See also 
Vinogradov (1986: 165, 171-172) on the state of animal adjectives in modem 
Russian. 



adjectives. In wntrast, truly "possessiven adjectives stand apart h m  the test due to 

their inability to f o m  an adverb. (See more on this point in Chapter Two. ) 

Huntley's hierarchy iUustrates the ambiguous position of supernaturd beings in 

linguistic classification, reflecting uncertainty over their status as personallanimate - 

perhaps even on the verge of inanimate. This is reflected in the increased frequency 

of nominative-accusative attestations among these nouns. Adjectives formed from 

such stems do not usudy have personal individual reference: e.g. angebskofi 

'angeliclof an angei/of angels' , bo&@ 'of God92*. 

Retuming to the inventory of lexical features, one notes that there is also a 

gradual decrease dong the lines of the feature mature, indicated by attestations of 

nouns referring to physically or socially unfit individuals - such as infants or 

servants. Attention has been given to this category of nouns since the earliest 

research on genitive-accusative.29 

To surnmarize: lexical, morphological, referential and syntactic features aLl 

play a d e  in establishing the hierarchy of nouns employed in genitive- or 

nominative-accusative. Syntactic features include the use of genitive-accusative as 

28 See MarojeviE's (1983b:55-56) (not too convincing) argument on the adjective 
bo&jb and the possible differences in its reference in pagan and Christian h e s .  

29 See in particular Meillet (1897), as well as Dietze (1973) and Jan& (1996). 
AIthough the weight given to these distinctions must depend on the actual trends in 
attestations, some deny that any social distinctions could play a role in grammar. 
Krys'ko (1994: 10-11) expresses his doubts in sirnpiistic terms, literally equating 
social and linguistic "mentality": "&I BbmyxAeWbI ~ ~ I J I W  6b1 3 a ~ e ~ ~ n ,  WO 
ypameHwe B rpaMMaTwirecKm npaBax acem w ~ ~ y n c e t b  npo-reeano, emH c y m  
no wemqeiic~ nepwonma~nn, K ~ K  pas B moxy ~~OMOCTPOIIB,  npegmecmyx 
ciHanorwmoMy H ~ M ~ H ~ H E I H ~  o m o m e m  K XNBOTH~IM (BO m. Y.), - a mo  
noponcaae-r wosare HeAoyMeHHaIe BonpocbI onzocmenmo csrrsw M e a y  
r p a ~ ~ a ~ n r e c ~ o f i  ~a~eropneii  n craTycoM aeHorara. ('We wuld have to note thnt 
an equalizution Ni grammtical rights between "husbculcis" and "wives" was taking 
place, to judge by the available periodidon, precisely during the time of the 
"Dotnustroj", preceding a similar change in the treutment of unimals (in the plurnl) 
- and this fact raises new perpIming questions regard& tu the relations between 
grammutical category and status of the referent. 3 
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the object of a transitive verb, as opposed to the object of a preposition. Among 

referential features, the definitelindefinite distinction is involved in the distribution. 

The same feature is at work in the distribution of bare genitive of common personal 

nouns as opposed to denominative adjectives. If the reference is defuiite, such nouns 

tend to be used in the form o f  the genitive case, while under indefinite reference 

they take the form of a denominative adjective. 

Stems of aü proper personal nouns ùi Huntley 's hierarchy form denominative 

adjectives with individual reference. The adjective presewes certain features of the 

noun stem (Le., its inherent Lexical defdteness), so that it could be the antecedent 

of the noun in apposition, or of a personal pronoun, or govem a relative clause. (See 

OESl examples in Chapter Two.) 

In its analysis of OESl data ui terms of hierarchid structures, the present 

thesis shares a number of the theoretical foundations and concIusions of the work 

surveyed above. These studies represent only a fraction of the attempts that have 

been made to investigate grammatical and syntactic phenomena in Slavic and non- 

Slavic languages in ternis of a conhuous scalar structure with hierarchical order. In 

particular, the direction of the study to be undertaken here has been suggested by the 

results achieved by Huntley in his research on OCS. A specific point of departure is 

the nominal hierarchy that ernerges h m  his examination of genitive-accusative and 

nominative-accusative attestations in the canonicd OCS texts. 

The nouns attested in OESl sources that have been taken as the focus of this 

study share features with those comprising Huntley's accusative hierarchy, since 

they are also subject to variation in their accusative form. Only masculine singuiar 

nouns denoting male individuals and males of animal species w u  be of conceni 

here. The nouns in question are: 



- proper personal nouns (given names), a great number of which are 
bormwings h m  other languages, especially Greek (some nouns 
denoting unique beings can dso be considered as proper) 

- common personal nouns (particularly those denoting social ranks and 
occupations) and kinship terms 

- nounsdenotinganimals 

Pardel to the trends in OCS, the stems of these nouns may be either involved 

in the formation of the denominative personal adjective, or employed adnominally in 

the form of a noun in the genitive case. Remarkably, this variation in attributive 

foms is also influenceci by the hierarchy of features controlling genitive-accusative 

distribution, to be introduced later in this chapter. 

Included are some proper and common nouns denoting supernaturd beings 

which, judging from linguistic evidence, are perceived as male (bug6 'God' , dwra 

'Holy Spirit', kumira 'idol' , etc.). 

Morphologically, these nouns belong to the genitive in -a declension, or have 

joined it in the course of history: e.g., s p  'son', formerly of the genitive in -u 

declension, or gospoh 'lord', gosh 'guest', t& 'thief', etc., originaIly belonging to 

the genitive in -i declension. A crucial rnorphologicd feature that these nouns share 

is the ability of their stems to form a denominative adjective. (Chapter Two will 

examine such adjectives in detail.) 

It should be noted in passing that the dative case of personal nouns in the great 

rnajority of attestations has the special ending -ovi-, which was bomwed from a 

different declension (namely, that with genitive in -u: e.g., synovi). This sets them 

apart from inanimate or non-personal nouns of the sarne declension that reguiarly 

take dative in -u (dative miru of mirs 'peace'). Initially, this may have been typical 



only for proper noun~.~O Interesthgly, it has also been suggested that the variation 

between -ovi and dative endings (-u king regular for the declension with genitive in 

-a) is controlled by the feature definite (blobov 1 986: 107). 

One of the suffixes that forms denominative adjectives (-ov-) may be 

etymologicaily related to the dative ending -ovi as well. This "structural similarity " 

is said to account for the fact that the forms in -uM may have coostituted a specific 

"grammatical" means for developing a possessive meaning in the dative (EseleviE 

1964:257, 267). Besides, in some Slavic languagw (particularly West Slavic), this 

formant dso participates in nominative plural formation, setting masculine personal 

nouns apart from other nouns of the same declension (Janda 1996:333-335). 

It has been also observai that in OESl the dative in -ovi-, though optional, is 

quite widespread only among nouns forming denominative adjectives with the help 

of the suffi -ov- (Frolova 1963: 10). This suffix, as will be shown in Chapter Two, 

is primarily correlated with proper personal stems. In contrast, if the adjective is 

formed by another suKi, the corresponding noun usually takes a dative in - u . ~ I  

The possibility that the dative ending -ovi constitutes awther relevant 

morphological feature has not been taken uito account in the foUowing examination, 

although it may be worthwhile in the future to collect data on this question and see 

30 See Meillet (1924/1965:415). Zaliznjak (1993:212) points out that in the earliest 
(from the 1 lth to the beginning of the 12th century) birch bark letters the dative in - 
ovi is characteristic of proper personal names and kinship tenns. Jakubinskij 
(1953: 185) comrnents that this ending is histoncally exclusive to masculine personal 
nouns in northem East Slavic, and predominates in such nouns in southern 
manuscnpts. Iordanidi (1 981 : 195) notes that "the category of penon" is expresseci 
through such a formation of the dative case, albeit less consistently. Krys'ko (1994) 
disagrees. 

3' MarojeviC (1 983a:38) disapes with this conclusion made by Frolova He offers 
such datives as bogovi and gospodevi as counter-examples. The hierarchy of f e a ~ e s  
introduced below would have no diffculty explahhg these attestations. 
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whether it will contribute to the argument. For the moment it is sufficient to note its 

evident correlation with personhood, and perhaps definitenas as well. 

The foUowing OESI citation illustrates how a lack of rnorphological features 

interferes with the formation of a denominative adjective. Substantivized adjectives 

denoting male individu& can only be used as adnominal genitives in the so-dled 

possessive constructions: 

(3) aaracraer<o> c ~ p P < b >  Hntee'<o> 6 o y A < e > ~ b n 0  3 a . ~ o a y ~ a  
B O ~ M ~ = <  b > ~JLHXHHH O@&?Wr <O> a H Xe= Oy&usuuzr <O> na 
d e r  < b > T o n m e M  xe  n p e 6 o y A  < e > n no 3 a ~ o ~ y  

'and his share, that is - which is his by law - shall be taken by a relative 

of the murdered (one), and the wife of the murderer shaU have as much 
as remains by law' (Laur. Chron. 912, 1 17 (34)) 

Long adjectival foms belong to a differen t (so-called pronominal) declension, 

distinguished from that of the above-mentioned nouns. Declensional membenhip 

other than that stated as the morphological feature for the genitive-accusative 

therefore accounts for the pattern of attestation. In addition, foms that are already 

adjectival cannot themselves form adjectives. Thus another morphological feature is 

lacking. 

However, it is equally notable that substantivized adjectives and participles are 

attesteci in OCS in genitive-accusative as direct objects or objects of prepositions 

only in the genitive-accusative (Meillet 1 897: 15- 16), although there is no obvious 

morphological constraint for the alternative form in this construction. This issue will 

be retumed to in connection with the question of features comprishg a prototypical 

subject, and will be interpreted in a broader context in Chapter Four. It wiU be 

suggested that there are other factors - for example, referential def~teness - that 

tend to promote genitive-accusative in certain types of nouns, ovemding the lack of 

morphological feahires. 
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This OESl evidence confims that the hierarchy established on the bais  of 

OCS data is generally valid for the eariiest recorded stage of Slavic. 

The hierarchy proposed in this study is manifested through variation in usage 

and is composed of the various differently ranked lexical, morphologid, referential 

and syntactic features discussed above. It is therefore synthetic and multi- 

dimensional: 

The Eiierarchy of Features 

phenmena in variation femres 

 GA,^^ 4 k - a  
individual personal - personal, proper, mature 
denominative adj. - direct object 

- definite 

GA/NA, 
denominative adj. 1 
bare G 

NA, 
bare G 

- G in -a/etymologically other 
than G in -a 

- personal, common, immature 
- defuiitehdefinite 

- etymologically other than G in -a 
- non-personal (animate) 
- object of preposition 
- indefinite 

32 G stands here for genitive; GA - for genitive-accusative; NA - for ~ ~ n a z i v e -  
accusative. 



It will be demonstratecl that the place of a aven noun on the hiemhy is 

detennined by the cluster of Iinguistic features present in each instance. 

Semantically, the hieratchy represents prototypical agents which are at the same tirne 

prototypical possessors. The prototype (as weLl as  the las prototypical members 

included in the hierarchy) has gestalt properties, in that it is compriseci of a cornplex 

of linguistic features of various types and ranks. The degree of prototypicality 

depends on the combination and ranicing of relevant features, and decreases d o m  

the hierarchy. Features common for nouns at the top of the hierarchy are those of 

prototypical agents and possessors. Although agentivity decreases dong the 

hierarchy, it may still be found non-prototypically in nouns at the bottom - Le., 

those denoting animals. The most numerous instances of morphosyntactic variation 

are to be found at the middle level of the hierarchy - Le., in common personal 

nouns. 

Such an integrated approach is designed to reflect the manner in which 

linguistic messages are actudy encoded and decoded. Distinctions between various 

layen of language may constitute a useful heuristic device, but they are not mted  in 

the consciousness of the speaker. As an expression of the cognitive organization of 

language, this analysis will also be found to have more general implications, thus 

opening a new perspective on phenornena of language change. (Chapter Six) 

The hie rarch y of featu res introduced here provides the foundation for the 

investigation of OESl matenal thmugh the remainder of this thesis. First among the 

issues to be examined is the formation of adnominal adjectives. 



CHAPTER Two 

DENOMINATIVE ADJECTIVE FORMATION 
AND THE SUFFIX HIERARCHY 

In OESl, adnominal use of the genitive case of a noun is synonymous with use 

of the denominative adjective in noun phrases traditiody called possessive. The 

adnominal dative case is similarly attested, although not as frequently as the other 

two (Richards 1976:261). Adnominal dative is not as productive in East Slavic as in 

Bulgaro-Macedonian, where it has historically rnerged with the genitive case, both 

of which were replaced by prepositional wnstmctions with na. Vaillant (1977:88) 

interprets this dative usage as a typical balkanism. l In Greek, Albanian and 

Romanian, genitive and dative conflated, producing various results - for instance 

genitive in Greek, and dative in Romanian. Borkovskij (1949:362) remarks that 

"dative of possession" is not attested at ail in old East Slavic chartem2 Besides, 

adnominal dative is not subject to the same constraints as genitive, which will be 

VeEerka (1963:200) also points out that Sawina kniga differs from the rest of the 
OCS corpus by its relative frequency of adnominal dative, which could be explained 
by its Bulgaro-Macedonian origin. Mrazek (1 963: 246-247) calls attributively used 
dative "one of the most prominent syntactical features of the OCS dative in generaln. 
He goes on to say that functional identity of the adnominal dative and genitive cases 
was one of the stimuli for the disappearance of the synthetic nominal flection in 
Middle Bulgarian. Boissin (1946:84) States that in Middle Bulgarian the adnominal 
dative is extremely common. He contradicts Mrazek, however, quoting one example 
that suggests to hirn that dative was used as an unmodifieci modiF~er, while genitive 
was employed when modif i d .  

Pravdin (1 957: 108-1 10) confinns that "dative of possession" is very rarely 
attested in nouns in OESl, while a popular fom in personal and reflexive pronouns. 
Vaillant (1977:88) speaks of the adverbal usage of dative in Old Czech and Polish. 
Huntley (personal communication) points out a Slovak expression preserving the 
dative: p m  bogu ZQ c h h m  'behind God's back'. 



discussed later. Since the fom - despite king  a third morphosyntactic alternative 

synonymous with adnominal genitive and denominative adjective - is infiquent in 

OESl, it will be omitted h m  the following discussion. 

Linguistic literature has conventionally used the term possessive (Russian 

nptmam:ame~~btibre) for denominative adjectives formed h m  animate noun stems - 
usudy considered a subdivision of relational adjectives (ollulocwne/cb~bze), which 

are opposed to qualitative (~auecmeimie)  adjectives (Buslaev 1959: 42 1-422; 

Lomtev 1956:454).3 The term "possessivew, however, is unsatisfactory, for it fails 

to reflect the full range of synbctic relations that could be expressed by the 

denominative adjectiveo4 For example, an adjective fonned h m  a personal/animate 

stem can denote the subject of an action: 

(1) H @ ~ & ~ ~ ~ M c u M < o > ~ < H > T B < ~ > M H c ~ ~ A ~ ~ M H  

'and preserved by the prayers o f  Theodosius' m u r .  Chron., 1074 1 66v 

(1 98)) 
(2) s 6bF < n > B POCTOB~ panoc < n > senma O rd6086 npd3& 

'and there was great joy in Rostov at Gleb's arrival' (Suzd. Chron., 
1258, 1 167 (475)) 

3 With respect to the situation in OESl, Zverkovskaja (1986: 88) feels the need to 
put denominative adjectives formed from noun stems denoting persons, animals and 
çometimes plants (which later became possessive adjectives per se) into a group 
separate from the " lexical-grammatical" classes of relational and qualitative 
adjectives. Froiova (1960:337; 1963:ll) has a more gradua1 division, with 
intermediate types such as "possessive-relational". ûthers do not distinguish a class 
of possessive adjectives within relational adjectives at all, thus only preserving the 
main division between relational and qualitative adjectives (Uryson 1980: 1 12). 

See Corbett (1 987: 302, 329), Lomtev (1 956:453), Borkovskij (1 978: 1491, 
Zverkovskaja (1 986:39). Potebnja (1 899/1968:4lO) comments on the impossibility 
of disam biguating phrases containhg denominative adjective or adnominal genitive 
represented by proper pemnal noun stems. The subject or object function of the 
modifier in such cases can only be determinecl h m  the context. Uryson (1980:122) 
even claims that the ambiguity of such usage may be taken advantage of. He 
provides an example from a text in which bo2j &m oould mean both 'gifi of God' 
and 'gif t  to Goci'. 



(3) id 6 < 0 > ~rmen, nOMOnmâ> C'bBpbXe ope- Cb Ce& 

'and with God's help he took off his clothes' (L. of Th., 346.29) 

It can also denote the object of an action: 

(4) I I o B ~ ~ W I  Y~UHCTBO hop480 

'reporting the murder of Igor' (Suzd. Chron. 1149, l106 (318)) 
(5) o m x e n x e n o u n r a r b ~ e ~ 1 ~ n < y > m e r o m 6 < o > j t n u o ~ e b  

'but he who tmly has a warm heart for the love of God' (L. of Th., 

346.24) 

(6) a=ie 6oynen KOH46bM TaTb 

'if it is a horse thief (Russ. Pr. 35, 1 6 1 

The same terminological objection would apply against definuig the adnominal 

genitive case of a noun as genitive of possessiuta.6 Generally speaking, the actual 

notion of possession is quite difTicult to determine in linguistic terms, because it 

involves a legal concept of private p r ~ ~ e r t y . ~  Some commentators readily admit this; 

thus Frolova (1 960:334) wntes "npmxxa~e~lb~ocrb n io t  06pa30~a~wCi oqew 

ycno~ia" ('the possessivity of these ~ O ~ O ~ S  is very relative '). Ivanov, ed. 

(1 989: 209) agrees that " noceccw~rrocm o ~ ~ o c w c ~  K wcny T ~ K K X  na~eropafi, 

rpamubr KOTOP~IX ~eonpe~enembr" ('possession is one of those caregories the 

limirs of which are widejined '). Watkins (1967:2191) makes a point of 

distinguishing betw een two notions - possession and belonging (or o w  nership) , 

Zverkovskaja (1966:228) points out that in OCS the only denominative adjectives 
formed from the stem M- 'horse' are those in +fi- and ask-. 

For a comprehensive account of adnominai genitive uses in OCS see Vekrka 
(1963: 186-1 88), who stresses the fact that the lexical meaning of the head noun, as 
weil as that of the noun modifier, plays a decisive role in the "semantic nuancesn of 
every adnominal genitive. For exarnple, if the noun in adnominal genitive is 
animate, one can speak of relations of possession. If it is inanimate, the relations are 
partitive. 

7 See also Pande (1 WO), ~ i h a  (1 W6), Pisarkowa (1 974), Ivanov, ed. (1 989). 



which in his view are quite separate h m  the legai point of view ("1 can have 

something even though it is net minew). Moreover, this distinction is conveyed 

grammatically.8 For example, dative in Hittite, archaic Irish, Greek and Latin is a 

case of possession, while genitive and denominative adjective express ownership. 

Watkins even suggests that the latter should be renamed as the adjective of belonging 

(2194). He also points out that "Roman law made provision for the orderly 

acquisition of ownership by continuous possession" (21 94). 

Despite these reservations, it is possible to deduce a prototypical concept of 

possession in a language. By extension, a i l  other constmctions formally equivalent 

to possession can then be considered non-prototypical instances of this phenornenon. 

For example, prototypical possession includes the following "semantic incikators" 

(Cienki 1995:81 (quoting Taylor)): the possessor as a specific human being (recall 

the features personal and definite, discussed in the previous chapter), and the 

possessed as an inanimate object or a collection of objects. It should be underiined 

that the nouns examined in this and subsequent chapters may be defined as denoting 

prototypical possessors, though the degree of prototypicality depends on the position 

of the noun in the hierarchy of features. The principal morphological feature of 

these nouns is the ability of their stems to form individual personal adjectives. 

Sometimes a broader term such as "relational" or "adjectives of affiliationng 

may prove more appropriate as far as the semantic features of these adjectives are 

8 The devance of such a division may also be illustrated by contrashg the modem 
Russian usage of the possessive y MM e c m  '1 have', as opposed to y ,ue7ui '1 have 
(at the moment)'. The presence of the verb ecm 5s' in the fmt example indiates 
ownership, while its absence in the second would be classifieci as exprasing 
possession in Watkins's terms. 

9 "These are the adjectives which affiiliate the head noun . . . with particular 
locations or nationalities, persons, titles, trades of labor, and so forthw (Flier 
1 974: 80). 
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concerned. True possession, in Hier's (1974:82) view, is the stmngest form of 

affiliation. For the purposes of this thesis, however, the term denominative is most 

suitable. It takes into amunt only grammatical features, emphasizing thaî the 

adjectives in question are formed from nominal stems, which represent a relatively 

homogeneous class of prototypical possessors. Whenever a further division wittiin 

the group of denominative adjectives has to be made dong lexical or referentiai 

features, the terni individual personal adjectives cm be applied to those fotmed from 

personal (most often proper) wun stems that have such reference (See Chapter 

One). It will be also shown shody that the meaning of the adjective depends greatiy 

not only on the features of the corresponding nominal stem, but also on the actual 

adjective-forming suffi  added to it. 

Denominative adjectives are formed h m  the stems of nouns10 belonging to 

the genitive in -a declension (introduced in the previous Chapter) with the help of 

the following suffixes: -*j-, qv-/-ev-, 1 1 aj-, ah-, +sk- and -m. The suffix -in-, 

semantically quivalent to -ov-, is added to stems of ferninine as weU as masculine 

nouns from other declensions (Frolova 1972:272). The majority of these include the 

declension with genitive in -y, such as the proper personal noun fiZb$a: 

(7) peqe acnoycra 3m1a rnaca ~ywlbuczu& =AH 

'he said, having let out an evil cry to Put'L's peopielservants' (L. of B. 

& G.,  10~.27) 

Despite such a morphologically controlled distribution, some masculine stems of this 

declension are attested in Slavic with the suffix -UV- instead of the expected -in- 

Io A number of researchers are guilty of a striking terminologicd inaccuracy, in 
stating that adjectives are formed not from nominal stems, but from noms (e.g. 
Vekrka 1963: 196, Richards l976:26O, Corbett l987:3Ol, Trubetzkoy 1937: 16). 

l 1  The phonetic variant of this suffur wiU henceforth be omitted, and both will be 
represented by the single notation -ov-. 
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(Vaillant 1958:604). Compare the foilowing OESl attestations, found in the same 

document withïn a page of one another: 

(8) H na Henmoni ece 6bmi B n 1 c m  kk~&~axo 
'and you be not many among the thousands of Judah' (Laur. Chron. 
986,134 (100)) 

(9) Mepe~m x e  peqe r a ~ o  rn <arone>n ï < o  > c < n o ~ >  b IIOJIOXIO 

AOMY khdzmy 3asbT < 5 >  HO^ 

'and Jeremiah said, "Thus says the Lord: '1 s h d  give a new oovenant to 

the house of Judas'" (Laur. Chron., 986 133v (95))12 

To some, this suggests that grammatical gender plays a role in the seledon of 

a particular formant (Corbett 1987:325). Probably not ody gender, but also the 

lexical features of the nominal stem participate in this morphological expansion.l3 

Thus, personai or personified masculine stems of other declensions must have been 

the fmt to use QV- in denominative adjective formation (Zverkovskaja 1986:38). 

Besides nouns with genitive in -y, the stems of masculine and ferninine nouns 

belonging to other declensions, such as that with genitive in -i (e.g. gosa 'guest, 

merchant'), also form adjectives with the suf f i  -in-: 

(10) il OTAaTR Xe l lb~bp~k ZOCmWlbl KyHbI 

'and fmt the merchant's money should be retumed' (Russ. Pr. 55, 1 
623v) 

Thus, -ov- and -in- are distributed mainly according to morphological features 

of the adjective-forming nominal stem such as declensional membeahip, although in 

I2 Frolova (1963:24) lists the more recent East Slavic np15àWnecea and 
n p & & m t m  'John the Baptist ' s' (np&àbma 'forerumer, precursor' ). 

13 Compare Frolova (1963:24). Meillet (1905:459) also concludes that "le choix du 
suffme dépend . . . du sens du motn ('the choice of a sum depends . . . on the 
rneming of the wrd') .  Support for bis idea is provided by the reported limitation of 
the suffi ah- to adjectives formed from the stems of kînship terms of both 
masculine and ferninine gender. (See the discussion later in this chapter.) 



the case of the former suffix, lexical features of the nominal stem may rank higher 

than declensional membership. 

It should be noted that the suffi -ov- is a rdatively young morpheme - 

perhaps a specifically Slavic formation - in contrast to the older Indo-European -*j-. 

From historical evidence it can be concluded that +v- replaced the older -*j- in the 

same stems (Frolova 1960:326,329; 1963: 12). Variation between adjectives such as 

Adamom (1 1) and Adamb (1 2) 'Adam's' is widely attesteci in OCS and OESI: 

(1 1 ) Xe 6bF < T% > R 3 b n  He OTb5Tb y h e p a  
'but Adam's tongue was not taken away from Eber' (Laur. Chron. 986, 
1 30 (91)) 

(1 2)  A d a n w  npecrynne- npocm 
'forgive Adam's transgression' (Laur. Chroa. 1093, 1 74v (224)) 

Some suggest, however, that these two suffixes are not quite ~ ~ n o n y r n o u s . ~ ~  

VeEerka (1963: 196) remarks that it is primarily animate noun stems that add -ov- or 

-in- to form the corresponding adjective. In his opinion, these s u f f i  have a more 

Othen observe that the suffk -7- is less commonly added to dental stems, 

thus implying phonological constraints on its productivity (Vaillant 1958598). On 

the contrary, this suf f i  is noticeably frequent arnong noun stems in -k- (V&rka 

1963: 196; Zverkovskaja 1986:6-IO), including former velar stems which undenvent 

14 See VeEerka (1963: l96), who refers also to Brodowska-Honowska's staternent 
that -*j- adjectives represent an intermediate type, a 'oomecting link' between the - 
ov- and -wk- adjectives. 

l5 Zverkovskaja (1986:lO) agrees. With respect to the -*j- adjectives, she 
emphasizes that the lexical meankg of the nominal stem influences the semantic 
meaning of the adjective, which could have an "individual-possessive rneaning" if 
the nominal stem is personal (this also includes proper noun stems), or "possessive- 
relational" if the nominal stem is wmmon (including names of professions as well as 
animal noms). 
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a vela. - dental shift LW > /c/ pre-histoncally , e-g. O= ' father' - OZ& ' father's' , 
&ma 'monk' - &mi% 'of a monk'. It has been ïndicated that these nouns are of 

adjectival origin and thus share certain lexical features - namely, they tend either to 

refer generically to the class of individuals denoted by the adjectival stem, or even to 

denote a quality lexically inherent in this stem. hie to their lack of referential 

defuiteness, these common nouns occupy a lower place on the hierarchy. Perhaps 

the frequent correlation of such velar stems with the suffix -*j-, originally prompted 

by phonological features, resulted in the eventual acquisition of a less individuahing 

meaning in the suffw itself. This may also explain the increasing predilection of 

proper persona1 stems for the suffîx -uv-. 

In contrast to -y-, -ov- is most widely attested in adjectives formed h m  

highly lexically individualized stems. It has been stressai in various works that -uv- 

denominative adjectives are most wmmon with noun stems in -tek - "les noms 

d'agents" ('names of agents ') (Vaillant 1929: 40; MeiUet lgOS:37O). For example: 

(13) RKO na n u a m i w  s S m m  n p a m e n  o n  pyrrar ebcedbp3tcwîzemb1 

'as the one being spared would receive the crown from the hand of the 
Almighty' (L. of B. & G. ,  1 l6.6)16 

The same s u f f i  is also predominant in adjectives formeci from borrowed proper 

personal noun stems, such as Avrmmva 'Abraham's' and Adamovb 'Adam's' 

(Zverkovskaja 1966: 226; Meillet 1897: 148; Frolova l963:68). l7 Due to their lexical 

features (personal, proper and mature) and inherent definiteness, the two above- 

l6 Surprisingly, Richards (1976:261) claims that OESl nouns in -tek have no 
corresponding denominative adjective, except for those in +sk-. 

'7 Zverkovskaja (1 986: 38) goes so far as to say that the majority of -ov- adjectives 
in the earliest sources were formed from borrowed noun stems of Greek or 
Scandinavian origin - irrespective of either declensional membership, or the already 
existing *-j- adjectives formed from these stems. 



mentioned noun groups are positioned highest on the agent/lpossessor hierarchy. 

Such noun stems as Xrism- 'Christ' (which smctly speaking is not a proper 

personal noun, but a title) are also highly definite, because of the uniqueness of their 

referents. This stem dso foms an individual personal adjective with the suffix a-: 

(1 4) m o  He ~ C X O T L  IIPOTHBMW CII J I I ~ ~ M X  pam X < pucmoco > sbt 

'as you did not wish to resist for the sake of the love of Christ' (L. of B. 

& G., llr.6) 

Therefore, the suRu -ov- is most productive with proper personal stems, and 

hence tends to gravitate towards the top of the agent/possessor hierarchy. Vaillant 

(1958:600) remarks on the parallels in attestations between the dative case in -ovi 

and the -ov- adjectives.'* Both formants appear to predominate with proper persona1 

nouns. 19 There are, however, adjectives formed by this suffix from stems denoting 

animals as well, as in (6) above and in the foilowing citation: 

18 See also Frolova (1 963: 10). 

19 Frolova (1960:340) disputes that such distribution was original, claiming that 
adjectives in -ov and -in were initially formed h m  a stem designating any living 
being, and only graduaily narruwed their meaning to denote a specific, "concreten 
being, as a result of which the sense of individual, personified possession arose. An 
interesthg aspect of the problem is presented by the indisputably ancient attestations 
of this suffix in adjectives formed from inanimate stems, such as & M m  'of rain', 
tmnova 'of thoms' , medovo 'of honey ' (Vaillant l929:4 1). Such adjectives, 
however, are very few. in  generd, this does not contradict the idea of the practidy 
exclusive specialization of this suffm for personal - and particdarly proper - noun 
stems. Similar to adjectives in -on- (see below), the suffix -av- may have spread 
from adjectives denoting material, to those denoting personai possession 
metaphorÎcally. This may have had to do with the concept of "genetic/inalienable 
possession". On various types of possession see Pande (1 990). 



'and he overpowered/destn,yed the h e .  of the dragons' (Laur. Chron. 
1 103,194 (279); Suzd. Chron. 1 185,1134 (396))z0 

Its frequency of attestation with recent borrowings not only indicates that the 

sufftv -ov- was highly productive at the time of the records (since many Greek 

names were exported into Slavic with Christianity via the first translations), but may 

also suggest that it was preferred over -*j-, due to ease of formation, since no 

consonant al ternations are involved (Frolova 1959: 95). Thus, phonological 

constraints may have played a role in the distribution of the two suffixes. 

The suffi  aj- is often viewed as genetically related to the suffix -*j- (Meillet 

1905375; Zverkovskaja 1986: 10; Brodowska-Honowska 1960: Zg), their distribution 

being possibly motivated by differences in the syllabic composition of stems.21 - 

However, MarojeviC (1 983a: 54-55) hesitates to equate them, justly pointing out that 

-6j-, in contrast to -7-, is never added to proper stems. As for the semantics of aj-, 

it is actually closer to the suffix ask-, in that the curresponding adjectives rnean 

"periaining to a group of people or a charactenstic of a class of persons or anbals" 

(npunabme MW~~CW(U ~anp lunr csojcmeuocm ~ m o p @  mqa u/nr 3 t c u 6 0 ~ ) .  

It is signifiant that -bj- adjectives are not very numerous (Meillet 1905377; 

Zverkovskaja 1986: IO), and that they are lexically peculiar. They include the 

following OCS adjectives: otrohjb 'of infants', bo&b 'of God', vr&& 'of an 

enemy', rahh 'of a slave/of slaveslslave-like', as well as a few formed from animal 

stems (Trubetzkoy 1937: 17- 18). Trubetzkoy observes that these adjectives must have 

been considered swear-words, due to their derogatory connotation. In addition, he 

20 See Meillet (1905:369-371) and Brodowska-Honowska 1960: 1 1-29) for a list of 
OCS -ov- adjectives, including those fomed h m  aninai and even inanimate stems. 
Frolova (1 963) and Zverkovskaja (1 986: 38-45) discuss OESl attestations. 

21 Frolova (1959, 1963) thinks that this is a phonetically motivated variant of -*j-. 
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notes the lexical meanllig of social inequality in the stems of such adjectives as 

otru&p 'of infants' and rabbjb 'of a slavelof  slave^'.^ He thus concludes that for 

Slavs in the 9th cenhiry there existed two groups of nouns: one denoting "ordinary 

beings" and the other wntaining iaboo words. Similady, Unbegaun (1935:340) 

thinks that this suffi in OESl is specific for animal noun stems, while other 

"possessive suffixes" are typical for personal noun stems. The &ta coiiected h m  

OESl for the purposes of this thesis indeed contributes to the idea of such lexical 

aj- adjectives: 

a 3a c~epbuu xonons 5 rpweew 
'and 5 grivnas for a bond slave' (Russ. Pr. 16, 17, 1 6 1 6 ~ )  
no , Y O J W ~ U  pew m-a ki 
'tooWmested him according to the word of a servant' (Russ. Pr. 85, 1 
62%) 
axe 6 o y n p  @6e  TH oy Moynca 
'if a husband has children by a (woman) slave' (Russ. Pr. 98,1626) 
~ o x e  ~ o r o  6 n a x e ~ ~ w  ca panocrmo n p ~ u ~ s  o p m e  H m a K o  xe 
pacna6b~a 8Pa3K-qMïl K%3HbMff 

'and the blessed one received that one too with joy and taught him not to 

weaken by any means through the intrigues of the enemy' (L. of Th., 

498.28-29) 
BZ ero xe ~ E p y e m  B l lepym n fi Bonoca C K O ~ , ' I  6 <or >a 

'in that one we believe, in Perun and in Volos, the God of animals' 
(Laur. Chron. 971, 1 22v (73)) 
6b oy Hero Boeeona Bom4m xsocra 
'he had a military commander under him, Wolf s Tail' (Laur. Chron. 

984, 127 (83)) 
H IIOIIYCTW E < o n  > . . . 4  necbfi M ~ K U  (sic!) 

22 Interestingly , the author draws a paraUei between his grouping of nouns denoting 
animals together with those denoting children, slaves and gods, and the same 
tendency in some classifier languages. (See Chapter Six.) 



'and God sent . . . four dogs' fliw' (Law. Chron. 986, 1 31v (95)) 
(23) B qepecna 6L e M y  poi6ùu X B ~  up~pocm 

'a fish tail had grown from his lob'  (Laur. Chron. 1065, 1 55v (165)) 

It is obvious that the stems included in this limited list correspond to the Iower 

part of the agentlpossessor hierarchy, wmpnsed of nouns characterized by the 

absence of either the lexical feature mature (physically and/or socially), or the 

feature personal (denoting supematural beings and animals) . Besides, these 

adjectives tend to Iack individual reference, rather referring to the whole class of 

entities denoted by the stem, or to a randorn member of bis class - although 

sometimes the referent may be definite or even unique. Thus in (19) the referent of 

vrag- 'the enemy' of ~pa31çu,qm 'of the enemy' is unique, since it is pragmatically 

known to be the Devil. Similarly, the adjective 6< o >m 'of God' most often 

refers, as in (24), to a unique king, and should thus be considered deffite: 

(24) H 6n < a > ronan 6 < o > xw usbrmme ~a Hem 

'and the grace of God flounshed upon him' (L. of B. & G . ,  186.2) 

However, as MarojeviE (1983b55-56) points out, the referential definitenes 

of this adjective is newiy acquired, for, under pre-Christian polytheism, the stem of 

the adjective &O%& 'of God' did not refer exclusively to an individual God. This 

statement is confirmed by the sense of (20) above, in which two pagan gods of the 

Slavic pantheon are listed. Moreover, even in Christian times there can be multiple 

referents of the noun bop 'god', including the Son and the Father. 

The oniy attestation of the adjective onohjb in the OESl texts exarnined for 

this thesis, presumably has individual reference to Christ, based on pragmatic 

knowledge: 

(25) ~y cynno Han Hem . . . en < n > c KO > ny C ~ o n e w c ~ o ~ y  a wryMeq 

Mmamy ompo~ieo ~ a m ~ ~ b ~ p g  
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'there being over her the bishop of Smolensk and hegumen Mürhail of 

the Monastery of the Child' (Suzd. Chron. 1206,1 143 (425)) 

However, in OCS the denominative adjective otrodbjb is attested only with a 

generic/group reference. David Huntley (personal communication) points out the 

attestation in Supraslensis (88.10): s~~ ono&je 'armws of children', a paraphrase 

of strëiy rniademcb 'arrows of infants' h m  the Psaiter: 

(26) Pehj veuiw qsvij$rlaov ai ~rhqyac 
'armws of children have becorne their wounds' (Ps. 63.8) 

It can be concluded that the adjectives with the s u f i  +j- do not regdarly 

have individual personal reference, while they may have such reference contextuaiiy 

or pragmatically . 
The suffi in its tum, appears to be productive with a lexicdy narrow 

group of noun stems - ody kinship and clan terms, irrespective of the declensional 

membership (and gender) of the corresponding nouns (Zverkovskaja 1986: 12-24; 

Tnibetzkoy 1937: 16-1 7): 

TO ~ ~ ~ C T H T H  . . . 6 p u m  C ~ M O B H  

'then a brother's son is to avenge' (Russ. Fr. 1 ,  1 61%) 
Pocrosne nocwcana oy co6e MCTHCJI~B~ Pocro3 ~a cronb #dm H 

O r n M  

'Rostovians made Mstislav their d e r  in Rostov on the throne of his 
grandfather and his father' (Suzd. Chron. 1 175, i I 26v (374)) 

a % m a  ew MYXM He 

'and she doesn't need the inhentance of her husband' (Russ. Pr. 93, 1 
622) 
HaliaTa MOJIHTH CS 3bpx KX ~ O H L  Z ~ H U  

'he began to pray, looking towards the icon of the Lord' (L. of B. & G., 
116.34-11~. 1) 
3 p ~  rra mow zia 06pas ~ n < a > A < b r > u < b > &  

'looking at the icon at the image of the Master' (Laur. C h n .  1015, 146 

(1 33) 



(32) a ~ a m 4 p w z  w m  n b ~ e ~ a  He 

'and a mother's share her children do not need' (Russ. Pr. 103,1622~) 

(33) op0 3 i C M  ~ a n o y  

'about the theft h m  the wife' (BBL n I 3 ,  13th c.) 

Signifcantly, the same suf i  is attested as part of a compound s u f i  forming 

adjectives frorn inanimate noun stems, particularly those with spatial and temporal 

reference, which may have been its original domain: dohiibb 'lower/earthly', 

gomh& ' upper/celestial' , srè5dbiibfi ' middle' , etc. (Meillet 1 gOS:38&383; 

Zverkovskaja 1986: 12; Brodowska-Honowska 1960: 165-1 71). Through metaphor 

the suffix may have becorne productive with kinship terms denoting oonsanguineous 

or spiritual proximity.u OES1 provides the following examples of such inanimate 

formations with spatial denotation: 

(34) B a  vas CBOeMlt H B a  OKpafi?lbHU,Yb Q&X% 

'in his town and nearby towns' (L. of Th., 3 1 r. 17- 18) 
(35) rona 60ywme o y m p b w  

'it was a moming hour' (L. of Th., 360.2) 
(36) A0 KOHCibH,qZO CBOAâ 

'until the last instance' (Russ. Pr. 38, 2 61 8v) 

The almost deictic nature of the suffix +fi-, suggested by its association with 

locational adjectives and intensifieci by the somewhat deictic nature of kinship terms 

themselves (see Chapter Six), may explain the more definite reference observed in 

these adjectives depending on the context, as compared to adjectives formed from 

the identical stem with the help of other suf'fixes. In Vaillant's (1958:601) view, ah- 

is the ultimate "possessive" suffut. To support this idea, he points out the contrast 

between OCS O&& 'des pkres, paternel' and OESl o h h  (not attested in OCS 

23 Compare Cienki (1995) on sunilarities and clifferences among locational 
relationships between physical objects of the outside worid, and relations of 
possession involving humans. See also Flier (1 974: 59). 



canonid texts) - "un adjectif possessif purn ('a pure& possessive adjective'). 

However, the OESl usage of these two adjectives can be interchangeable. The 

foUowing citations, with both adjectives referring to the same event and thus the 

same individual, illustrate ihis point: 

(37) H ~b ce epem n p m a  61üune ekcra osa l?epemurasbr KS IIpoc~lasy 
O 0- CbMbpTU 

'and at this tirne news had came from Peredslava to Jaroslav about the 

death of their father' (L. of B. & G., 136.17) 

(38) U Ce iïpHne B ~ X ~ H K K ~  Ka HeMOy noel;naa eMOy 0 < 1 7 B > Y H )  CbMPbTb 

K ~ K O  n p e m w  CS O < n > ua ero B~CHJIHH 
'and Io, a messenger came to him t e h g  hirn of his father's de&, of 
how his father Vasilii passeci away' (L. of B. & G., 9a.24) 

The individual reference of the adjective o<na>>w 'his father's' in (37) is 

indisputable from the context: not only it is the death of a known prince's father that 

is in question, but the father himself is mentioned: o < m  > yo ezo 'his father'. Even 

his fmt narne is provided - Bamtzlu 'Vasilii'. Thus both adjectives in (37) and (38) 

are used with exactiy the same defi te  reference. 

Conveaely, it has been argued that while the suffi -ad- has a "demonstrative- 

isolathg function" (Zverkovskaja 1978: 87), the correspondhg adjectives do not 

regularly refer to individuals, but are rather characterized by a generic reference to a 

class of individuals denoted by the nominal stem (86). This must be detexmineci by 

the wntext. 

Within the group of denominative adjectives, adjectives in +sk- are considemi 

"relational in the broadest meaning of the word" (VeEerka 1957:30), and thus stand 

apart from those in -y-, -ov-, -in-, +fi- and -bj-, which are "unambiguously 

possessive adjectives" (Richards 1 976: 260). Of course, as has been already shown, 

there are varying degrees to which the latter suffixes themselves may be considered 
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as forming individual personal adjectives. 

Flier (1974:82) states that OCS adjectives in ask- predominantly denote 

inanimate things, while those with other suffixes denote human beings, rebgious 

spirits, plants and so on. Animate stems that form ark- adjectives have a more 

abstract meaoing. In OESl there are plenty of attestations of ask- adjectives formed 

from common personal stems, which are, of course, an imi~ te .~~  In fact, the main 

difference between the two groups is precisel y the fact that denominative adjectives 

with the suffix ask- are most regularly fonned h m  common personal noun stems 

(including those denoting social ranks and occupations, as well as supernahral 

beings). Moreover, just as not ail adjectives that are considered "possessive" per se 

invariably have individual reference, so adjectives with ask- cannot be considered as 

never having such reference. They may have individual (although random) as well 

as group reference, or can even denote a quality. Perhaps Flier has the latter point in 

mind when he wntes about their "abstract meaning". The following examples in 

(39)-(44) illustrate this: 

(39) a 3 ~  @xa sa6spsL oy3bpS~n nwne TB= am < e > a o e  
'1 thought to see your angelic face soon' (L. of B. & G., 138.10) 

The possessive pronoun mew 'your' is co-referential with the denominative adjective 

aru<e>~lb~~oe 'angelic'. However, the referent here is the recently murdered 

Boris, the brother of Gleb, who is now grieving over Boris's death. Gleb wants to 

see his brother's face - not that of any particular angel, as may be suggested by the 

lexical meaning of the adjective's stem. This is hrther supporteci by (40). already 

quoted in Chapter One: 

24 See also Zverkovskaja (198650). 



(40) w n p ~ c < ~ ~ > ~ < a > r 0 ~ ~ 2 < e > ~ o ~ p a ~ ~ o  
'and he assumed the holy and angelic image of a monk' (L. of Th., 

67a 19-20) 

The two identically formed adjectives fi-O 'of a monk/monastic' and 

am < e > ,ma20 'angelic' are co-referential and both denote qualities, similar to 

(39). In both examples the adjective angeuisbjb can only be translateâ as 'angelic', 

while in some cases it may mean either 'of angels' or 'of an angel'. The latter 

interpretation is evident in the followïng juxtaposition of parailel passages h m  the 

same text: 

(41) ~ n a a b r  ~ m r n m a < e > ~ f b c ~ c z , ~ ~ ~ ~ b m r a a x o y  
'and again they heard the singing of the angels' (L. of B. & G., 156.22- 

23) 
(42) w o~orna m < e > ia>l n o m  cmmaaxoy 

'and at times they heard the angels singing' ((L. of B. & G., 18r.20) 

A clearly qualitative meaning of the +sk- adjective is manifested in (43): 

(43) npecrasacn 6n < a > r o s k p w  mmaa mmrb~~iï. Bce~oaolnas r n e ~ e ~  
hf <a > p m  ~ L I B U ~ W  fi M H ~ ~ U O C K O ~  ' ~ m y  

'the faithful great princess, wife of Vsevolod, by the name of Maria, 
king of monastic rank, died' (Laur. Chron. 1206, 1 244v (424)) 

The female referent of the above passage excludes the possibility that the adjective 

MHUUWKOM~ 'monastic' could have any individual d e f i t e  reference. Mnùro 'monk9- 

the noun from the stem of which this adjective is fonned - is masculine. A similar 

situation is found in (44): 

(44) rn ,umzutmoym one= o6neqed ea 6b1-r~  
'and she was dressai in the clothes of a monWmonk-like clothes' (L. of 
Th., 336.10) 
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Here the adjective has a fernale referent as weU, and thus cannot denote any 

particular monk and stand for 'of the monk'. 

Contrast, however, the adjective in (43, fonned from the sarne stem, but with 

the help of a different s u f i :  

(45) RRO ;ne no ecr  HO^ o6mcome eMoy ~eJrwb MHU,YO~~I  BK& 

'thus he would go every night around al1 the 4 1 s  of the monks' (L. of 

B. & G.,  38r.9) 

The adjective ~ Y O B ~ Z  stands for 'of the monks', and denotes the rnonks residing in 

a monastery specified in the tent. Some mistakenly cite this example as one havhg 

group - as opposed to individual - reference (Frolova 196353). The group reference 

here is expressed not by means of the adjective-forming s u f i ,  but by means of its 

plural ending, which agrees with the plural head noun K ~ J &  'ceus'. This adjective 

wuld wnceivably have individual reference, were it in the singu1ar.u While the 

stem rnnix- is not attesteci with such individual reference in the OESl text examined 

here, (46) and (47) provide another c o n ~ t i v e  example, venfjing that the form of a 

s u f i  added to the nominal stem tends to correlate with a particular type of 

reference: 

(46) ce x e  u nomdi ocrpow ?a 3 0 ~ 0 -  ecra 6bmposa 
'and thus until now this island is called the Boyar's' (L. of Th., 356.19- 

20) 

Compare Hier (1 974:9 1 ), who observes with regard to the shared nominal stem 
of OCS attestations of the adjectives fariseisb and fariseom 'of Pharisees', thai the 
s u f f i  -6sk- is used if the adjective refers to a group of Pharisees, while +v- is 
employed for reference to one particuiar member. See also Frolova (1963:lS) and 
Bdowska-Honowska (1 960: 21). 



It is clear h m  the context that the adjective 6;Omzposb 'the Boyar's' refers to a 

particular 601t~pwt 'Boyar, noble', known from the preceding narration. Contrast the 

adjectives 60mpw 'of the Boyars' in (47) and 6impecm 'of a boyar, boyar's' in 

(48), formed by means of the suffi  ask- and expressing plural (47) or random (48) 

reference: 

(47) OH Xe n û c J i ~ B %  pbWi POCTOB~CKO~ Ei 6 b ~ p c ~ 0 4  mkiYaBbI 6ynyng.i 
'but he, having listenecl to the word of the Rostovians and the Boyars 
who were stately' (Laur. Chron. 1177, 1 12th (381)) 

(48) are mi 6oynen p o y c m  d o  rp~m nm60 Koyneub IIP060 THBOF 

6btipem 

'if it is a Rusian or warrior or merchant or servant of a Boyar' (Russ. 
Pr. 1, l6 lSv)  

The final development of the tendency for a particular s u f i  to be associateci 

with a certain type of reference is witnessed in modem Russian. It has been said that 

-ov- and -in- bear the meaning of "personal, p e r s ~ ~ e d  possessionn (Frolova 

1960: 324). BorodiE (1 963: 192) writes that in OCS the addition of these suffixes 

makes the correspondhg nominals definite. It is almost as if these features became 

transposed ont0 the suffixes from the nominal stems with which they were most 

often ~ornbined.2~ 

As for the ask- adjectives, there are a few attestations indicating the possibility 

that they could also be used with individual reference. This is illustratecl by the 

following citations (49) and (50): 

(49) oyruwi x e  norpL6amïe uopwcuoe  
'and perform the burial of the monk' (BBL #68 1, 12th c.) 

26 Brodowska-Honowska (196098) says that -op could not in itself have had a 
possessive meaning, but acquired it only gradually, by king used mostly with 
personal stems. 



Although usuaUy cited as evidence for the above-mentioned usage of the adjective, 

the attestation in (49) is admittedly ambiguou. The phrase couid mean 'in the 

manner of monks'. The example in @O), however, is clear-cut: 

(50) o y 6 o ~ ~ e  ca peganraaro y m x  an < O > < mo > J-I 
'fear the one who said through the lips of the Apostle' (L. of B. & G., 

1 4a. 25) 

Since -6sk- adjectives can be interpreted as referrïng to an individual as weil as 

a group, genitive plural of the noun may be used instead to avoid potential 

ambiguity when plural reference is intended: 

(51) m o  xeIIkrmeTbcr ~ a n b m ' b  (sic!)mi<o>c<mo>m 
'as is written in the Acts of the ApostIes' (L. of Th., 356.10-12) 

(52) H nonk~ama ~ o n 6 y  K b m  
'and they (dual) told him of the plea of the Kievans' (Laur. Chron. 

1097,189 (264)) 

Sometirnes +sk- adjectives such as < e > ~i < o > s < 6 > s < b > < O > MY 'of 

man', denoting Jesus in (53) below, can on pragmatic grounds only be interpreted as 

having definite reference (rneaning not 'manY, but 'human' here - since the referent 

is Mary, while the other parent is not human, but a deity).Z7 Nevertheless, the 

adjective's ambiguity, due to its suffi (it can generically mean 'son of mankind'), 

conveniently adds to the depth of the phrase: 

(53) RKO II0~06ae~b C<bI>EIy ~ < e > n < 0 > 6 < 6 > ~ < 6 > ~ ~ < 0 > ~ y  

IIOCTPA~T w 

'that the Son of man shd suffer' (Laur. Chron. 986, 1 34v (103)) 

27 God is explicitly non-human, as corifurneci by the following quotation: 
~ < o > ~ < I I o A > ~  60 He Y < ~ > ~ < O > B C E > K ' ~  eCTb HO E < o T > ' ~  BCeH 
Bccned; 'for our Lord is not a man but the God of the whole universe' (Laur. 
Chron. 1096, 1 83v (253)) 



Most regulariy, this adjective has random reference and stands for 'of a man' (54), 

or generic reference - 'of rnedpeople' (55): 

(54) RwKaKxe pa3y~a q<e>r<o>cl<&>u<a>cm He M O X ~ T ~  

wcno~lina~w < a > T B O ~  

'in no way can the reason of a man comprehend your miracles' (Laur. 
Chron. 1096,179~ (244) 

(55) K ~ K O  o6pa3a p o w o n m w  ~a ~<e>n<o>s<6>u<b>mura 
JIWIIH~ < 'b> 

'what variety of Iooks are there in the faces of men' (Laur. Chron. 1096, 
1 79v (244) 

The flexibility of semantic interpretation mdested by the +sk- adjectives 

lads  Veeerka (1957:31) to wnclude that they express neither a singular nor a plural 

re ference: 

Fakt, ie se adjectiv tvoienjkh suffuem aska m u e  v staroslov5n3tinii d i t  i ve 
v$knamu pluralovém i ve ~ z n a m u  singulhvém, ukazuje na to, i e  tato 
adjectiva vlastni5 nevyjadïovda ani ten, ani onen, a Ze se jich uZivalo (i od 
substantiv Zivotnjkh) s eznamem velmi Siroce a obecng vztahovjm, bez 
mohosti vyjAdnt jimi v);raznE: a jednoznaEn8 Eislo jmen, od nich2 byla 
hiofena. 28 

In this light, the pragmatically known defullte (and singular) reference of the 

adjective aposrolbsh, already illustrated by (SO), and the interchangeable usage, 

provided by the same manuscript, of genitive plural xem 'of women' (56) and the 

adjective xeHM:uml 'women's' (57) of the same nominal stem (although ferninine) 

are of particular interest: 

28 'me fact that it is possible in Old Church Slavonic to use adjectives produced 
wirh the s a  - o s h  in the plural as well as singufar m e h g  demonstrates that 
lese  adjectives in fact did nor express either of these mennings, but t h  they were 
used (as well as rhose fonnedfrom animate noms) with a very wide and generally 
relational meaning, withow there being the possibility of expressing through them 
cleurly md unarnbiguomly the nwnber of the nowrtfrom which they were fonned. ' 



'into a women's monastery' (2 attest.) (L. of Th., 32r.21, 33a. 23) 
(57) sa ~ariacrs ipb x 4 ) c o c ~ b i z ï  meHyeMa c < BX > m o  HWKOJI~I 

'into the women's monastery called St. Nicholas" (L. of Th., 336.7) 

Another suggestive citation is (581, where the adjective ~ ~ C O B C K O M ~  'of demons' is 

antecedent to the plural possessive pronoun wra 'their': 

(58) npOTHBHTHC% 6k08CK0~y &-~CTBY H ~ H b I p C ï ~  u?ra 6 m o c ~ ~  C a  

'resist the deeds of demons and guard oneself from their intrigues' 
(Laur. Chron. 1074, 1 62 (184)) 

Following VeEerka' s reasoning, the adnominal genitive plural in (5 1 ), (52) and (56), 

as welI as the plural pronom in (58), should be analyzed as not explicitly referring 

to a group either. Cleariy, this is not the case. 

Vaillant ( 1  958:602) considers the suffix ask- (a recent borrowing from 

G e r n a n i ~ ~ ~ )  as indicating "une pluralité ou une collectivite" ('a plurality or 

collectivi~'). A weU-known sphere of productivity of these adjectives is in the 

formation of ethnonyms and toponyms: 

(59 nona nwc~oyno~a p u m z ~ ~ o  . . . w norra ropoxamr &CKUMU npkm 
BCeMH JIQWLUH~C~LMU KOyIi4Ei 

'under the bishop of Riga . . . and under the citizens of Riga in front of 
al l  the Latin merchants' (1 229 Tr., 93-94) 

(60) C~OBLHH x e  ck~oonr o~ono expa h e p s  npo3~amacs C B O ~  

mumeMs . . . Tarto pa3~necs Crn6-t~ r3bnra T L M X ~  n rpaMoTa 
npo3~acx C~108d~b~~u.s 

'and the Slovene settied amund the Iake Ilmer, they were called by their 
narne . . . thus the language of the Slovene spread, and also because of  
this the writing was called Slovenian' (Laur. Chron., 1 3 (6))  

29 See also Meillet (1905:332). 
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Such usage manifests the "twu-dimensional semantic plane" of these adjectives 

in that, although their stem may be inanimate (as in riaska@ 'of Riga' in (59)), they 

inevitably have indirect reference to a group of persons (either inhabiting a certain 

place or sharing an ethnic identity). Even the &- adjectives formed h m  certain 

common inanimate stems (of such nouns as nwnastya 'monastery') contain the same 

indirect personal reference to a group (Zverkovskaja l 9 8 6 S ) :  

(61) TOKMO m c s  I I B O ~  - m ~ p m i u  nerepbcxaro M - ~ I ~ X  

'only the monastery court of the PeEerskü monastery remained (intact)' 
(Laur. Chron. 1096, 1 86 (238)) 

The denominative adjective ~ c z ~ c l c r n i p m c u  'monastery' denotes not only a physical 

location, but a community of people inhabiting this location - illustrating the 

simultaneous personal and inanimate reference just discussed. Note also the genitive 

case modifier M C Z H C ~ C ~ C ~ A  'of the monastery', used because it is modified in its tum 

by another adjective. 

From further historical development, it appears that the suff i  osk- becornes 

more and more closely correlated with the denotation of quality, thus acquiring an 

increasingly "adjectival naturet1 - relating to the description of an object rather than 

its denotation. It is interesting that, according to Zverkovskaja (1986: 89), the same 

sufix is particularly productive in the formation of adverbs directly from nominal 

rather than adjectival stems, just as is the case with regular qualitative adjectives: 

(62) a A p e m e  xasmy 3sbp-ma 06pa .30~~  m i o p e  (sic!) C K O ~ ~ C K U  

'they lived in a beast-like manner living iike animals' (Laur. Chron., L 5 

(1 3)) 

This fact perhaps aiso conmbutes to the progressively closer association of these 

adjectives with the denotation of a quality. 



Acoording to Flier (1 974: l76), it is precisely adjectives in ask- that exhibit the 

most variation in their choice of shoa or long fom. The features controllhg this 

variation include definiteness. 

The adjective-forming s u f i  an -  is sometimes attested interchangeably with - 

bsk- in inanimate noun stems: 

(63) Ha nmpL mpmm6m 
'in the courtyard' (Laur. Chron. 945, 1 15v (56)) 

(64) mm ropom f i sop  mepe.mazK 66 
'the courtyard was over beyond the W' (Laur. Chron. 945, 1 15 (55)) 

It is even less productive than -ask- with common personal or animate stems, 

while completely unattesteci with pmper stems, for example: 

(65) roy xe coynocmumbm para m a m  He npficraen 
'and here the hostility of the enemy arising does not stop' (L. of Th., 

66s. 18-19) 

(66) rOpbKp w H ~ Y  < e > A <O > B < 6 > U&HW ~'bhfbp~b IIPHR 

'he received a bitter and inhumane death' (L. of B. & G., 16a.28) 

In contrast, it is extremely versatile with inanimate stems of various genders and 

dec~ensions~~: 

(67) axe ~ e m  nepeTHen 60pzxm~oyi0 WH po&ui~y~) pa30pen HJIH 

&OPHOYIO nmoMa nepempogm TO 12 rpuBHb nponaxe 
'if (someone) hacks a bee-hive boundary, or ploughs the boundary-strip 
of a ploughed field, or puts up a fence amss a estate/house boundary - 
he is to pay a 12-grivna fine' (Russ. Pr. 71, 72, 2 621) 

(68) 3863ùme xoxeHbe 

'the movement of stars' (Laur. Chron. 986, 1 31 v) 

(69) w npe ,qwme npena WH H O ~ I O  cromia ( V H L ~  a nemi 06mem 

30 This suffbc forms adjectives not only from nominal, but from verbal stems as 
weil (Zverkovskaja 1986: 24). 
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'and there went before him at night a colurnn of fire and during the day - 
of cloud' (Laur. Chron. 986,132 (93)) 
W3HeMOTOILIiL ~ ~ H O H )  XânCeIO 

'exhausted by thirst for water' (Laur. Chron. 9 8 8 , 1 3 7 ~  (109)) 
pwymacs ~ < e > 6 < e > ~ m  X H T ~ . ~  

'rejoice the inhabitants of the sky' (Laur. Chron. 1015,147 (137)) 
CTP < a > CM ~ J I ~ L R  nuldmorqa ~ a a n a ~ ~  K ~ O S M L M U  c < BR > T~IMH 

'curing evil suffering with holy drops of blood' (Laur. Chron. 1015, 1 
47v (137)) 

Many adjectives formed by this suffix are t d y  qualitative, lacking any 

meaning of individual possession ((67), (69), (70), (72))' as well as referential 

deffiteness. Witness especially the following attestation: 

(73) BbULIeA'b B% L[BOpb l l t4~MMiiU O??Wib 

'having gone out into the courtyard of his father' (Laur. Chron. 980, 1 
24v (78) 

The contrast between the meaning of two denominative adjectives lies not only in 

the difference between the personal and inanimate stems, but is further reinforced by 

the difference in the suffixes. The adjective o m  'father's' denotes possession and 

is definite, while mepemric 'of the palace' is almost an inseparable part of the head 

nom oSOp 'yard', both standing for 'courtyard'. The yard can only exist within the 

palace. A similar degree of semantic fusion is observable in (70) above.3' 

The nearly exclusive combinability of -ov- and -in- with personal (especially 

proper) stems, on the one hand, and the scarcity, verging on a total lack of 

attestations, of +n- with such stems, on the other, are two sides of the same coin. 

31 Compare Huntley's (l984:X 8) examples from OCS: udy kuribnye &are 'the 
bride of the emperor's hoae', and o b r m m  krestmyim xristosovom 'with the 
sign of the cross of Christ'. 
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The pattern of distribution of various suffixes closely corresponds to the hierarchy of 

features, and can itself be summarized as a hierarchy , as wiU be shown shody . 

Since adjectives formed by certain suffixes (e.g. -ov- and -in-) tend to have 

exclusively individual reference, and since the choice of the suffix is usudy 

determined by the declensional rnernbenhip of the wrresponding noun, some 

scholars think that there may have origindy existed a separate "possessive case" 

within the nominal paradigm. Thus Meillet (1 gOS:459) writes: "ces dérivés jouent le 

rôle de forms casueLlesW ('these derivations play the role of case fonns').32 This 

matter involves the irresolvable problern of the separation between inflectional and 

denvational morphology, or, for that matter, between morphology and s~ntax.33 

Since it is directly related to the main argument of this dissertation, it is instructive 

to provide an outline of the issue. 

Trubetzkoy ' s (1 937: 16) claim that "possessive" adjectives should sirnply be 

considerd as part of the nominal paradigm is often taken as axiomatic: 

32 See dso Vaillant (1958:600), Ivanov, ed. (1989:21), Skorvid (1981). 

33 See in particular Corbett (1987) for a counter-argument. 

34 'From every noun denoring rn mirnute being a possessive adjective is forrned 
which belongs to the deciensional parcrdgm of this noun in exactiy the sume wly as 
participles belong to the conjugarionul paradigm of verbs. ' Zaliznjak (1 993:27O) 
agrees with Trubetzkoy's explmation of the absence of phonetic altemations at the 
morphemic juncture of -in adjectives attested in birch bark letters in tenns of 
morphological leveling (1 993: 227). (Such altemaiions do not exist in the ferninine 
declension with genitive in -y of the same dialect.) See also Uryson (1980: 1 16-1 17). 



Yet some researchea, reluctant to subscrïbe M y  to such a point of view, give 

denominative adjectives a status intermediate between a noun and an adjective. 

Thus, Frolova (1 960: 326,329) ternis them "denved genifivw capable of grammatical 

agreement" : 

Admittedl y, short- form adjectives in Slavic (and individual personal adjectives 

do tend to be short36) had no declensional pattern of their own. Iwtead, depenhg 

on the gender of their head noun, they declined Like masculine and neuter nouns 

with genitive in -a and like ferninine nouns with genitive in -y (Meillet 

1924/1965:383). This type of declension has been partially preserved until the 

present day in the considerably diminished c lw of individual personal adjectives, 

for example c e c m p  'sister's' and omzjue ' father's' . In modem Russian, nominative 

and accusative singular, and plural of all genders, and also genitive and dative 

masculine and neuter singdar remain the exclusive survivors of this ancient nominal 

declension (Vinogradov L947/1986: I6S9l7Q): nominative cecmpluu! K O ~  'my 

sister's mm', locative 8 cecmpc<HoTc K O M ~  'in my sister's room'. In addition, 

these denominative adjectives stand apart from qualitative adjectives, in that they 

lack certain morphological features such as the ability to form adverbs, comparative 

degrees and diminutives (Saxmatov 1 941 : 494). 

35 'In Oid Russian [llth-14th c.] and Middle Rursian 115th-18th c.] there txisted a 
speciaf grmnaticaf category intermediare between noun and adjective - the 
ccttegory of den'ved genitives capable of (granunmammancal) agreement . . . this 
category, the meaning of which rejlected the old syncretism of substnnn've and 
attributive meanings, codd not typicaily represent either noms or adjectives. ' 

36 See, for instance Hier (1974:176) with regard to OCS. 
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Syn tac t i dy ,  it is also unusual that some denorninative adjectives are attestai 

in a position of govemment, which is typicdy filleci by the noun: 

(74) n o ~ l l a a ~  CJIOBO r<o>c<nodb>rre HtRe pe<i<e> O ceMa n o m  
B ~ I  BCW ~ < e > n < o > ~ < E > a w  

'remembering the word of the Lord, who said that by this all people wiU 
know you' (Suzd. Chron. 1125, 1 97v) 

The relative pronoun wrce 'who' refea to the Lord, denoted by the nominal stem of 

the adjective r < o > c < raoàb > He 'of the Lord'. A similar example is given in (75): 

(75) 0 6n <a > rOCTw 6 <O > 3CKri m e  60 HCïïbpBZi &CTO Ha3rraMeEOBZlBb n 
6narouro~n~a n a x m  cr~opn 

'about the goodness of God, who having fifit shown the place and 
having blessed it, made it a pasture' (L. of Th., 276.28) 

The indeclinable relative pronoun m e  'who' refers to God, denoted by the stem of 

the denominative adjective 6 0 3 ~ ~ 1  'of God'. Despite its ferninine agreement with the 

head noun ~ I I G I Z O C ~ ~  'goodness', it is an antecedent to the masculine relative 

pronoun. 

In (76) the denominative adjective ~pai~ff28~224 'Jaroslav's' is in apposition with 

the phrase 6pama ezo 'his brother's' : 

(76) ïIpHCTaB5f K HeMy C B O ~  MyXH H C < BR > TOCJIâRJXH MYXW W Hp0c~UM/ac 

6pa~a  ero 
'having appointai his men and Svjatoslav's men and (the men of) 

Jaroslav, his brother, to (look after) hirn' (Suzd. Chron. 1187, 1 137 

(404)) 

In (77) - (79) the denominative adjectives t <ucnod>rrq 'of the Lord' (77), 

h?pocmw& 'Jaroslav's' (78), and Kwwru~oeo 'of KosnjaEko' (79) are antecedents to 

the possessive pronoun e20 'his' : 
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R ~ T O  mrnaronerb C-I 2 < 0cItOOo > WI H ~ ~ ~ b r m a  BI C ~ T B O P ~  B ~ C H  

-1 420 

'he who proclairns the powers of the Lord and hearing us shows forth all 

his praises' (L. of B. & G., 21e.28) 
mditfbx w 6051~~1 ~ p o c m e ~ &  H c e q L  eto 

'the estates and the nobles of Iaroslav and his sister' (Laur. Chron. 
1018, f 49v (144)) 

npHAoma rn mopa K O ~ H W K ~  H ne o6pl;rme m crama oy m p a  
Sprwcrüisna 
'and they came to Kosnjatko's place, and having failed to find him they 

stayed at B jaEislav's' (Laur. Chron. 1068, 1 57v (1 71)) 

attestations prompt VaiUant (1958:600) to clah that these adjectives are 

not ordinary formations, but substitutes for personal nouns, particularly proper 

On a broader scde, there even a p p m  to be ground for postulathg a cornmon 

origin for the categories of noun and adjective, and not just the denominative 

adjective. The comparative degree of some adjectives is fomed from a nominal 

stem, not frorn an adjectival stem: niie 'lower', gaZe 'viler' (from nit- 'bottom' and 

gad- 'reptile' respectively, the adjective stems king ni&- 'low' and g&k- 'nasty, 

vile') (Jakubinskij 1953: 21 1).3* 

Inherent similarities between the two categories, and the likelihwd of their 

cornmon origin have been also noted by Potebnja (1968:37), who pu& the matter in 

almost mathematical terms: 

37 To adequately account for this controliing ability by the adjectives, Corbett 
(1987:3 18) establishes a typological pattern on the basis of data drawn from various 
Slavic languages - a "control hierarchy". He submits that the "P[ossessive] 
A[djectiveJ can control attributive modifiers only if it can also control relative 
pronoms only if it can aIso oontrol personal pronouns." See also Skorvid (1981) on 
the syntactic features of denominative adjective in Old Czech with reference to other 
Slavic languages. 



He goes on to say that adjectives evolved h m  nouns, and conversely, that in many 

cases nouns originated as adjectives (59). Adjectival agreement is a younger 

Jakubinskij (1 953: 2 10-2 1 1 ) agrees with this point of view , hypothesizing the 

existence of a certain "general nominal category" : 

The undetermined ongin of "tnily possessiven s u f f i  has also suggested to 

some scholars that the denominative adjective may have evolved as a noun. The 

suffm -ov- is considered by some to share its descent with the same formant of the 

39 <me difference between the noun and the udjemCtlve in un observabie ianguage 
historically is iess in the direction towards the p m .  ' 

40 It is interestkg that support for such a view is drawn by Potebnja from works of 
the 1st century, some of which obviously deal with gestalt perception, though they 
do not use the tenn itself. Potebnja (1968:62) quotes Paul: ~ T O  0603~aqeme 
npocrbor riaqecrs Home 0603~aqemir KoMnneKcoe (coso~ywocre ~aqeecr~), ~ T O  
pa3y~ee~ca c a ~ o  co6010, ecne wcxonirra n3 Toro, VTO ~ e m ~ ~ e  o6pa3b1 
(anschauungen) cnyxaT nep8oHaYaJIbHbm omoBarmeM BceMy. kI 3necb TO, rro 
OAHO KaqecTBo OTrecr-meT m 3 a m f i   ma^ BCX maSIbmIe, xuwmememe B 
Komeicce, cHawIa MO~JIO ~ P O N C X O , ~ ~  nmm T. O., wo Ha TOT pas T ~ K  ~ T O  
nom~arroca rompxmm. ('II goes without saying fhat the designaton of simple 
qudities is nover rhan th& of complexes (the swn of qdities) , if one proceeds from 
the fact thar whole images (mschauungen) serve as an eiementary basis for 
everything. And here, the fuct that this one quality pushes ail of the others 
co~nprising the cornplex into the background could initiafiy corne about on& due to 
the fact thar it was then interpreted by the speaker in that way. 7 

41 'Zt has been justfy pointed out thar initialiy there is no gramrnan'cai dzrerence 
between nowi and udjecn've; 60th grammatical categorïes have s t e m d  from a 
general nominal category. which is used both for nams of things und for names of 
attributes. ' 
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genitive in -u declension found in other foms: e.g. dative singular symvi, genitive 

plural synom, etc. (Vaillant 1 929: 40-42; Frolova 1963 : 7-8,27; Zverkovskaja 

1986:38). This formant is most widely associated with pmper personal noun stems. 

The interdependence of the -mi dative in nouns of the genitive in -a declension and 

personai adjectives in -ov- formed h m  the same noun stems has been already 

mentioned. It may not be insignif~cant that the genitive in -u declension, which 

already constituted a minor type in Commoa Slavic, included exclusively masculine 

nouns, although only a few of these were animate: syna 'son' and vob 'ox'. 

The origin of the suffix -in- is similarly uncertain. Many linguists follow 

Meillet's (1905:440-441) view, according to which this suffix is an outcome of the 

merger of stem-fmd /b/ and the initial /b/ of the Common Slavic suffix an-.42 

There aiso have been attempts to explain the ongin of the -in- suffix by means of the 

genitive or dative singular endhg of the genitive in -i declension, to which -m was 

added (Zverkovskaja l986AS; MarojeviC l983aA4). 

Quite a dfierent opinion concerning the suffies -ov- and -in- has been 

expressed by Saxmatov (1 94 1 : @2), who remarks that they are identical with the 

demonstrative pronominal stems. This fact, if aot simply fortuitous (it cannot be 

excluded that the two suffutes share their origin with demonstrative pronouns, 

similar to the suffix -*j-), may contribute to the idea of individuation that they tend 

to convey . For instance, Vinogradov (1 9471 1986: 166-1 67) writes that the suffix -in- 

is prominently linked with "the sense of singularity and individualizing isolation" 

(" r i~areme emmiwocra, WHsrrnyanw3wpprqero 060co6nei~s ") in modem 

Russian, as revealed by such nouns as rpa3~:dam 'a citizen', ~ p ~ u u ~  'a noble 

42 For example, Unbegaun (1 935:33O). 
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man', ~ p e c m ' ~ m ~ i  'a peasant' , xeopocmuia 'a stick', or ~ u p r + ~ r ~ r a  'a potato9.43 

This feature is also apparent in the OESl attestation in (10) above. 

Some even speak of the special "demonstrative iiature" of -QV- and -in- 

adjectives (Vinogradov 1947/ 1986: 166), since they unequivocally express the quality 

of belonging to a single defuute entity (denoted by the stem of the correspondhg 

nouii). This individualizing ability is also reflected in the productive use of these 

adjectives in the formation of Russian family names - which were originaily 

patmnyrnics. In contrast, as Flier (1 974:89) comments, OCS adjectives formed by 

proper noun stems do not appear with the suffi +sk-. 

On the topic of the possible pronominal etymology of the above-mentioned 

suffures, it should be noted that -*j- may also have onginated as a demonstratve 

pronoun. It c m  be reconstructed as a constituent in personal possessive pronouns: 

singular m j b  'my', tw jb  'your', svojb 'one's own', and plural naja 'our', va& 

'your' (Saxmatov 1957: 171)' and in the interrogative possessive pronoun Ebjb 

'whose' (Vaillant 1958:465)* - ail of which follow the same pattern of declension. 

The stem of the demonstrative pronoun *jb also participates in the formation of long- 

form (de finite) adjectives .45 

As for denominative adjectives, the -7- suffix is of course no longer present in 

its original form dunng the OESl penod; but its vestigial existence is revealed by the 

43 See also Veterka (1963: 196). Meillet (1905:448) gives OCS examples of the 
"singulative value" of this suffu. 

" Meillet (1905: 377) believes that Eajb 'whose' contains aj-. 

d5 It is interesting that the third person possessive pronoun is etymologically the 
genitive case of the personal pronoun, and not an adjectival form, as is that of the 
first and second person. This c m  be explained by the inherent definiteness and 
animacy of the latter - features not necessarily present in the third person. 
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stem-final consonant alternation. For example: Vsëwloh 'Vs&volod' - VsëwIoZa 

'Vs~volod's', or otb~b ' father' - O& 'father's'. 

As mentioned earlier, denominative adjectives (except those in a&, however 

few) cunstitute the only group that has partidy presemed its nominal dedension 

pattern (or short form), at least in some cases of the paradigrn.46 These adjectives 

can still be used attributively, in contrast to other short-fonn adjectives employed 

only predicatively, which have thus becorne indeclinable. However, in OESl a l l  

short-form adjectives - not just denominative - are widely attested attrib~tively~~, as 

exemplified in (80)-(85) below : 

OXe ffpHAeTb K ~ C I ô 5  MOyXe EGi Asop% WiH CUHb TO BMAOKâ eMy He 

HCKaTM 

'if a bleeding or bruised man cornes to the court, he is not to look for a 

witness' (Russ. Pr. 29, 1 617v) 
â OXe KT0 BCRneT5 Ha Yl03ICb KOHb He I I p m B b  

'and if someone mounts somebody else's home without asking' (Russ. 
Pr. 33, 34, 1618) 
~ 1 3 x 3 ~  cMonmecRaie Mbc-rscnam AB- c m  np~cnana ~a P~roy 

ceoero noywmero nom E p b ~ e x  H CL I M M ~  OYMHQ hxoyxa ï I a m e ~ ~ b ~  

'Prince of Smolensk Mstislav, son of David, sent to Riga his best pnest 

Jeremej and a clever man Pantelej with him' (1229 Tr., 4) 

cno~o Mpo OT QOM& K E c ~ @ y  
'a kind word from Foma to Jesif' (BBL #14, 15th c.) 

naxn TO x e  kiepe~w peq < e > T ~ K O  rn < arone > TL r < ocnon > b ce 
KJUIXCSI kIMSMeMb MO- 8&uaC0~%0 

46 Conversely, according to Hier (1974:82), those modem Slavic languages that 
still preserve the distinction between long and short f o m s  (i. e. dflerent declensional 
patterns) have ask- adjectives only in long fom. 

47 The gradua1 decrease in the attributive usage of short form adjectives is nicely 
illustrated by the foilowing statistics: in East Slavic manuscripts of the 1 lth-14th 
centuries they represent 29.3 96 of all adjectives, while only 14.4% in those of 15th- 
18th century - that is, twice as few (Borkovskij, ed. 196850). 



'again Jeremiah said the same: Thus the Lord says, "1 swore by my great 
namen' (Laur. Chron. 986,133 (98)) 

(85) IIOCeMb ~e Bonona~epa  X H B 8 U I e  B% 3ZUC0& 

~ < p b > ~ < l ? l > t k ~ ~ < b > C ? T &  

' d e r  that Volodimir lived according to Christian law' (Law. Chron. 
989,142 (121)) 

Despite attempts to include denominative adjective in the nominal paradigm, 

and all the evidence for the minimal degree of "adjectivity" manifesteci in this 

category, there is no doubt that at the histoncally documented stage, the 

denominative adjective belongs to a grammatical class of adjectives, and not nouns, 

irrespective of its possible origin. Nouns are assigneci to gender, whereas adjectives 

are inflected for gender and number.48 

One notes that the syntactic ability of the denorninative adjective to have a 

noun in apposition or to govern another adjective, pronoun, participle or subordinate 

clause is due to the highly individualized lexical meaning of its nominal stem. 

Potebnja (1 968:410) concludes: 

48 See Corbett's (1987:30-301) sirnilar argument about Upper Sorbian 
denominative adjectives, with reference to inflectional versus denvational 
morphology . 
49 'The fact that an amiùute and rur apposition relate tu this adjective as ifa mm 
were in its place . . . cm on& be explained by the close conneetion of this adjecrie 
with the noun fron which it hm been fonned - in other wrds, by the fact that the 
adjective i~nmediately recreotes in the mind the substance to which it refers. It does 
not follow from this t h  it is not M adjective but a noun. ' 
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Ivanov (1 989: 133) expresses a sunilar view, stressing that a denominative adjective 

denoies "a concrete possessor"; therefore it is the corresponding uoun that semes as 

grammatical head in such constructions. 

As has been dready shown, the highty definite meaning of the persona1 

nominal stem tends to be correlated with a high degree of deffiteness cooveyed 

through the addition of a particular adjective-fonning suffut. It appears that the 

adjectival s u f f i  form a hierarchy of their own, depending on their lexical andor 

morphological wmpatibility with certain types of nominal stems and the degree of 

referentid definitenes wnveyed. The prototypical possessive suffixes are -UV- and - 
in-. Gradually less individualizing are -*j-, -&fi- and aj-. Those lexical features of 

the nominal stem (proper, personal and mature) that have been singled out as 

relevant for the hierarchy of features - as weil as the referential feature definite - 

regulate the selection of the adjectival suffix. A decrease in the degree of the 

presence of these features towards the bottom of the hierarchy, for instance, explains 

the inability of nouns lower on the hierarchy to forrn an individual personal 

adjective. The majority of denominative adjectives formed h m  noun stems in this 

position are those in +sk-. The former usually express "generic, categorial 

possession or affiliation" (Zverkovskaja 198651) - though other s u f f -  such as -7- 

and -oj- are attested low on the hierarchy as weil (depending on the type of stem 

with which they combine). 

Moreover, although rare, +sk- adjectives formed fmm proper personal stems 

acquire a similar meaning, having nothing to do with individual possession. These 

are instances in which a proper noun becornes "almost cornmon, generalized" in its 
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meaning, such as in the example cited by Zverkovskaja (198651) h m  the Rjazan 

Nomocanon of 1284: o < rn > admmxmo 2- 'from Adam's sin'. 

The adjectives formed by a n -  are predomhntly attested with hanhaîe 

stems, most typically express qualitative meaning (rather than denoting a particular 

referent), and are so to say the most 'adjectival' of ail the groups discussed. 

It is significant that the lack of the abovementioned features (partidarly 

referential defuiiteness in both the correspondhg nominal stem and the adjective 

fonning s u f i )  is compensated for by the use of a bare genitive modifier in the form 

of a noun instead of the denominative adjective, when it is necessary to express 

definitenas, as will be shown in the following cbapter. 

The suffixes examined above form a hierarchy which overlaps in many 

respects with the Hierarchy of Features (Chapter One). 

The Suff i  Hierarchy 

-ov-, -in- 

(- *j-) 

ah- 

+- 
-bsk- 

-bn- 

It is imperative to bear in mind the gradua1 nature of this hierarchy and the 

mutuai encroachment of suffixes onto n e i g h b o u ~ g  (and sometimes even distant) 

domains. It is easier to determine the opposite potes of the hierarchy than to arrange 

the suffixes in the midde. 



Particularly interesthg is the elusive, seemingly ornnipresent suffix -*j-. 

Depending on the lexical features of the nominal stem to which it is added, it may 

appear at every level of the hierarchy (e.g. JwoslavIb 'laroslav's', Faraum 

' Pharaoh's', knj& 'of a prince', prorot% 'of a prophet', mdv& 'of a bear'). 

However, as previously explained, this suffix is strictly speaking already non- 

existent at the tirne of the records. This perhaps accounts for its fluctuation dong the 

hierarchy. The rudimentary suffix was increasingly replaced by a newer -ov- with 

proper personal stems at the top of the hierarchy. At least, based on this downwards 

trend, -*j- should be assigned a relatively lower (although uncertain) place. 

Clearly, one can speak only of discemible tendencies in adjective formation. 

Zverkovskaja (1964:297), in her study of parallei attestations of ask- and +fi- 

adjectives formed from the sarne nominal stem, describes the OESl trends in such 

terms. One of these is, for example, the following: 

The sufix hierarchy is reguiated by lexical features: proper, personal, mature. 

However, morphological features (declensional membership) of the nominal stem 

may play a decisive d e  in thek compatibility with certain suffixes, particularly -ov- 

and -in-. Conversely, morphological features sometimes rank lower than lexical. 

This is suggested by such formations as Iudova 'of Judas', as well as by the 

productivity of the suffix +ri- with stems denoting kuiship and clan terms, 

irrespective of their declensional membership. 

'me mutuai encroachment of = m e s  on the penphery of separate spheres, in 
each of which the use of only one of these s m e s  wwar us&, and also at the 
juncrion of vanous meMNtgs of a single stem (mimacy - inanirnucy, etc.)' 
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Although the selection of a paaicular s u f i  tends to be wntrolled by the 

morphological and lexical features of the nominal stem, there is no strict correlation 

with a certain lexical or even morphological type of nominal stem among these 

adjective- forming suffixes. 

Phonological features, such as stem-fid consonant or the syllabic composition 

of the nominal stem, may have been uiitially relevant for the formation of adjectives 

with the help of the suffixes -*j- and aj-. Stems ending in a labial or nasal 

consonant tend to combine with the suffix -*j-, while dental stems rarely do 

(Vaillant 1958598). Stems of adjectival ongin ending in -k-Ac- also show a 

preference for this suffix (which can be interpreted both as a lexical and a 

phonologid feature). FinaUy, referential features (definitehndefite) are also 

prominent in the hierarchical organization of these suffixes. Thus, adjectives with - 

ark- hardly ever have definite reference. 

Like the hierarchy of features, the suffix hierarchy is a linguistic gestalt, in 

that it recognizes features of various natures, many of which are identical to those 

regulating the distribution of nominative- versus genitive-accusative. The s u f i  

hierarchy is in fact an extension of this hierarchy. This exptains the correlations 

observable in the pattern of attestation of denominative adjectives and the fonn of 

the accusative case of the corresponding noun. It wil l  be shown that the instances of 

attestation of a bare genitive modifier increase when an adjective formed from the 

nominal stem contains one of the suffixes lower on the hierarchy. The feature 

motivating this phenornenon is defuiiteness, otherwise lacking in both the suffixes 

lower on the hierarchy (such as aj- and ask-), and in the noun stems with which 

they correlate. Unmodifieci genitive case of a noun used attributively is practically 

unattested with nouns at the top of the hierarchy, while it more often alternates with 
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denominative adjectives formed frurn noun stems Iower on the hierarchy, and h m  

s u f f i  occupying the bottom of the suff i  hierarchy. 

The foilowing chapter examines OES1 attestations of denominative adjective 

and adnominal genitive case - the latter still found quite exceptionally d u ~ g  the 

period under consideration. The monopoly of the genitive case in modem East 

Slavic (particularly Russian) is especidy interestkg to contrast with the situation in 

OESI. The initia1 stage of this historicd reversal, documentecl by the texts, provides 

valuable information about the feaîures reflected in the pattern of attestations. 



DISTRIBUTION OF DENOMINATIVE ADJECTIVE 
AND ADNOMINAL GENITIVE CASE 

It has been generaily accepteci that the adnominal genitive and denominative 

adjective are attesteci in neariy wmplementary distribution in eady Slavic.1 If a head 

noun has a modifier consisting of a single item, this modifier usuaily takes the form 

of a denominative adjective. If the modifier is itseif modified - it adopts the fonn of 

a noun in a genitive case. A nice contrast iUustrating this distribution is found in (1): 

(1) a C < BR > Tocnasa &ne Kbresb n p o m  6pa~a ceoero npecrywm 
xmoeLm omwo naqe xe 5<0>xm =WH 60 e c n  rpbX<s> 

npec~yncuorrle 3ano~brrr, o < m > ya ceoezo 

'and Svjatoslav reigned in Kiev having banished his brother, having 
violated (his) father's precept, or rather God's (precept), for it is a great 
sin to violate the precept of one's father' (Laur. Chron. 1073, ! 6 i v  

(183) 

The presence of the possessive reflexive pmnoun ~80420 "one's own' c d s  for the 

genitive rather than the adjective, as opposed to the first instance where the adjective 

OIZWH) 'father's' is used, because it is not further modified. 

It is said that in OESL a bare modifier virtually always takes the form of a 

denominative adjective (Borkovskij , ed. 1968: 94) : 

See, for example, Trubetzkoy (1 937), Corbett (1 987: 3%), Richards (1 976). 
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'Shem, Ham and Japhet having divided the land, having cast lots not to 

transgress a brother's lot' (Laur. Chron., 1 2v (5) 

(3) RICO He ~ C X O T L  IIPOTHBKTH CII JII06'b~e pamï X < pucmoco > BM 

'as he did not want to resist for the sake of the love of Christ' (L. of B. 

& G., 1 lr.6) 

A modifier can be modified in its tum by a pronoun, another adjective, or a 

participle, as well as by a subordinate clause; it can also have a noun phrase in 

apposition. Under these conditions genitive is usually used. Examples contrasting 

with (2) and (3) are listeci below : 

if cîsopuma rpw BO 6pama cemo cmap6uuca20 H mpexoma HMR 

eMy Kwew 
4 

'and they built a city in the name of their eldest brother and gave the 

name Kiev to it' (Laur. Chron., 1 4 (9)) 
n OTTO& oy~ahpm CR T ~ K O B ~ I B  qa3- M < e > c < H > na M~HX 8a 

20 B% urasoy H '~bc-rb C < B R > T ~ I H M ~  M < ~ > ' I < ~ > H < H > E o M ~  

6 i r < a > r < o > n < a > ~ ~ r o  z<oc110à>a H û U K i ? > Z O  k k < y ~ o >  

X<pucm>a2 
'and since then such a holi&y was established on May 20 in glory and 
honour of the (two) holy martyrs by the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ' 

(L. of B. & G . ,  21a. 19) 
Mcrncn% x e  He nocnyma pLw Bcetîoo/aooa cmpbui c 8 m o  xomraya eay 

W P ~  
'but Mstislav did not Listen to the words of his (patemal) uncle 
Vsevolod, who wished him gwd' (Laur. Chmn. 1177, 1 128v (340)) 

The name Isu(sa) Xnsrosb 'Jesus Christ' is often treated as a compound, the h t  
part being indeclinable. Compare the adjective: ~a o6pasL Mc < y > < a > 
X < pwcr > oCo3  'in the image of Jesus Christ' (Lam. Chron. 1074 1 66v (197). 
Makarova (1 954: 19-20) reports a similar indeclinable use of the appositive adjective 
knj& 'of a prince' in OESl charters, sometimes even comected with the following 
proper noun by a vowel /O/. See also Borkovskij (1949:285). 
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The idea that wmmon Slavic prefen the denominative adjective as a bare 

rnodif~er, whereas other Indo-European languages use bare adnominal genitive, has 

been conveyed in numerous w o r k ~ . ~  A consensus has not been reached as to which 

of the two alternatives might reflect the original state of proto-Indo-Eumpeaa.4 As 

for OESI, in Novgorod birch bark letters c o v e ~ g  the period of the 1 1 th-15th 

centuries constructions with the adjective are absolutely predomioant (Zaliznjak 

l993:27 1). There are only a few exceptions to such a distribution, in the form of a 

bare genitive. These will be discussed later in this chapter. 

This peculiarity of Slavic is especidy apparent in OCS translation technique: 

the Greek genitive is typically rendered by a denominative adjective (Buslaev 

188 1 : 421 ) . Researchers thus conclude that the two morphosyntactic alternatives in 

Slavic are each used under specific conditions, the typical constniction king that 

with the adjective: 

Only when the adjective cannot possibly be used is the genitive employai instead: 

3 Corbett (1987:322) notes that adjectives were also used in Tocharian instead of 
genitive case. Ivanov (1 989: 18- 19) mentions other dead Indo-European languages 
that may have exhibited the same phenornenon. 

See MeiUet (1 897: l48), Wackemagel (1 9O8), Watkins (1 967: 21 94), Potebnja 
(1 968: 384). 

5 'Observations on the muterial of old Russian monuments as well as monuments of 
a iater period provide us with the oppomi ty  to conclude thot in the old langtuzge 
use of the genitive euse was limited, and in the mjority of cases was cuused by the 
irnpossibiity of e~nploying O possessive adjective d e r  certain circwltswices' 
(Makarova 1 954: 9). See also Richards (1 976: 260,262). 
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onpenenmeJLbmm CJIOEKIM . . . B rrpomm.10~ m y w e  OH 0 6 r z 3 a m e ~  
3 a ~ e m e ~ c x  npmaxaTeJIbmm n p m a r a ~ e ~ ~ b ~ ~ ~ .  [italics mine - E. 8.16 
Makarova (1954:27) believes that the adjective is impossible to use if the 

modifier is further modified by an attribute, as in (4)-(6) above, or an apposition - 

(1 5)-(18) below - or is itself in a form of a substantivized adjective or pamciple, as 

in the foUowing citations: 

na .iac~b eWo> captWa> m e  e%o> 6oyA<e>n no 3 a x o q  ~ ( a  

B O ~ M ~ *  < b > ~ ~ I ~ ~ K H W H  0 y 6 ~ ~ a f  <O > a u xem oy6usucar C o  > na 
WMbeT < b > TOJïW4eM Xe npe6oyA< e > Tb UO 3iinOHy 
'and his share, that is - which is his by law - shall be taken by a relative 
of the murdered (one), and the d e  of the murderer shall have as much 
as is prescribed by law' (Laur. Chron. 912, 1 17 (34)) 
T ~ I O  C < d.9 > m < > 20 TO Xe He BpeXeHO 6 b 1 m  
'the body of the holy one was the same, not decayed' (L. of B. & G., 
1 6 ~ .  5 )  
m r n a  nanbr BH& en- OT 60mp% x < PHCT > 0mo6b~a H~XCIIIIB~ 

513arr410 TOMOY Hbxona ~a HOW ~ia nonw mo 16 n o m p m  OT 
MaHiICTbIpR 6 ~ m e m a z o  

'and sometimes again one of the boyars saw Christ-loving Izjaslav, who 
was riding once at night in the field 16 furlongs from the monastery of 
the blessed one' (L. of Th., 478.9) 

In (9), the adjective 6 ~ 1 ç ~ ~ : m z o  'the blessed one' may be interpreted syntactically as 

an attnbute of the noun M C L H ~ C ~ I P ~  'monastery', since both are in the genitive 

singular. However, pragmatically, it is known that it is the monastery of the blessed 

one (namely Theodosius) that is meant, and not 'the blessed monastery', so the 

syntactic relations are those of goverment, not agreement. 

'Adnominal genitive case of mi~nute nouns is used on@ if if is accompanied by m 
attribute . . . othetwise it is obligmrily replaced by a possessive adjective' 
(Trubetzkoy 1937: 16). 
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The traditional search for rigid d e s  to regdate the distribution is apparent in 

studies of denominative adjective yersus adnominai genitive distribution. A well- 

defuied set of either morphologicai or syntactic constraints is said to be responsible 

for a certain form. Rather than to analyze the deged exceptions as revealing certain 

general tendencies, the dominant approach has been to cast hem out. Moreover, 

lexical and referentid features of the nounhoun stem involved in the seledon of 

particular forms have escaped the attention of most investigaton. 

The situation with regard to the fonn of the OESl modifier, as described in 

numerous w o r k ~ , ~  is reported to parallel that of OCS, and therefore to approximate 

reconstructed Cornmon Slavic (Richards 1976: 262). The distribution in modem 

Slavic languages - particulariy those that still make wide use of the denominative 

adjective, such as  Slovak, Sorbian and Serbo-Croatian - also follows the same trend 

(MarojeviC 1983a:7; Ivanova 1974 and 1975; Corbett 1987). In OCS, however, 

there are a number of attestations manifesthg mutual enmachment upon domains of 

complementary distribution (Huntley 1984). These OCS data have been neglected in 

the majority of works. Such attestations echo the hierarchical manner of 

denominative adjective formation that was described in the previous chapter, and 

thus provide more evidence for the gradua1 nature of linguistic phenornena of any 

order, as postulated by this thesis. They also support the hypothesis that a 

distribution which tums out not to be complementary - especially in OCS - manifests 

only stmng tendencies, and not firm rules. 

In OESl, these exceptional examples are still fewer, and almost exclusively 

concem cornmon nouns attested in the form of an adnominal genitive case instead of 

Such as VeEerka (1963), Tnibetzkoy (1937), Huntley (1984), to name a few. 
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a denominative adjective.8 On the other hand, denominative adjectives (particularly 

those with individual personal reference) are attested instead of the genitive even 

though they are further rnodifed. 

As mentioned at the end of Chapter Two, the use of unrnodified genitive is 

influenceci by, among other things, the referential feature definite. Common noun 

stems do not form individual personal adjectives. Their stems are not inherently 

deffite. Nor do they tend to combine with the adjective-forming suffixes at the top 

of the suffix hierarchy. On the contrary, adjectives formed from such stems tend 

either to have random singular reference, or to refer to a p u p  of iadividuals. 

Finally, they can simply denote a quality. Therefore, in order to express a definite 

reference to a specific individuai, the adnominal genitive case tends to be employed. 

In contrast, a modifier expresseci by a proper personal noun wnsistently takes 

the fonn of an adjective. Of course, syntactidy speakmg, proper nouns are not 

usually modified, except by a limited number of adjectives - such as blaPn0~ 

' blessed' , svjatajb 'holy/saint' , zcbstbnojb 'honorable', etc. (Makarova 1954: 1 1). For 

example: 

(1 0) H .JaW OT HeSi CeïO C < BII > TOiIJïbKa 0 ~ ~ 0  

'and he begot from her this vile Svjatopollc' (L. of B. G., 88.21) 

(1 1) 6 j m e ~ u t o  xe 6oop~ca 06bpr~wme 
'and having wrapped the blessed Boris' (L. of B. G., 12r.2) 

Yet modification as a syntactic feature is not the ody reason for such nouns to be 

employed in the form of the denominative adjective. Proper personal nouns are 

inherently definite - the feature preserved in the corresponding individual personal 

8 The specific OCS stems involved are m& 'man', mqrenik- 'martyr', prorok- 
' prophet', p r a d n i k -  ' righteous one', utenik- 'disciple', gr&nik- ' sinner', rab- 
' slave', gospodin- ' master' (Huntley 1 984: 224-225). 
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adjective. Consequently, there is no need to express definiteness by any additional 

means (as is the case with cornmon nouns) by employing a different rnorphosyntactic 

fom, narnely thaî of the bare genitive case. 

Despite the above-mentioned observations on the similarities in the distribution 

of the two possessive wnstmctions in OCS and OESI, a close cornparison of OCS 

data with those of the earliest stage of OESl reveals that the situations in the two 

languages differ considerably. Early OESI is much doser to the complementary 

distribution descnbed above, while OCS has more numerous instances of clear 

interchangeability among cornmon nouns, some even with no semantic consequemes 

(Huntley 1984; Corben 1987). Such free variation appears to be a much later 

phenornenon in OESl. Vidnes (1 958: 167) writes: 

This in tum suggests that OES1, as attested in the earliest original sources, is 

more conservative than OCS in its employment of the bare genitive modifier. 

The almost exclusive usage of the denominative adjective in OESl stands in 

sharp contrast to the situation in modem Russian, with its nearly total predominance 

of bare genitive.l0 The denorninative adjective has remained in use within a limited 

9 'The first examples of the genitive of possession altenating wiih possessive 
adjectives in Russian I f i n d  in Russian tales. in rhe 'Tale of Sawa G d c y n  ', to be 
precise, in various editions belonging to the 18rh century. ' See also Borkovskij, ed. 
(1978: 152), Makarova (1954:28). 

Io Ivanova (1975: 151-152) provides interesting statistics on the ratio of bare 
genitives to denominative adjectives in modem Slavic languages, stressing that 
Russian, together with Ukralliian, Belorussian and Polish, form a group of 
languages with a preference for genitive case constructions. Czech, Slovak, Serbo- 
Croatian and Slovenian, on the other hand, m d e s t  a clear predilection for the 
adjective, thus parallehg the state of old East Slavic, as descriljed here. Polish has 
the lowest ratio of denominative adjective (5.8 96). foliowed by Russian (22.3 W ), 
Ukrainian (48.9 1 ), and Belorussian (64.6 1). 
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lexical sphere: that of the diminutives of proper names (masculine and feminine) 

with nominative in -a, and kinship terms (Vinogradov 1947/1986: 167).11 This 

dramatic change is quite recent. As Ivanov (1989: 17) remarks: 

Therefore, the daim made by Makarova (1954:8) for "the absence of 

parallelism in the usage of constmctions with possessive adjectives and the genitive 

casen is true only with respect to the earliest East Slavic situation. Even here, one 

cornes across isolated instances of violations of this distribution, such as a bare 

genitive, side by side with the expected rno&ed genitive: 

'and they , having seen the simplicity of the boy and him being dressed in 

poor clothes' (L. of Th., 3 16.1-2) 

(1 3) na n T ~ M O  0 0 6 ~ 1 , ~ ~ o  ompoKa mime npocmem 
'and there too the M e  of the valiant boy wiIi becorne renowned' (L. of 

Th., 271~7-8) 

The nouns most likely to be attested in the fom of unrnodified adnominai 

genitive are those lower on the hierarchy, as will be discussed shortly. 

IlNote that the majonty of the nouns in question belong to the declension with 
nominative in a (genitive in -y), so that the comesponding adjectives are formed 
with the help of the s u f i  -in. (See Chapter Two.) As for the masculine/neuter 
declension with genitive in -a, there seem to be a tendency to use the adnominal 
genitive rather than the adjective: compare ~ o ~ ~ a m a  6pa .a  'the room of (one's) 
brother' - genitive, and ~ m ~ r a  ~ o ~ w m a  'papa's room' - adjective. The same is true 
for diminutives of this declension: KOMHClma T o m  'the m m  of Tolik'. Thus, 
morphological features appear to control the distribution in modem Russian. 

12 'Poetic langwge up to the beginning of the 20s systematl*ccZly avoids 
constru~n~ons wïth genitive of possession of the type 'the palace of a/rhe govemr', 
'the home of the marshai', replacing them with possessive adjeaives: 'a/the 
governor 's palace', 'the marshal 's home'. ' 



Conversely, despite the syntactic mnstraints indicated above, the denominiitive 

adjective is attested when rnodified by a dative personal pronoun: 

(14) B onwu eMy M ~ H S L ~ E P W  

'in the monastery of his father' (Suzd. Chron. 1 154, 1 1 14 (342)) 

The majority of counter-examples to the cornplementary distribution are those 

with the denominative adjective, rather than a noun in the genitive case in apposition 

with a noun phrase. Note that all the attestations below have a definite reference, 

either due to the fact that the adjective is formed fiam a proper personal stem and 

one of the suffixes high on the suff i  hierarchy ((15) and (16)), or to the mntext 

((17) and (18)): 

(1 5) or nepearo n b ~ a  Mwxamom no nepmro n < b > <a > Omxa pymum 
m43fl 

'hm the fmt year (of the reign) of Mixail to the fmt year of Oleg, the 
Rusian prince' (Laur. Chron., 1 6v) 

(16) mrrr3b Bo~ronmepbc~b~w . . . non 3a CS railrrbmo &ec~smo dowpb 
m,'~ Bwnellb~~azo 
'the prince of Volodimer marrieci the princess, the hughter of Vseslav, 

the prince of Vitebsk' (Suzd. Chron. 1175, 1 126v (374)) 

(1  7) 6b 60 A s p a ~ b  noms 6pamwizi (sic!) m4yepo Apowo Ca py 
'for Abraham had taken the daughter of his brother Aaron, Sarah' (Laur. 
Chron. 984, 1 30v (92)) 

(1 8) POM~HL mqxb m m  B o ~ m k w p b  
'Roman, a son of the prince, of Volodimir' (Suzd. Chron. 11 19, 1 97 

(292)) 

Attestations of bare genitives in the earliest East Slavic sources are reporteci to 

be extremely scarce (Marojevié 1983 5 5 ;  Borkovskij , ed. 1968: 166). Ironically , 
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some of those few that have been listed as such have been emnwusly interpreted. 

Makarova (in MarojeviC 1983a:SS) cites an attestation from the Pn'mry Chronicle 

as a bare genitive modifier, when in fact it is hrther modifed by the prepositiod 

phrase 8 ,ty& 'in a mat', and by a following participial clause: 

(19) snnk 06mo.amua 6Lca mi o6p& flkm e ny& H HOC- B npmod 
U B ~ T K ~ I  

'he saw a demon w a h g  about in the image of a Ljax, wearing a coat 

and canying flowers in its flap' (Laur. Chmn. 1074, 2 64 (190)) 

Another alieged attestation of a bare genitive of a proper noun in (20) is cited 

by the same author out of context. As is clear h m  the foilowuig quotation, the 

noun Ekz& 'of Joseph' is modifiai in its tum by a subordhate clause: 

(20) n rnaf ero R K ~ I  rpy6a B m p o a  n nme ero =H muje Eb&z m e  6à 
nocraswra ero Eryne~cgbra u C b > < a > pb moparo u < 5 > <a > px 
m ErymL 
'and his voice is like a tnimpet in a crowd and his face is like the face of 
Joseph, the one whom the d e r  of Egypt made the second d e r  of 
Egypt' (Suzd. Chron. 1263, 1 168v (477))13 

A most peculia. e m r  concems the phrase in (211, also taken for the genitive: 

(21) p a n y i r r a c n ~ < e > 6 < e > ~ ~ a  nrmemBbn/zormrm<e>m6brcra 
'rejoice, you two inhabitants of heaven, you became angels in the flesh' 

(Laur. Chron. 1015, 147 (137)) 

It is puzzling that one would fail to interpret the noun aw <e  >lm 'angels' as 

nominative dual in a passage consisting entirely of dual forms (with the single 

13 Besides, this could be a Church Slavonicism. See Makarova (1954:16) for the 
same example from another source - which supports its possible OCS ongin. 
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exception of the prepositiond phrase mm 'in the flesh'). Again citing out of 

context, Makarova treats the phrase ~b tuornu ma < e > m  as a bare genitive 

singular, standing for 'the flesh of the angel'. In fact, the form mu <e>m is 

nominative dual, part of the compound nominal predicate cuu <e > /ra 6bzcm 'were 

(two) angels', while sa mwmu 'in the flesh' modifies the noun 'angels'. The phrase 

thus means '(two) angels in the flesh'. Besides the failure to analyze the grammatical 

feahires of the noun am < e > m  as king masculine nominative dual - indeed 

homonymous with genitive singular - it is puzzling that one would not hesitate to 

give the rneaning of the phrase as 'the flesh of the angel'. Russian, for instance, 

knows the idiom t z e e J f  BO m w m  'an angel in the flesh', which exists precisely 

because the flesh of an angel does not. l4 

Findy,  allowance is often not made for Church Slavonicisms, such as the 

following two bare genitive attestations in (22)' in a Psalter citation taken from 

Volodirnir Monornakh ' s Instruction: 

(22) pyub CBOH oymiera s ~pocnc zp&umma B peS<e> oy60 

~ < ~ > J I < o > B < L > K ~  eCTb n / r o o b n p a ~ e d ~ ~ c ~  

'and he shall wash his hands in the b l d  of a sinner; for a man said, "If 

there is fruit (=reward) for a righteous one"' (Laur. Chron. 1096, 178 

(242)) 

As a wmparison, there is an original East Slavic composition wntaining the 

denominative adjective zp6uiwa 'of a sirmer' (indefite) formed h m  the stem 

grPSnik- 'sinner', confming the clairn that OESl is more wnservative in its use of 

the bare genitive: 

14 Da13 (1863/1981) dictionary says: * a w e m ~ o  80 ~ o m u  H ~ ~ ~ I B ~ K Y T ~  X e  T O ~ R O  
renomRa KpoTKaro, 6nararo IR&, HO H ~oo6rqe Koro d m ,  nacxamra, KOMY 
mcrmn ('not on& a humble person, leading a good lfe is called an "angel in 
flesh ", but anyone who is loved, petted or flaneredî 



(23) w poyga ~ ~ & U U Q N L ~  He noroy6mb 

'and a hand of a sinner shail not destroy us' (L. of B. & G.,  17e.27) 

Even as they are providing these false attestations, liaguistic accounts of the 

subject fail to notice some genuine bare genitives. Thus, the widely quoted 

Makarova (1954:15) claims that there is ody one attestation in the Life of Sr. 

Theudosius, while there are in fact six of them.15 

AU attestations of the bare genitive from the documents studied in this thesis 

will now be examined. First to be dealt with are those that cannot be considered 

M y  reliable for various reasons. 

The following previously uncited examples involve proper personal nouns 

(24)' (251, (29)-(32): 

(24) npennia u < b > p < b > K < O > w flkwnptur IIeqepme H Haperoma KI 
i3e~pa cs rpexoM < a > BenmW < a > H HenpaBo 
'the PeEerans took the church of Dmitrij and narned it Peter's with great 
sin and unjustly' (Suzd. Chron. 1128,199~ (299)) 

The omission of the implied adjective 'saint' - a standard modifier of a proper 

personal name when it metonymically refen to a church - may be the motivating 

factor for the bare genitive f l m p w r  'of Dmitrij' here. It obviously is not a church 

belonging to an individual called Dmitrij that is in question, but a church named 

after the saint of this name. Note that the second genitive IIempa 'of Peter' is used 

even more eiiiptically - without the head noun. 

ls The author also asserts that the nurnber of OESl attestations totais oniy two for 
the period from the 1 lth to 15th centuries. 
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Similar to (24), the form Feodora 'of Theodore' in (25) must be also used 

elliptically without the modifier 'saint'. It is laiown pragmatidy that it is Saint 

Theodore who is referred to in this passage deahg with the church calendar: 

(25) a mcra @ d o p a   en< e > rn n o m  a np~cnb @&poeo c y h  
'and the week of the fast of Theodore came and there came the t h e  for 
Theodore's activities' (Laur. Chron. 1096, 1 86 (238) 

Moreover, word-final -a may indicate dispalatalization of the palatal /fi, in which 

case the fom @eodopa would represent not a masculine noun in the genitive case, 

but a ferninine denominative adjective. Contrast, however, the two attestations of the 

denominative adjective # & p a  in the same sentence (25), with @&poaz (26) 

'Theodore's' ( a h  formed by the suffi -ov), w k h  foliows closely in the same text: 

(26) B reTBepra @eodoposb~  en < e > nu 
'on Thursday of/afier Theodore's week' (Laur. Chron. 1096, 1 86v 

(238)) 

Aithough variation between the adjective-forming suffixes -7- and -ov- in the same 

stems is not infrequent in OESl (Chapter Two), the presence of two alternative 

fonns in the same sentence is suspicious (albeit not impossible). As Marojevié 

(1983: 109) points out, the disappearance of -*j- fmt occurred in stems with f d  /f/ 

or / f i / .  Compare the adjective redeo~br 'of Gideon', homographous with a noun: 

(27) m e  ~ 3 6 ~  6paT < H > n CBOD c < b~ > =I I2deo~b1 
'who kiued his brothers, the sons of Gideon' (Laur. Chron. 1019, 1 49v 

(146)) 

The most likely interpretation of the form @eudopa, then, is that it is a noun in 

the genitive case used elliptidy. Comparison with other chronicles (e.g. RadziMZ) 

codirms that the pmtograph must have had a modified genitive - #&pa &/UT 
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c ~ m m o  nacm 'the week of the fast of St. Theodore'. The position of the modifier 

c~synazo 'saintmoly' before the noun mm 'fast', rather than before m p a  

'Theodore' might have confused the scribe and provoked the omission. 

A conveniently concise confi~lnnation of the explanations suggested for both 

(24) and (25) is provided by (28): 

(28) 3ZUiOXH Iip < b > K < O > Bb M ~ c ~ H c J I ~ B ' ~  -3b KBMeHy 

c<ssr>ma'<o> @ à o p a  

'PME Mstislav founded the Stone church of Saint Theodore' &au. 

Chron. 1 128, 1 99v (299)) 

Similar to (25) above, the two forms B o ~ ~ p u t c a  'of VolodimeriE' (29) and 

Hpocmgt~a  'of JamslaviE' (30) are ambiguous as to their morphosyntactic form. 

They both can be altematively interpreted as masculllie singular genitives, or as 

ferninine nominative singular adjectives agreeing with the head nouns dpyxtua 

'prince' s army ' (collective) (29) and CM < e > p m  ' death' (30): 

(29) H norrrarua no mx<a> B o ~ ~ p u y a  npynrnm nyMIax w 6 ~ m a  H 
XeHytiM W O r O  

'and the best army of VoIodimeriE set out afier them and fought and 
chased (them) a lot' (Sud. Chron. 1136, 1 101 (304)) 

(30) ce MH xoqen BLLTW &~XWWUW CM < e > p 
'here is about to happen the death of JaroslaviE' (Suzd. Chron. 1149, 1 
108v (325)) 

MarojeviC (1982) discusses adjectives in -i& homonymous with nouns (these 

are patmnymics by ongin). Frolova (1 963:23) gives similm examples h m  commoo 

stems, such as cmqa KOpo~EgUrlb 'prince's banner' h m  the Hypun'an Chronicle 

(1 23 1 ) . l  Although adjectives are more typically formed from among such noun 

l6 See also MarojeviC (1 983b:S8). 
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stems by the addition of the s u e  -ev-, they are mt attesteci in the earliat sources. 

Therefore, it cannot be wnclusively stated that the ambiguous forms in (29) and (30) 

are not in fact adjectives, rather than nouns. 

In contrast, the patronymic B o ~ W p o g u r c ~  'of VolodimerkoviE' (31), 

fomed identically to those in (29) and (30), can ody be interpreted as the bare 

genitive of a noun: 

(31) 3ny~ama bmpe B o ~ ~ p ~ o ~ u t l a  H pLma I(BRJKI CBCEM~ 

'the nobles of VolodimerkoviE made up their mind and said to their 
prince' 
(Suzd. Chron. 1153, 1 113v (340)) 

It should be mentioned that this attestation (and the other two, if wnsidered bare 

genitives) is not representative of the earliest state of affairs in OESI. It cornes h m  

the S d a I  part of the Laurentim Chronicle, which was composeci quite late. (See 

Introduction.) 

Consequently, only one of the attestations examined so far can be accepteci 

without reservation as a bare genitive. The rest all have a potential alternative 

interpretation. 

Zaliznjak (1 995: 140) considers the proper personal noun rpla~cu 'GriSka's' 

(32) as the only unambiguous ~ n r n o ~ e d  genitive (includhg common nouns) in the 

birch bark letters: 

(32) a rpzuuua Ko;nuoxe csma copowua 
'and GriSka's sheepskin jacket, a robe, a shirt' (BBL #141, 13th c.) 

Since (32) cornes from a birch bark letter (a dubious source of data, according to 

some - see Introduction), and since it is a proper persona1 noun in a laquage 

othenvise extremely wnservative in its use of the bare genitive, one may prefer to 
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remain skeptical. Another birch bark example - also previously counted as baie 

genitive - has been recently reinterpreted as an adjective with the ending missing 

(Zaliznjak 1995:340): 

(33) a R Bbne o m  y eacb ecre n e a p a  O/rsc~sz c m  > 
'but 1 know that you have Oleksa's goods' (BBL #548, 12th113th c417 

In Janin and Zaliznjak' s (1 986: 20) original reading , O ~ c m  < m > was interpreted 

as the genitive OIeksy . l8  

Besides this precedent, one should bear in mind that the same birch bark Ietter 

#141 with the apparent bare genitive (32) contains a denominative adjective formed 

from the same stem GriSk-, not to mention two more attestations of another adjective 

formed in the saine way , from the proper personal stem Kost- and the s u f i  -in-: 

(34) a canorw Kmmtum a npoyrww rpwacwac 
'and the boots are Kost(j)a's and the others are Gri&a's'(BBL# 141, 
13th c.) 

Finally, it is worth recalling that both proper nouns belong to the declension 

with genitive in -y, which even in modem Russian is the most productive source of 

individual personal adjectives. 

Therefore, considering the fact that (32) is a unique bare genitive in birch bark 

letters, and - more importantly - that proper personal nouns are in general extremely 

rareIy attested in this morphosyntactic form in early Slavic, one must be cautious 

about taking the form îpuuucu at face value. On the other hand, its uniqueness is not 

l7 See Zaliznjak (1993:270-275) for detailed discussion of these and other 
examples. 

l8 The consonant cluster is believed to represent h/, not /sW, bas& on numerous 
other instances of a confùsion in the order of these letters in birch bark letters. 
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automatically excluded.lg Although one might hesitate in making such an 

interpreîation, it wodd not render the argument of this thesis wrong. As has been 

shown earlier with respect to the s u f i  hierarchy (Chapter Two), there are always 

marginal instances, attesting to the absence of any strict divisions between various 

stages in a hierarchy. In the light of the other possible and real bare genitives 

discussed above, it rnay weil be that (32) is another attestation of a proper personal 

noun in this rnorphosyntactic form. Such evidence would only contribute to the idea 

that language, at any given stage in its history, is best explained in ternis of the 

operation of tendencies. 

From the preceding discussion it follows that there may be only two reliable 

attestations (although one is still not entirely unquestionable) of a bare genitive 

modifier among proper personal nouns in early OES1. This confirms the clah that 

nouns at the top of the hierarchy form individual personal adjectives and tend not to 

be used in the fom of the unm-ed genitive case, unless further rnodified. 

Tuming to common nouns, one finds a higher frequency of instances of the 

bare genitive, although not as high as in OCS. Among these attestations the lexical 

feature mature, as weli as referentid definiteness to a great extent, regulate the 

distribution of the unmodifiecl genitive case of a noun versus denominative adjective. 

Morphological features (declensional membeahip) also play a role in the 

morphosyntactic outcorne. 

19 It is even possible that the noun is actuaiiy in the dative case. Zaliznjak 
(199557) states that the ending -i instead of -8 is a common feature in the birch bark 
letters, and is perhaps not merely orthographie. He also lists as dative awther 
proper noun diminutive of exactly the same dedension as GnSka: Mupotu~u 'to 
Miroshka' . 
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The denominative adjective (35) and bare genitive (36) are interesthg 

examples, since their use is parallel in many respects. The head nouns of both 

modifiers are formeci from the same verbal stem. Both rnorphosyntactic variants 

have the same nominal stem b r ~ t -  'brother' and both are used with a definite 

reference: 

(35) C<~x>rocnasa me 6b  aran no sbmmmo 6 p a T m  xenax 6omme 
BJIaCTM 

'and Svjatoslav was the beginning of (hb) brother's banishment, wishing 
for more power' (Laur. Chron. 1073, 1 6 1 v (1 82)) 

(36) O Henpasewobi npoMaHwH 6 p m  

'about the unjust banishment of (his) brother' (L. of Th., 586.32) 

There is another attestation of the bare genitive 6 p m  'of the brother', referring to 

the same person as in (36) above: 

(37) w moro y~a~a-~LIH) eMoy O JU065ew 6pama 

'and he instmcted much about (his) brother's love' (L. of Th., 59~. 19) 

Denominative adjectives formed from the stem of kinship terms such as brut- 

by the suffix ah- (the position of which is low on the suffix hierarchy) are not 

individual persona1 adjectives. Being referentiaüy genenc, they may occasionally 

have a referent that is definite from the context, as does 6pa%m 'of his brother' in 

(35). 20 

The use of the genitive case in (36) and (37) is obviously called for by 

referential definitenes. The two attestations of the bare genitive 6pama 'of his 

brother' are definte, because they both refer to the oldest of three p ~ c e l y  bruthers 

2o It may be signifiant that the RncLu'vil Chronicle has the individual personal 
adjective N3,~cmem 'of Izjaslav' instead of 6parm 'brother's' (35). Perhaps this 
substitution was induced precisely by the lack of defiaiteness in the latter adjective. 
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engaged in a feudal wnflict. The brother had provoked the anger of his siblings and 

was thus banished, 

Although the genitive in (35) and the adjective in (36) are used under the same 

syntaaic and lexical conditions, and although both refer to the individual specified 

in the text, one can nevertheless speak of a tendency for the modifier to adopt the 

form of a bare genitive when its referent is definite, since the denominative adjective 

inherently lacks such reference. It is also important to keep in mind that when 

definite reference is intended, kinship ternis, because of their deictic nature, tend to 

be modifïed by a possessive pronoun - which, king a syntactic wnstraint, 

considerably increases incidents of genitive case use. For example: 

(38) Bb3BPaTH 6- C6Oe20 Ha crona 
'return your brother to the throne' (L. of Th., 606.9) 

Finaily, the noun bmn is potentidy ambiguous as to the lexical feature 

mature. This may contribute to its lower status on the hierarchy of features. As wiU 

be shown in Chapter Five, this noun is also attested in nominative-accusative. 

Similar to (35) and (36), the two bare genitives in (39) and (40) (two versions 

of the same sentence) refer to a known individual. It is the psalmist David, who is 

denoted by the cornmon nouns rdsya and n 6 C ~ a  'singer': 

(39) na u 3AL ~ O m w r C R  IIHcaHbe nbsya 

'and here too the wnting of the singer will be fulfilled' (Suzd. Chron. 
1230, 1 157v (456)) 

(40) H 3& Hcnonwcx (sic!) w- &cmu Hnre peu < e > 
'and here the wnting of the singer shaU be realized, who said.. . ' 
(Suzd. Chron. 1230, I 157v (456)) 

As pointed out in Chapter Two, nouns with stem-final -k-/-c- (in (39), (40), 

and twice in (22)) refer, because of their adjectival origin, to the whole class of 
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individuais characterized by a certain quality. Adjectives fomied h m  their stems 

(by use of the s u f i  -*j- or ask-) also lack definite reference. It is no coincidence 

that such nouns represent the majority of bare genitive attestations. Therefore, in 

(39) and (40) the feature definite must be responsible for the use of the bare 

genitive. 

The following discussion deals with a number of nouns attested in the genitive 

case that c m o t  really be considered as part of the coinpetition between a d n o d  

genitive and denominative adjective. Already in early Slavic, genitive is 

syntactically required by compounds consisting of a prepsition and a postposition m 

1n2sto 'in place'. This construction was histoncally grarnmaticalized into a single 

word invariably taking genitive - the modem Russian eMpcmo 'instead'. The 

advanced stage of thù grammaticalization is illustrateci by the example in (41): ~ e m  

'his' is a genitive of the third person personal pronoun, as opposed to the possessive 

ezo 'his' in (42): 

'he installed his son Mstislav and in his place installed his (own) brother' 
(Laur. Chron. 1069, 1 58v (173)) 

(42) w c L m y  o~ono ezo npyxma 
'and his men sat beside him' (Laur. Chron. 1097, 2 88 (265)) 

Contrast, however, the adjectival form of the reflexive pronoun c8ue in (43): 

(43) nom% c co601o Knme~a (sic!) ero x e  HIyMem oocraen B ceoe Macre 
'He took Kliment with him, the one whom he designated hegumen in his 
own place' (Laur. Chron. 1091, 1 70v (21 1))21 

21 The R&viI Chronide has genitive cet%. 
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Outside of this variation in pronominal forms, no attestations with alternahg 

denominative adjective and the genitive case of a noun can be found. 

The examples in (44)-(50) represent ail the genitives attested with this 

mmpound pre-postposition. They are worth listing, in order to show bat no 

hierarchy is observeci by the nouns pamcipating in the construction. In tems of their 

lexical feahires, the nouns range h m  the top to the bottom of the hierarchy. This 

also supports the idea that the genitive is the only syntactic possibility here: 

Bonomeps  x e  nocam A<a > B < H > na B o n o m e p ~  8a J?ponom 

MLcTo 

'And Volodimir put David in (the city of) Volodimir in Jaropok's place' 
(Laur. Chron. 1085,169 (205)) 
abo<m>I1Q hdiCT0 

'in place of a father' (L. of B. & G., 9 ~ .  5-6) 

&TH TII xowo BO OC m > ya rdc-ro 
'1 wish to have you for my father' (Laur. Chron. 980, 1 24 (76)) 

norrexe BCW d x y n  H rn o < m > ya rdclo 

'since everyone had him instead of a father' (Laur. Chron. 1218, 1 152 

(444) 
BI, rtem&mz MLCTO 
'in place of a servant' (Russ. Pr. 38,1618~) 

fi nca MLCTO 
'in place of a dog' (Russ. Pr. 40, 1 619) 
mica (sic!) Mecro 
'instead of raid (Laur. Chron. 1068, 157 (169)) 

There are also abundant bare genitive attestations of two other cornmon nouns 

on>= 'father' and sym 'son', in a comparable oompound construction vo im 'in the 

name of  that eventudy fossilized into a preposition (Russian eo w) governing the 

genitive case. For example: 
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'in the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit' (Law. 
Chmn. 10%, 180 (245)) 

While the fomulaic expression (51) with the genitive means 'in the name of ,  

it is interesthg that a different rneaning - 'after oneself' - can be found when the 

same construction contains, as does (43) above, the reflexive possessive pronoun 

c8ue 'one's own' instead of genitive: 

(52) no=& py6mn ropona rn Bbi~eye~L xomy ~a c6w WMR mpen 
c < BR > TOIIOJFE TOpOA 

'he ordered a city to be budt on the hill of VyteE, having nameci the city 

Svjatopolk's after himself (Laur. Chron. 1095, 1 76 (229) 

There are no counter-examples to the bue genitive attestations among nouns in 

this constmction either. 

The idea that genitive was the original morphosyntactic form in this 

construction is supported by Meillet's (1 897:45) OCS example from the Psalteriwn 

Sinaiticurn: va irnje g <  ospod> i k o g >  a ndego 'in the name of Our Lord and 

God'. The phrase wntains an older genitive gospodi 'Lord', as opposed to a 

younger gospod(i)a, which means that this use of the genitive is an old phenornenon 

in Slavic, rather than an innovation. 

VeEerka (1957:29) chooses to explain such attestations as (51) by 

paruilelistnur membronun, so that the unmodified genitives O < m > qa 'father' and 

c < u > ~a 'son' are triggered by the conjoint modifieci genitive c < 6% > m < a > 20 

d<y>.ua 'Holy Spirit'. If the argument given above that the genitives in this 

expression cannot be in variation with denominative adjective is not convincing, one 

could still explain them by means of the position of the nouns O- 'father' and sym 

'son' on the hierarchy. Both noundnoun stems occupy a lower status, due to their 

lexical, morphological and referential features. 
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As has been discussed in Chapter Two, the stem of the noun O- does not 

form an individuai personal adjective.= The suffix -*j-, added in the formation of 

the corresponding denominative adjective, is lower on the suffix hiemhy. The 

denominative adjective ' father's' does not nonnaily have a definite reference - 
instead it tends to refer to a whole cfass of individuals. 

As for the noun syna, it should be fmt of a l l  pointed out that it onginally 

belonged to a Merent declension (that with the genitive in -u), and hence its lower 

position on the hierarchy is influenced by this morphological feahire.n Another 

morphological feature that contributes to the lower position of this noun concerns the 

inability of its stem to form an individual personal adjective. Actually , there are no 

attestations of any adjectives formed from the stem of this noun in the texts 

exarnined. In general, the denominative adjective symmrh 'of a sodsons' seems to 

be rather scarcely attested in OESl texts.24 

Last but not least, the noun s y m  is inherenuy unstable as to the lexical feature 

mature. Thus, in OCS its accusative case form depends greatiy on this feature 

(Huntley 1993: 1 37). 

It should be mentioned, however, that despite the presence of the various 

features responsible for the low position of these nouns on the hierarchy, there are 

no attestations of otbcb 'father' 

formula in (51) just discussed. 

22 OESl o t b h  is formed h m  
(Meillet 1905:343). 

and sym 'son' as uomodified genitives, outside of the 

a different stem - Pro to-Indo-European *ma ' father' 

23 See more on this issue in Chapter Four. 

24 The stem involved in the adjective formation is not syn- but synov-, which is 
arnbiguous as to its morphosyntactic status. 
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As for the third member of the Holy Trinity, the bare genitive il < y > m  in 

(53), involves the rneaning 'spWsoul', not 'the Holy Spirit'. (Of course, the 

presence of the soul in a k i n g  is one of the factors influencing the assignation of the 

respective noun to either animate or inanimate - Latin anima 'soul'. Yet the Slavic 

noun duira is ambiguous with respect to animacy). Another inanimate bare genitive 

(the neuter noun 6bunwr 'existence') belonging to the sarne declension as the 

masculine noun is conjoined with it: 

(53) rroMwnom 60 H ~ I  MISSI h e m  6bmg II O ~ H O B J I ~ H ~ ~ ~  < b > d <y  > xa 
'for he had mercy on us by the washing of regeneration and the renewal 

of the spint/soul' (Laur. Chmn. 988, 141 (1 19)) 

The followhg attestation of the common noun z<ocnd>a oould be 

marginally interpreted as a bare genitive depending on the head noun of the passive 

participle pe~aura 'having saicl' : 

'but Our Father Theodosius, although having received seniority, did not 
change his humility, remembering the rules of the Lord, who said' (L. 

of Th., 36r.5) 

The genitive 2 < oc1100 >a 'Lord's' may in fact be syntactically motivated, king 

modified by a participial clause - if the participle pe~auccl 'having said' is interpreted 

as a masculine genitive singular referrïng to the noun z <OC& >a  'Lord's'. 

Altematively, the participle could be neuter nominative piural, and thus refer to the 

noun npawra 'rulu'. On pragmatic grounds, it may be assumed that it is rather the 

Lord who spoke, and not the d e s  - at l es t  in a liteml sense. 

In the case of the altemate interpretation - if one were to consider t <aotoo >a 

as bare genitive - such usage could be accounted for by lexical and morphological 
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features of this noun. The noun go3poh 'Lord' is similar to qrn 'son', discussed 

above, in that its membership in the declension with genitive in -a is newly 

acquired. The stem of the noun gospudb fonns adjectives with the suffixes +fi- and - 
bsk-, which are low on the s u f i  hierarchy. Both morphological f e a m  contribute 

to the low position of this noun on the hierarchy of features. There is dso a 

variation in referential definiteness characteristic of this noun. Its referent in 

Christian times is most ofien the Lord God - a unique being. However, this is a 

recent development, similar to the situation of the referential definiteness of the 

noun b o p  'God' and its corresponding denominative adjective. (Chapter Two) The 

noun gospocia may denote any master, in which case the reference is generic and 

thus inherently indefinite. 

The only unarnbiguous OESl attestations of bare genitive among common 

personal nouns are represented by the foliowing examples from the Life of 

Theodosiw. Remarkably, d but one involve the sarne common noun onoh 

' youth/boy ' : 

CH CJIbïKiaB'blZM M < â > T H  er0 H rEIOl@ïB'bILM CS? O ïIpeMOyApOCTH 

ompoKa H OTTO& m.ia O C T ~ B ~ T N  CH ero rn Bpar He noowsame o c r p ~  IO 

~a ~'b36pzwie ompma O T~KOBLM ero C ~ M & ~ ~ H W H  

'his mother, having heard this, and having mameIled at the wisdom of 
the youth, since then began to leave him alone, but the enemy, not 

sleeping, incited her to forbid the youth such meekness' (L. of Th., 

29r. 20) 
OU x e  enabsure ompoKa npoc-rocra w pumm ae xynami o6ne~em 
'and they, having seen the simplicity of the youth and his king dressed 
in poor clothes' (L. of Th., 3 16.1-2) 
o6aw ie H npoqee c r s a m e  ornpow mmpamem IIOHL(OY 

'however, 1 s h d  proceed to further stories about the boy's good deeds 

(L. of Th., 336.27) 
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Although the Life of St. Theodosim is an original East Slavic composition, it is 

interesting that ~axmatov (189653) directly traces (57) to a translation of Balkan 

provenance, The Life of St. Sawa the Blessed, wwhh reads: 

(58) a m  ~a =~oe  cxaxmie C<&R > m  <4 >zo cmapsya mnpaanem 
mspamamca 
'but I am tuming back to the orderiy narration of the good deeds of the 

holy elder' 

Of course, the genitive cl l tapbz~ 'eider' (58), itself mmed by the adjective 

c <es >m<a > t o  'holy', is syntactically motivated, so that the paralle1 bare 

genitive in (57) may not be completely reliable. Still, in the Light of the multitude of 

attested bare genitives of the noun otrob, the reliability of this one exarnple is not 

crucial. 

Two more attestations of the same noun as a bare genitive modifier are given 

in (59) and (60): 

(59) no& x e  n x e d  ero oynopmn cs ~a oyrmpb B C R R O ~  aa 

n p e m ~ e m e  ompma H cnyncm~ npem rn 
'and he ordered his (son's) wife to adom herself in various clothes, in 
order to attract the boy and serve before him' (L. of Th., 3 4 ~ .  1 6 )  

(60) B N & ~  o y h  6n < a > larn 6 < or > a npneme w cbdpeme ompom 
'for the good God, having seen the patience and hurnility of the boy' (L. 

of Th., 34r. 20) 

The position of ofroka on the hierarchy of feahires is quite low, since it is 

characterized by the lexical features common and immature. According to Vasmer 

(1 %8/1987) onoka means 'one without the right to speak'. The fact that children 

and socidy unfree individuals are, in legal ternis, rather possessed than possessors, 

also contributes to the low hierarchical status of the correspondhg nouns on the 

agent/possessor hierarchy. It is known that nouns denoting physically immature 
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beings metaphorically extend their denotation to social irnmaturity. Nouns denoting 

children are ofien polysemantic, in that they denote servants as well. Thus OESl 

orruka not ody means 'boy/youthY but also 'servant'; and the substantivized 

adjective d&sb means 'child/official of a low rank'. Similar evidence can be 

supplied from many other languages: e.g. Middle English knave 'male servanty < 

Old English cnafa 'boy, lad', French gargon 'boy', etc. 

Moreover, as was shown already in Chapter TWO, the adjectives in ai- are not 

regularly attestai with Uidividual reference. It emerges, then, that in order to 

compensate for the lack of referential definiteness (due to lexical features of the 

nominal stem, as weil as the low position of -aj- on the s u f i  hierarchy), the 

adnominal genitive case is used instead. This is the case in (55)-(57) above, since ai i  

the cited passages refer to the young Thmdosius. 

One more interesting point regarding otrob should be touched upon, having to 

do with its morphological features, namely declensional membeahip. The masculine 

noun otroka has a neuter doublet of the same stem - otrot-e/-d.25 Being geneticaiiy 

related and thus similar lexically, dthough different morphologically, they m u t  be 

strongly linked to each other. The proof for this is provided by the fouowing 

citations: 

(6 1) 6bic < n > ompova ~pmw 
'the child was beautifid' (Laur. Chron. 986, 1 3 1 v (94)) 

(62) omporla xe pomme K O ~ M U M O  poAmeneMa cBowMa 
'and the child grew nurtured by his parents' (L. of Th., 276.7) 

25 It is interesting that a similar switch between the two genders in nouns denoting 
socially unfree persons is recorded in other Indo-European languages. As Jakubinskij 
(1953: 168) points out, Latin ~nancipiwn 'slave' used to be neuter, since " c p e m  
pOA MOT iIPHMeH5ITbCX H K JIHIliiM, KOïAa K HHM OTHOCWJIklCb He K U  K Ji-, He 
KaK K C O U H ~ ~ ~ H O  ~KTHBH~IM cymecrsahln ('neuter gender was applicable to persons 
when they were treuted not like persons, not like socially active beings '). 
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In (61), the attributive modifier K ~ H O  'beautifulY of the neuter singular noun 

ompo~a 'child' is also neuter. Contrast, however, the masculine singuiar passive 

participle n o p m  'nurtured' (62), which modifies the same neuter noun ompouo.26 

Therefore, it can be suggested that the neuter doublet is responsible to some 

extent for the pattern of attestations of its masculine counterpart. This morphological 

double standard surely must have some d e  in compmmising the declensional 

membenhip of the masculine variant, and thus contribu~g to its lower status on the 

hierarchy . A fter dl, neuter typicaily equds inanimate (Saxmatov 194 1 : 45 1). 

Inanimate masculine - (63)-(65) - and neuter - (66)' (67) - nouns of the 

deciension with genitive in -a, positioned lowest on the hierarchy of features, are 

indeed attested as bare geniûves. For example: 

o m  Hte ~a&amca Wo-w ~p < b > 
'but he, relying on the kissing of the cross (=oath)' (Laur. Chron. 1067, 
i 56v (167)) 
H a M a  xe 6 b n r w M  < a > 3ano~s  M C U L ~ C ~ ~ ~ P I Z  

'while we were escaping through the back of the monastery' (Laur. 
Chron. 1096, 1 77 (232) 
H ï ïpHCïïeBruxl  BKyïT.IeHkuo X~&6û 

'and the tirne came for partaking of bread' (Laur. Chmn. 1074, 1 65 

(193)) 
H BCeMb TeMb KT0 TO Ha OYCTOKO MûpZ XOAHTb 

'and to aU those who go to the east of the sea' (Tr. 1229, 10)" 

wnie xowe~b B M e r m e = u  ma scrr CTBOPHTH x04e-1-b (sic!) 

26 This discrepancy between the gender of the head nouns and that of its modifier 
raises an important issue of variation in agreement patterns - another interesthg 
manifestation of morphosyntactic variation in OESl. 

27 Klenin (1 983:63), following Kiparsky, believes that the phrase w o y c m  q 
stands for 'the Eastern Sea' - a calque of the Middle Low German Osrersee. The 
argument for such an interpretation does not hold, however (Bratishenko 1993a). 
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'the one who creates everything he wants in the wink of an eye' (Laur. 

Chron. 1096, 1 83v (253)) 

There is another masculine noun dèstiS2b 'child/infant' (synonymous with 

otrokzi in one of the two possible meanings of the latter) also attested as bare 

genitive. Significantly, it also has a neuter doublet - d8tifte. Moreover, unlike 

orroka and utrot-&&, both variants belong to the same declensional paradigm, 

suggesting an even closer association between them. The only Merence is in the 

nominative and accusative case forms. 

The neuter variant is unattested in either of these cases in the texts under 

study. It appears h m  the agreement patterns that the masculine noun d8tiS. 

'infant' has becorne the only possible alternative. For example, in (68) the 

nominative singular d ~ ~ p  and the genitivive dg- 'infant' itself, its modifier 

passive participle mep3K:em 'thrown into' , and the anaphoric pronoun ezo 'whom' , 

are al1 masculine. Sirnilarly , the adjectives e h  'one' and dpyzbtu 'another' in (69), 

refemng to the dual &llluup 'two infants', are also masculine nominative singular: 

(68) B CH xe epeMeHa 6brc<ra> &lltuu/b 66epXPHo B bkrohmb 620 X e  

~ ~ M U U W  B b I B O ~ O K O ~  pb16ono~e B'b H ~ B O ~  

'and at this t h e  a child was thrown into Istoml', whom the fihermen 

p u k d  out in a net' (Laur. Chron. 1065, 1 5% (164)) 

(69) 2 d6muupz ponuc-raca e h  O 4 x 5  ~oraxs  a dpyzbac O -010 rnmy 
'two children were born: one with four legs, and the other with two 
heads' (Laur. Chron., 1065, 1 55v (165)) 

Remarkably, the noun d6wtuu/a is attested in almost exactly the sarne lexical 

environment as the bare genitive of otrokb in (55): 

(70) O iIpeMyAp0CrH H p â 3 0 w  &??UUija 

'about the wisdom and the reasun of the child' (L. of Th., 28a.20) 
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The gender of &lltuuju 'of the child' i.s unclear h m  the genitive fonn, since it is 

unmodifiecl. But since the reference is definie (again, it is to Theodosius), and the 

sex of the referent is known pragmatically, one can assume the noun is masculine. 

The existence of neuter doublets of such nouns as o m b  and difrisai provides 

strong evidence for the low rank of these nouns in the hierarchical order estabiished 

on the basis of various features. Most important is the lexical feature immature, 

bordering on inanimacy . 

The pattern of attestation of all the bare genitives examined here clearIy 

suggests that lexical, morphological, referential and syntactic features 

simultaneously determine the morphosyntactic form in the possessive constmctions 

discussed in this chapter. The syntactic constraints examined at the beginning of the 

chapter involve further modification of the attributive modifier. It has been shown 

that there is a strong tendency in OESl for the modifier to appear in the form of a 

denominative adjective when it is not modifed in its tum. 

Proper personal nouns, at the top of the hierarchy, may still adopt adjectival 

form, even when further modifieci. Proper noun stems, being inherently definite, 

tend to form individual personal adjectives. This morphological featu re assigns a 

noun to the top of the hierarchy. In contrat, proper nouns are hardly ever attesteci in 

the form of a bare genitive. Common nouns, which may be only contextually or 

pragmatically defite,  tend - if this is the case - to take the genitive case. 

In common nouns, the morphological feature of declensional rnembership (in 

some cases a h  indirectly comected with the lexical feature mature) is another 

important factor that assures the noun a lower status on the hierarchy. This lower 

status is correlateci with bare genitive usage. Denominative adjectives fomed from 
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the stems of common nouns do not usually express definiteness. The ability of the 

nominal stem to form an individual personal adjective is not characteristic of 

cornmon nouns. 

Lack of the lexical feature mature presupposes the noun's lower stahis on the 

hierarchy. The majority of bare genitive attestations in OESl involve the noun otruùa 

'boy', characterized by the absence of this feature. 

Referential definiteness, interconnecteci with the various features mentioned 

above, emerges as the decisive feature for the morphosyntactic outcorne, insofar as 

wmmon nouns in possessive constructions are mncemed. 

As was the case with adjective formation (Chapter Two), here ody certain 

tendencies can be traced in the pattern of attestations in possessive constructions. 

First of ail, one cannot speak about complementary distribution. Furthemore, no 

clearly delineated borden can be established on the hierarchy: even proper nouns 

may have attestations of bare genitive. There also are instances of both 

morphosyntactic alternatives attested interchangeably when aü other specified 

features are identical (e.g. &rat- 'brother'). Tendencies are stronger at the poles of 

the hierarchy, judging from the scarcity of bare genitive attestations among proper 

nouns, versus their abundance in the case of the comrnon noun otroh. Common 

nouns in the middle range may even exhibit free variation between denominative 

adjective and bare genitive. 

Not al1 the lexical classes of nouns outlined in Chapter One are attested in the 

form of bare genitive. The eventual hierarchical order among noun classes will 

become clearer in the course of the following examination, which wiU center on the 

accusative case form. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

THE RISE OF GENITIVE-ACCUSA'IWE 

A hrther illustration of the tendencies influencing the choice of one 

construction over another in language production, as manifested in the early East 

Slavic manuscripts, is the variation in accusative case form within the declension of 

masculine nouns with genitive ia -a. These nouns have been examineci in the two 

preceding chapters in terms of the ability of their stems to form an individual 

personal adjective and their combinability with certain suffixes, as  weii as their 

attributive use in the form of adnominal bare genitive or denominative adjective. 

In Slavic, the accusative singular of such masculine nouns, when employed 

fust as direct objects and later as objects of prepositions, can be homonymous with 

either the nominative case or the genitive.' Contmt, for instance, the nouns 

6<02>a 'God', o<rn>ya 'Father', c<ar>m 'son' in (1) and their modifers in 

genitive-accusative, with the noun d <y>-- 'spirit', a member of the sanie 

declension as the others, but occurring in nominative-accusative under similar 

s y ntactic conditions (accusative with preposition) : 

1 Of course, languages that histoncally lost nominal declension (Bulgarian and 
Macedonian) no longer manifest thk syncretism, except for certain remnants of 
genitive-accusative in proper names and kinship terms (Huntley 1 980: 19 1). 
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'1 believe in one God the Father, not bom (of a human), and in one Son 

bom (of a human) and in one Holy Spirit proceedingT (Laur. Chron. 
987, 1 38v (1 11)) 

Genitive-accusative syncretism remains one of the most controversial problems 

in historical Slavic linguistics. A v a t  arnount of literature has been devoted to the 

subjectm2 As with the preferential use of denominative adjectives, genitive-accusative 

syncretism is considered a specifically Slavic innovation within the Indo-European 

family (Meillet 1897:76; Comne 1989:219). In the Slavic family, genitive- 

accusative has becorne particdarly widespread in East Slavic (Berneker 1904364; 

Dietze 1 973: 26 1-26 1 ; Comrie 1978: 30). Furthermore, as this thesis shows, both 

phenomena in morphosyntactic variation concem the same lexical classes of 

masculine singuias nouns and are govemed by the same hierarchy of features, thus 

providing more general implications for the way language changes and ope rate^.^ 

It is not the purpose of this thesis to attempt to resolve the vigomus debate 

about the genesis of the genitive-accusative innovation, its motives or the mechanism 

of its implementation. An overview of the problem is nevertheless necessary, in 

order to gain a better perspective on the state of OESl as it concems the present 

investigation. Moreover, the juxtaposition of the two sets of grammatical 

constructions at issue in this thesis may actually shed new light on the evolution of 

genitive-accusative. 

2 See Klenin (1983) for a selected bibliography. 

3 On the uniqueness of genitive-accusative syncretism, Trubetzkoy (1 939: 78) 
reports a complete or partial genitive-accusative or genitive-ergative merger in 
numerous non-Indo-Eumpean languages, depending on the type of the actuai 
language. In classical Arabic, genitive coalesced with accusative in the dual and 
plural of all nouns and in the singular of proper names. In some Turkic languages of 
northem Caucasus, such as Balkar and Karachai, genitive is always syncretic with 
accusative. In other ergative Caucasian languages of Dagestan, genitive is the same 
as ergative. 



After the prehistoric loss of the final consonants, the nominative singular in 

*-os and accusative singular in *-un of Common Slavic masculine *O- stems (which 

later developed into the declension with genitive in -a) coalesced, evenhially 

becuming a single vowel /5L4 (Compare OCS nominative and accusative singular 

sm~5, Greek nominative Xii~oc venus accusative XGKOU, Latin lupus and hpwn 

< *lupom 'wolf . ) This "phonetic accident" (Meillet 1897: 122) brought about a 

potentialiy irresolvable ambiguity. especially when both subject (in the nominative 

case) and direct object (in the accusative) of a transitive verb were represented by 

personallanimate nouns - prototypical agents.5 Comrie (1978~35) states that 

the function of a case-marking system for subjects and direct objects may be to 
enable one to distinguish subject from direct object, rather than necessady to 
provide one-one correspondence subject-nominative and direct object- 
accusative. Since there is a high correlation of subject status with definiteness 
and animacy (Le. subjects tend to be definite, and of high anirnacy), and a 
weaker but noticeable correlation of direct object status with indefiniteness and 
low animacy, a particular corollary of this general approach is that specid 
accusative cases, distinct h m  the nominative, are particularly likely where the 
direct object is animate or definite.6 

Neuter nouns of the same declension have always had accusative homonymous 
with nominative - the oniy difference between the *O-stem neuter and masculine 
nouns (Meillet 1 897: 122). 

According to Martinet (1 962: 151-1521, in early Indo-European -*s designated 
only beings or objects conceived as animate. This may indicate that -*s was a 
mGker of-the agent. The case in question, then, was n6t nominative but ergative. 
Nominative, on the other hand, must have been represented by a bare stem, and thus 
coincided with vocative - both used outside of grammaticdy organwd utterances. 
Fillmore (1968: 13-14) discusses the possible origin of the -*s ending h m  the 
demonstrative pronoun *so, a suffi indicating a definite and animate sdiect. With 
reference to the probable ergative nature of phto-1ndo-~uro~ean, he poink out that 
a genitive ending was also -*s, identical with nominative. See dm Tomson (1908a) 
and Vaiuant (1 977: 37). 

The necessity of distinguishing subject from object - or rather the absence thereof 
- is illuminated by such phenomena as the nominative with infinitive construction in 
northem Russian (and northern OESl). The non-finite form of the verb cannot have 
a subject; thus the nominative object is under no threat to be interpreted as such. It 
is signifiant that in ergative languages the subject is marked oniy when the verb is 
transitive - that is, only under potential ambiguity. As Martinet (1962: 152) puts it, 
"there could be an agent only if some being or object (explicit or understood) was 
being acted uponN. On nominative object with infinitive see Timberlake (1974), 
Markova (1 988), Sabenina (1 990) and especiaily Comrie (1 975). 
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Developing a shilar idea, Kurylowicz (1 962: 255) stresses that 

the reason for these innovations was not the tendency to differentiate personal 
(or animate) against impersonal (or inanimate) but to distinguish the 
acc[usafve] h m  the nom[inative] (the object h m  the subject) inside the 
persona1 (or animate) nouns, where such a distinction is necessary in the first 
place to avoid misunderstanding. 

Proto~pic.1 objects tend to be inanimate, while prototypical subjects are most 

often animate. Thus m~ulty in distinguishing subject from object wili most likely 

arise when animatelpersonal nouns are used non-prototypically - that is, as objects. 

For example, in (2) the subject is xomm 'slave', while the object is cmWw 

Moyxa 'a fiee man'. Nouns denoting socially or physically immature persons are 

grammatically depersonalized, as will be discussed in the next chapter. If the object 

were in nominative-accusative, the sense of this sentence would likely be understd 

as the opposite, since a slave is considered less of a person than a free m m 7  

(2) axe xo~wno oynapm CG&M m y x a  

'if a slave hits a free man' (Russ. Pr. 65, 1 624v) 

Contrast (3), where the same noun xojwm 'slave' represents the subject of the 

sentence, while the direct object has an animal for a referent - ~ o m  'hone'. Lacking 

the feature personal, the latter is lower on the hierarchy of features. Despite the 

absence of the lexical feature mature (here intensifiai by the attributive modifier 

06.mmi 'fûlllcomplete'), the slave is now a more prototypical agent. The noun 

xomna 'slave' is still more penonal, perhaps, relative to the referent of the noun 

Gamkrelidze and Ivanov (1995392-393) describe the Roman classification of 
tools into three types: 1) slaves (speaking), 2) oxen (half-speaking), 3) mute. This is 
instructive, not only for animacy and personhood - slaves treated as tools - but also 
with respect to the existence of a subdivision in the living class in pro-Indo- 
European into speakinglnon-speaking. The latter fact may explain the linguistically 
manif'ted grouping of children together with servants andlor slaves. AU of this 
supports the gradation dong the lines of the lexical features personal and mature (or 
absence thereof) observed in many languages. 
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K O ~  'horse' - which is only animate. The difference in degree of prototypicality 

makes this sentence unambiguous, hence the object is in nominative-accusative: 

(3) axe xomm & ~ ~ b t ~ b a (  name- K O H ~  ' ~ i  

'if a full slave takes away someone's horseV (Russ. Pr. 63,1624) 

It is interesting to consider the question of the identity of prototypical agents 

and prototypical possessors - both correlated with lexical features at the top of the 

hierarchy (including high degree of referential definiteness). In the phrase ~ow6bnc 

mamb 'the horse thief ((6) Chapter Two) (Russ. Pr., 35 1 61 8), the denominative 

adjective konmjb is not an individual personal adjective - despite the presence of the 

features definite and (to some extent) personal in the suffix -eV- (a variant of the 

suf f i  -ov, highly positioned on the su* hierarchy), and despite the feature defuite 

in the long-form ending. This is due to the stem itself, which refers to an animal, 

not a person. The stem does not denote a prototypicai possessor. Thus the adjective 

refers to the object, not the subject of the action. * 
Because of the correlation between prototypical agent (subject) of the transitive 

action and proto typical possessor, the subject-object distinction at the centre of the 

genitive-accusative debate emerges as not only relevant for the accusative case form, 

but also for the form of the attributive modifier. This is an important issue, 

underlying the claim that the hierarchy of features regulates both phenornena in 

morphosyntactic variation. The arrangement of shared features relevant for both sets 

of wnstnictions into a hierarchy could aiso explain why these two changes, 

docurnented at their initial stage by the OESl texts, occurred parailel to each other. 

8 In fact, the long form of this adjective itself reveals its non-possessive meanioe. It 
has beennoted thk denorninativeadjectives taking s u f i e s  on the top of the sÜffix 
hierarchy are, being inherently defuiite, not regulariy attested in long form (BorodiE 
1963:183; Hier 1974:lOO). 
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This point will be retumed to at the end of this chapter. 

Jakobson (1936/1984:71) supports the correlation of certain features with the 

syntactic function of the noun: 

The most fitting representation of the active subject, and especiaiiy the active 
subject of a transitive action, is an animate being, and that of the object an 
inanirnate entity . . . A switching of d e s  - as when an inanimate entity 
functions as the nominative subject and an animate king as the acaisative 
object - wrrespondingly smacks of personifications. 

Data on the Novgorod dialect of OESl are especially interestuig with respect to 

genitive-accusative syncretism as a reaction to subject-object ambiguity. 

Non-palatalized stem masculine nouns of the declension with genitive in a are 

often spelled with the ending -e instead of -6 in the nominative singular. This ending 

is dso typical of short-form adjectives and participles. It appears not sirnply as an 

orthographie peculiarity of documents originating in noah-western East Slavic, but 

as a morphological trait, setting the old Novgorod dialect apart from the rest of 

Comrnon Slavic. 

The origin of this ending has usuaiiy been explained as vocative (Sobolevskij 

in Krys'ko l993a: 132). It is not hard to understand the functional (and probably 

even genetic) similarity between vocative and nominative. In Martinet's (1 962: 1 52) 

opinion, "at some stage of proto-Indo-European the bare stem was used out of 

context as a nominative properly so callecl and as a vocative". Vocative, like 

nominative, represents the agent of an action - somewhat resembling the subject of 

an imperative sentence. Vocative is by definition proper, personal and definite.g 

Genitive-accusative syncretism is typical of nouns 

characterized by the presence of the vocative case form 

that are at the same time 

(Krys'ko 1993a: 133-1 34). 

9 Compare BorodiE: (1 963: 165). 
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Krys'ko (1 993a: 149-150; 19936) disputes the hyphesis of the vocative origin 

of the masculine nominative singuiar ending -e. He suggests instead that the -e 

ending spread from palatal *jestems to non-palatal *&stems, as a means of 

differentiation between masculine and neuter genden of the same declension. Thus 

he disagrees that the lost distinction between nominative and accusative (and 

consequently between subject and object) motivated the appearance of the new 

nominative form in the Novgorod dialect (136) as a marker of the subject, and not 

the object. Whatever the actual otigin of the nominative ending -e rnay have been, 

this form seems to participate in the distinction between subject (nominative) and 

object (accusative) in the old Novgorod dialect. 

According to Zaliznjak (1986:127, 129), the -e ending is only characteristic of 

the nominative, and never of the accusative case - which has the regular ending -B. 

Despite the fact that birch bark letters are notorious for their occasional confusion 

among the graphemes 5, b, O, e - especially noticeable in the late 12th-early 13th 

century (Zaliznjak 1986: 101 - 103) - there is no reliable attestation of the accusative 

case with an -e ending. The author points out such a specific distinction between 

nominative and accusative in one of the earliest documents, a fragment of which is 

cited in (4): 

(4) ann qeMo eceMo smoea~a a BOCOJIH ompo~o a ~oàa/ze MW ecH xmeiie 

'if 1 owe you anything, then send an official; you have given me a bit of 
fabric. . . ' (BBL #644, early 12th c. ) 

The direct object is ornpoKo 'a low-rank official' (the final O stands for a here), 

while part of the predicate - the participle ~obane 'given' - takes the nominative 

ending -e. 

Genitive-accusative syncretism is also attesteci in birch bark leîîers, although, 

as Zaiiznjak (199587) concludes, the old Novgorod period is characterized by the 
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rather limited number of such attestations. It is indicative that, consistent with the 

overall characteristics of this change in Slavic, it is primarily proper personal nouns 

that are attested in genitive-accusative. nie infrequency of such attestations might be 

connecteci with the existence of the special nominative form. 

In examining the salience of subject-object distinctions, it is helpful to borrow 

Kurylowicz's (1 962:249) Latin examples. They illustrate ciifferences in the degree of 

potential ambiguity thmugh the juxtaposition of direct objects expresseci by nouns 

differing by the lexical features personal and animate: (a) Petrus cnedit PauIzun 

'Peter hits Paul', (b) Petrus caedir canem 'Peter hits the dog', (c) Pemu caedit 

silvam 'Peter chops down the forest'. If there were no forma1 distinction between 

nominative and accusative, the greatest arnbiguity would, of course, arise in (a); @) 

would also occasionally be unclear, while (c) would hardly ever have more than one 

possible interpretation. 

Indo-European languages that lack a morphological distinction between subject 

and object find various ways out of this conflict.1° For instance, French does it 

either by allowing only fixed word order (Pierre bat P w l  is the opposite of Paul bat 

Pierre), or by means of anaphora (Paul, Pierre le bat) (Vaillant 1977:37-38) 

According to Tomson (1908a:244), in the early 20th century the word order of 

Russian would disambiguate this as well.ll Such a solution was not possible for 

Common SIavic, because its word order was free. 

The OESl example in (5) offers a nice iuustration of genitive-accusative 

providing a solution to the problem posed by fke word order involving nouns 

characterized by the feature personal. The word order is identical in both elliptid 

O See also Bemeker (1 904: 378) for comparable phenornena in Baltic languages. 

11 This statement, perhaps true for Tomson's thes, cannot be applied M y  to 
Modern Russian. 
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clauses, with both nouns taking tums as subject and object. The subjects are in the 

nominative case (PymE <a> 'a Rusian' and xpec- 'a Christian'), whereas 

the objects are marked by the genitive-accusative ( X ~ ~ C ~ H U H C I  'a Christian' and 

poynm 'a Rusian'): 

(5) a e  KT0 oy6be~  M H  Xp4CmWHUHa pyCUe<6> HnH . Y p C m  

POYCUHQ 

'if someone kas: either a Christian (is killed) by a Rusian, or a 

Christian (kills) a Rusian' (Laur. Chron. 910, 1 17 (34))lZ 

Of special interest are constructions involvuig the same lexical item as both 

subject and object, such as that in (6). A verb may even be omitted. Such examples 

testifj b a t  to the Vnpossibility of conveying any meaningfid message if the case 

forms of the subject and the object are identical. This would have been the case 

under nominative-accusative syncretism. In (6) the subject ~ 0 y 3 1 ~ b  and object 

Moyxa are the same lexical item 'man', and M e r  only by their case - nominative 

and genitive-accusative respectively: 

(6) Axb oy6ne~b nroyxb ~ t w y x a  TO MCTHTH 6paroy 6pa~a,  JIIO~O o r m ,  
d o  camoy, Jrmooo 6pa~oriaaoy, m&o 6panno c b m o ~ a  
'if a man kills a man, then a brother should be avenged by a brother, or 
by a father, or by a son, or by a nephewlbrother's son, or by a brother's 

son' (Russ. Pr. 1, 1 6 1 Sv) 

Note also that the genitive-accusative 6 p m  'brother' is used, even though the 

subject 6 p m y  'brother' is not in the nominative but in the dative case. This may be 

caused by syntactic paraIlelism with the preceding genitive-accusative Moyxa 

l2 This citation is in fact reconstmcted from the R e d  Chronicle, since the 
Lrurrentian Chronicle is missing the correspondhg pages. Because of the purely 
illustrative nature of this example, its later date does not compromise the overd 
argument. 
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'man'. However, since the noun used as a direct object is a prototypid agent rather 

than the patient of a transitive action, genitive-accusative is stiU used for the purpose 

of clarity, vital in a legal document. 

Other examples with subject and object d i f f e ~ g  only by case fom are given 

in (7)-(11). Note that the nouns c~epob 'slave' (8) and 6par < a > 'brother' (9), 

though varying in their hierarchical status as agents relative to each other, behave 

identicaily when used with their lexical doubles: 

(7) axe rn KOZO oynapm 6a~orom 
'if someone hits someone with a mi' (Russ. Pr. 25, 1 617) 

(8) once CM* MO- CM& 6e3a KHX~CII CIIOB~ 

'if a bond slave tortures another bond slave without his prince's word' 
(Russ. Pr. 78, 1624v) 

(9) HO npe6b1~ame MapHo nocnynr;Lio4e 6paT < zi > 6pama 

'but live in peace, brother obeying brother' (Laur. Chron. 1054, 1 54v 

(161)) 

The quintessential case relations for expressing reciprocd action by means of 

constructions such as in (10) and (1 1 )  aiso suggest the importance of the accusative 

case form for the expression of a transitive adon: 

(10) m o  yncrxa-rw mwqm Opya Opyza 
'as they begin to push one another' (Laur. Chron. 1068, 1 57v (170)) 

(1 1) axe M ~ ~ C I O  P O ~ C K H O M ~  u naTmecnMb CBsxeTb dpoy25 dpo~~ff  6e3 

BHHbI bI TO IIJXaTHTH 

'if between a Rusian and a Latin someone ties the other one without 
fault, that should be paid for' (1229 Tr., 45) 

In languages without fixed word order, subject-object ambiguity may be also 
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be resolved through marking the direct object by a preposition. l3 Finally, the 

importance of intonation in dis~guishing between subject and object should not be 

underestimateci, although it is impossible to take it into account when deaiing with 

the written version of a language. 

To summarize the preceding discussion, the phonetic process of apocope 

triggered a complex change in Slavic morphosyntax, resulting in the use of genitive 

in place of an accusative case that had becorne indistinguishable fmm nominative. l4 

Several sources for the new accusative form have been proposed. 

Contradicting the pattern of attestations, some suggest that the original source was 

the locative with preposition (identical with genitive in form), reinterpreted as 

accusative with preposition.15 A genitive origin for the new form is more widely 

accepted. Various hypotheses about the actual rnechanism for this substitution wiU 

be discussed in more detail fater. 

The problem of whether the new syncretic case is essentially accusative or 

genitive has been successfulIy addressed by MeiUet's (1897) classic monograph, 

l 3  Spanish, dong with some French dialects, employs the preposition a for this 
purpose (el padre cuna al hijo 'the father loves the son'). Romanian also has a 
special preposition p(r)e serving to mark the object (Vaillant 197750). ûther 
languages, such as Slavic and some dialects of Lithuanian (where ferninine 
nominative and accusative were previously conflated) , employ genitive form for 
accusative case (38). See also Bemeker (1904:378) on Baltic. In German the use of 
the definite article with proper personal names sometimes serves to differentiate 
nominative fmm accusative: den Karl hasst die Schwester 'bis) sister hates Karl' 
(Tomson lgO8a:244). 

l4 It should be noted that this process affected not ody nouns, but other parts of 
speech as well - such as adjectives (which, as has been indicated in Chapter Two, 
had the same declensional patterns as nouns of the two major pamdigms) and 
pronouns. 

l5 See, for example Trost (1994). 
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which thoroughly examines the OCS data. l6 Meillet argues that genitive-accusative 

is syntactically accusative and not genitive, since it is attested as a direct object side 

by side with genuine (for example) feminine accusatives. Such parallel usage is also 

recorded in OESl: 

(12) once KTO oy6w-n x w y  TO Xe cy~oyhls c o y n m  ago X e  w 

Juoy31Cu 

'if someone murders a woman, he is to be judged by the same judgment 
as (the one who murders) a man (Russ. Pr. 88, 1 621 v) 

Here the feminine accusative xmy 'a woman' is the direct object of the same verb 

o y 6 m  'kills' as the genitive-accusative m y x a  'man'. 

In (131, masculine nouns with genitive in -a are attested in genitive-accusative 

(dong with the nominative-accusative 3tz c~epduu xomno 'for a bond slave') as 

objects of the preposition za, conjoint with the accusative case of feminine nouns 

with genitive in -y: 

(13) 3û pt?hïKmSbHMCa H 3û PeMbClllgbMIyy TO 12 ïpEiBHe, â 3a ~ ~ W p b u u  

xo~mnzi 5 rpmem, a 3a poo0y 6 rpmem, a 3û ~ o p ~ w r y a  12 
rpes < He > e 3u ~opnwtmpo, xoTr CH 60yn~ xonona WIN po6a 
'for an artisan or a female artisan - 12 grivnas, and for a bond slave - 5 
grivnas, and for a female slave - 6 grivnas, and for a breadwinner - 12 
grivnas and a female breadwinner, whether these be a male or fernale 
siave (Russ. Pr. 15-17,1616~) 

The accusatives of masculine nouns cydb~) 'a judge' and O ~ H U U L H )  'a youth', 

belonging to the declension with genitive in -y (14), are used under the same 

16 For Meillet (1897:18), the real question is whether genitive-accusative is 
morphologid or syntactic accusative. 
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syntadc conditions as genitive-accusatives u c m ~  'giant' , rl < e > n < 0 > 6 < e > KU 

'man', n p  <O > p < o > rca 'righteous man', and cmagya 'old man': 

(1 4) moxe Mcam rJI < arone > -ra oTmen r < OCIIOA > b or 

k i e p < y > C < a > n < a > ~ a  ~ p h n a r o  ucnonu~a H 

u < e > ~ < o > ~ < e > ~ a  xpa6pa H cy&m w np<o>p<o>lca a cMbpem 

cmapqu . . . H p a 3 y ~ m  n~cnymni i~a  noc~aarno o y m m  -3x mm H 
pyraTeJIII osnanamma min 
'and, as Isaiah says, "The Lord takes a strong giant h m  Jerusalem and 

a brave man and a judge and a prophet and a meek elder and a judicious 
and an obedient one, and 1 shail assign a youth as their prince and a 
have  ruling over them"' (Laur. Chron. 1015, 1 48 (140)) 

If it were in fact genitive that somehow became widely ernployed adverbally 

instead of the accusative, there shouid have been frequent genitive-accusative 

attestations of nouns of other declensions and genders under comparable syntactic 

conditions. This is not the case. 

Moreover, it would be dificuit to account for parallel constnictions involving 

the sarne verb, together with a nominal object having genitive-accusative in the 

singular and a proper accusative in the plural (e.g. OCS pnglasi Zenira 'he invited 

the groom', priglasi Zen@ 'he invited the grooms'). One would have to interpret 

the singular direct object as genitive, while the plural remains accusative. The 

resultant disunity within one paradigm would be hardly redistic (Meillet 1897: 19). 

Scarce genitive-accusative forms are aîtested in OCS among ferninine nouns of 

the declension with genitive in -i (earlier with genitive in -e). These include the 

kinship terms rnatere 'moiher' and Mere 'daughter', joined later by svekrave 

'mother-in-law', as weU as a few inanhate nouns of the same declen~ion.~~ This, in 

l7 Among them are the inanimate crakbve and smoksve. These represent Gennanic 
borrowings, which may or may not be signifiant (Meiüet 1897:72). 
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MeiUet's (1897:71) view, is a result of analogy with masculine kinship terms. 

Huntley (1 980: 197), for his part, suggests that because such accusatives are attestai 

among both animate and inanimate nouns, genitive-accusative syncretism must 

simply be a feature of this declension. Consequentiy, in contrast to masculine nouns 

of the declension with geaitive in -a, these genitive-accusatives need not be 

considered as paxticipating in the animateinanimate (or personal-non-petsonal) 

opposition, but should rather be taken for a Bulgaro-Macedonian innovation. l8 

As for the ferninine nouns of the declension with genitive in -y, they have 

always had a separate form for the accusative case (e.g. 3a pu&y 'female slave' 

(13)' nominative roba). Similarly, masculine nouns of this declension, such as 

sudija 'judge' and unda 'youth' in (14) above, were never subject to nominative- 

accusative syncretism - a precondition for genitive-accusative syncretism. Thus, the 

need to distinguish subject from object never amse there. 

Several genitive-accusative attestations of inanimate nouns of the declension 

with genitive in -a were originally thought to have their own particular exphnation 

(Meillet 1897:25). The most popular idea was to view them as personifications 

(Vaillant 1977: 43; Meillet 1 897: 27). The following citations confm the possibility 

of such usage: 

(15) u n m a  Bono~~mep> nepen-b co6oio Bomiis X~OC~YZLZ . . . n-m 
Bomm Xi3arma 6Lram 
'and Volodimer sent Wolf s Tai) ahead of him . , . the PiSihians avoid 
Wolf s Tail' (Laur. Chron. 984, 127 (83-84)) 

(16) a peq<e> n<a>Tp<w>apxb .iano sbp~oe eo ~ p < b f > m a  

KP < e > Crmac~ ecw H BO K~%KZ 06neqeca 

l* See also Krys'ko (1 994: 149). 
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'and the Patriarch said "Faithful child, you have been baptized in the 

cross (=Christ), and you clothed yourself in the image of the mss"' 

(Laur. Chron. 955, 1 17v (61)) 

In (1 5), the hvo attestations of the genitive-accusative X80cma 'rail' and its modifier 

denominative adjective B O J ~ I Z  ' wolf s' are indeed explained by the fact that the 

phrase is a proper personal name. lg The two other inanimate genitive-accusatives 

involve the noun ktbstb 'cross' (l6), and are the result of its confusion with the 

animate noun Xn'stoso 'Christ', on the basis of their phonetic similarity and close 

semantic association (Meillet 1 897: 30). 

LRpissier (1964: 126) mntends, however, that if one were to examine East 

Slavic redactions of Church Slavonic texts such as the &dov Psalter, the new data 

(supported by OCS attestations from Suprasliensis) would demand a reconsidedon 

of such conclusions, because of the sheer number of kanimate genitive-accusatives. 

He believes that genitive-accusative syncretism affected, on the one hand, pmctidy 

al1 rnorphological categories where nominative and accusative had previously 

conflated, as well as, on the other hand, pronominal declensions.*0 Evidently, 

inanimate masculine genitive-accusative cannot be explained merely by 

personXcation. It is rather a Balkan Slavic innovation. As Huntley (1980) 

concludes, before genitive-accusative becarne obligatory in masculine animate 

nouns, it was optionai in other categories, including inanimate nouns of the sarne 

declension. 21 

19 The second attestation may be arguably considered a genuine genitive (originally 
ablative) case required by the verb bPgati 'to avoid'; but this interpretation is aot 
likely under the circumstances. 

20 See ai, Van Tilburg (1988) on Serbo-Croatian. 

21 Kurytowicz (1 962: 250) also remarks on the "sporadic penetration" of genitive- 
accusative "into the sphere of inanimate masculine nouns". 
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Various other data support Meillet's opinion that the new form is a syntactic 

accusative. Nouns that did not origindy belong to the *O- stems acquired genitive in 

-a as a means to express accusative case? Genitive-accusative syncretism is never 

attested in OCS among nouns with genitive in -u (Vaillant 1977~41). For example, 

the old genitive synu 'son' is unattested as direct object or object of a preposition, 

while the younger syrza is abundantly documented in both usages. The old genitive 

g0spod.i 'Lord' is attested once as genitive-accusative in OCS (David Huntley - 

personal communication), while the new gospod(il)a, modeiled on the genitive case 

of *O-stem nouns, emerges as its regular accusative form. There are similar genitive- 

accusative in -i attestations in OESl nouns of this declension, but judging by their 

source and date, they are most Likely innovations (Vaillant 1977:41).23 Consider, for 

example, two identical attestations of genitive-accusative mecmu and m m  'father- 

in-law' in (17) from a later part of the Laurentian Chronicle: 

(17) Ko6ma pyKaM8 wra . . . s Tonnrrr ~ < a > s < b r > n < o > e < ~ > u a  
mecml c cbmoM < I. > . . . K O ~ I K O B ~  m m u  T y p y ~ n u  
'they took Kobjak with their hands, and Tolgyj DavydoviE, a father-in- 

law with his son . . . (and) Kobjak's father-in-law Turundaj' (Suzd. 
Chron. 1 185, 2 134 (396) 

In light of the above discussion, one inclines to agree with Meillet (1897:24), 

when he concludes that " <c>es prétendus ghitifs sont des accusatifs" ('these 

ostensible genitives are accusalives 7. 

22 Krys'ko's (1994:69-77) view on this point differs. Since his general hypothesis is 
that genitive was reanalyzed as accusative, he goes so far as to say that the new form 
emerged in al1 nouns with nominative-accusative syncretism. Masculine nouns of 
declensions other than that with genitive in -a became subject to nominative- 
accusative syncretism even earlier. Therefore, they may have acquired the new 
accusative form earlier as well. 

23 See &YS' ko's (1 994: 69-77) counter-argument on this point. 
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A few wmments need to be added regarding those masculine nouns which 

historicaüy joined the declension with genitive in -a, such as syna or g o W .  It is 

essentially inappropriate to speak of genitive-accusative syncretism here, since for 

these nouns the new accusative inflection -4 bas becorne distinct h m  the genitive 

-i/-u. The whole drift of masculine personal nouns h m  other declensions towards 

the major masculine declension with genitive in -4 was most likely initiateci by their 

acquisition of the genitive-accusative ending characteristic of masculine persoaal 

nouns in this declension. See examples in (18) and (19):24 

'if a certain Rusian or Latin catches a thief, he can do what he wishes 
with that one' (1 229 Tr., 66) 

(1 9) ki BSRUIâ (s~c() H C < BR > TOIIOSIK~ -1 m b C M  CBOerO W B p m  

'and Svjatopolk took him as his father-in-law and enemy' (Laur. Chron. 
1096, 1 77 (232)) 

In such a transition, one observes a tendency for the nouns to be grouped 

according to shared lexical features. Hjelmslev (1956:243) attributes this to proto- 

Indo- European: 

tout induit 2 penser que l'indo-européen commun évite les systkmes casuels 
particuliers, mais qu'il favorise d'autre part, dans la declinaison, les classes 
lexicales, représentant surtout les divers thkmes nominaux. 25 

24 See also hunatov (1 9Sï:89). Bemeker (1904:381), on the contrary, reverses the 
chronology of the joining of the declension with genitive in -a and the acquisition of 
this genitive ending by these nouns. He thus believes that nouns originaily of the 
declension with genitive in -i experienced genitive-accusative syncretism together 
with aII the other nouns cumprising the new joint declension. 

25 'Eveîything leads one to think tht  cornman Indo-European avoids specific case 
system, but t h ,  in contrast, it fmours lexical classes NI declension representing, in 
pamrhcular, the various nominal stems. ' 
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He goes on to say that such a lexical grouping appears arbitrary. The daughter 

Ianguages of pmto-Indo-European have manifested a different tendency - namely to 

unify nouns according to their grammatical gender. The author considers Slavic 

unique among Indo-European languages, in that, with the rise of genitive-accusative, 

it reintroduced the ancient animacy-based classification, as well as establishing a 

new gender-baed one (229) .26 

It can then be postulateci that the transfer of masculine personal nouns h m  

other declensions into that with genitive in -a is a continuation of the same ancient 

trend of proto-Indo-European with regard to lexical feature~.*~ Perhaps this helps to 

explain why the hierarchy of features (including its extension - the s u f i  hierarchy) 

regulating morphosyntactic variation in the two sets of constructions investigated in 

this thesis is dominated by the lexical features proper, personal and mature. 

The conflicting view that the form in question is syntactic genitive, and not 

accusaiive, has been voiced fmm t h e  to tirne (Klenin 1983 and 1987; Krys'ko 

1994). Nearly a century ago Nekrasov (1905; 1909) proposed that genitive- 

26 Compare Iakubinskij (1953:168), who tems the opposition in noun classes, 
reconstnicted for the proto-language, animate, or rather personal (names of 
persons) , and inanimate, or more precisely objective (" ~ersecrse~nsi ") (names of 
things). This to him is indicative of the ernerging opposition between two principles: 
personal (active in social and economic terms) , and passive, non-personal , objective. 
The masculine-feminine gender distinction within the "personal" class developed 
only gradually. See also Janda (1996:329). 

27 Klenin (1983:82) remarks that "the fûnction of the genitive-accusative as a noun 
classifier has been neglected". Janda's (1996) approach to West Slavic masculine 
plural endings is similar. 
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accusative is the same old genitive case with a new function.28 Recent proponents of 

a similar idea submit that it was a reanalysis of genitive objecîs that resulted in the 

rise of genitive-accusative, since it occurred at a M i e  when genitive verbal rection in 

Slavic was in a state of decline (Menin 1987:404).29 

Both genitive and accusative served as direct object cases in prote-hdo- 

European O(rys'ko 1994: 1 67). 30 Long before genitive-accusative syncretism arose 

in the declension with the genitive in -a, genitive (not restricted to any one 

declensional membership) had been regularly used for the direct object case taken by 

certain verbs in Slavic - such as pobiditi 'to conquer'31. Note the genitive object of 

the verb zcrbyti 'to forget' in the OESl example in (20): 

(20) a KP < b > C ~ r o  ~/sma~16~  3a6bm-b 

'and having forgotten the kissing of the cross (=the oath)' (Suzd. 
Chmn. 1284, 1170v (482)) 

28 NekraSOv's (1905:33) reasoning sometimes lacks seriousness, and tends to lead 
him astray. For exarnple, he asserts that the ciifference between nominative, genitive 
and accusative wes  could only exist in the consciousness of "philologists", and not 
in the "people's mnsciousnessn. As a p m f  for this he notes that there are languages 
which lack w e  systems altogether. He refuses to admit inexplicable or 
"unscientificn processes in language, comparing the "metamorphosis of genitive into 
accusative" with "a masquerade". 

29 Compare Lkpissier (1 964: 135): "Certains indices en effet permettent de penser 
que l'extension du génitif-accusatif a abouti, h l'extrême, une confusion de 
l'accusatif et du génitif" ( 'Certain indications indeed permit one io think t h  the 
spread of genitive-accusative resulted, in the meme, in a confurion of acc~csative 
and genitive 3. 

30 Significantly, in verbs of perception the case form depended on the animacy of 
the direct object: slduti ( < *kleu-) 'to listen' was accompanied by the accusative of 
a thing, but by the genitive of a person (Meillet 1897: 156). Genitive, however, was 
not used with prepositions in proto-Indo-European (Meillet 1897: 145). 

3 For a list of such verbs see Lépissier (1964: 135-1 36). The prehistoric genitive- 
ablative merger should also be noted as a Balto-Slavic innovation. The genitive 
taken by some verbs in Slavic is quite reminiscent of the ablative meanhg - for 
example lifiti 'to nd of ,  etc. 
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Furthermore, the fact that accusative has graduaiiy peneaated such traditional 

spheres of genitive usage as partitive and genitive of negation suggests a great 

degree of hnctional similarity between the two ~ases.~2 The OESl citation of a 

biblical allusion in (21) has three conjoint genitive forms with one feminine 

accusative ienu 'wife' as objects of a negated verb: 

(21) ~ e ~ o H e o c T a ~ m o < m b > y a ~ ~ a m 4 ~ ~ 3 f ~ 4 ~ 0 y ~ & l l t ~ ~  

'if sorneone doesn't Ieave his father and mother and wife and children' 

(L. of Th., 396.20-21) 

The long association of the two cases is perhaps at the mot of the initiai 

substitution of genitive for accusative case. However, the hnctional similarity of 

these cases does not necusarily mean that genitive was gradually reinterpreted as 

accusative, while dying out as the alternative case of a direct object. If one adopts 

the view that the new form is genitive, it is diffkult to account for the numerous 

parallel attestations of non-genitive-accusative and genitive-accusative, as cited 

earlier. Morphological constraùits on genitive-accusative (narnely the fact that the 

merger affected ody masculine nouns of the declension with genitive in -a) also 

stand as evidence against the idea of reandysis. Most importantly, conclusions of 

this son are explicitly based on the assumption of fiee variation in the accusative 

case form of a direct object (Krys'ko 1994:202). It is in fact possible to amve at a 

new explanation for the variable usage without debunking the principal ideas on the 

phenornenon of genitive-accusative syncretism. 

Clearly, no consensus has been reached so far on the syntactic essence of 

genitive-accusative. The stumbling block has been the question as to why it is the 

32 See also Klenin (1987). 
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genitive fonn thaî was substituted for the accusative. Some researchea ascribe great 

significancê to this problem, as does Klenin (1987:408): 

whatever syntactic conditions rnay have been found on the genitive-accusative, 
they were supposed to remedy subject-object ambiguity - a syntactic weakness, 
not a morphological one - why did the Ianguage choose a morphological 
remedy? Russian could, for example, have gone further in stabilizing word 
order - a tendency already present in the language in any case? 

For others, the issue of why it was the genitive case fonn that replaced the old 

accusative bars Iess weight, and is often said to result in "various amficial 

explanationsn based on analogy (Tomson lgO8b33Oî). 

Many see analogy as the vehicle for the extension of genitive-accu~ative.~~ 

Any (or aii) of the above-mention4 uses of genitive as direct object of a transitive 

verb are thought to have provided, to some extent, a syntactic model for genitive- 

accusative. 

Kurylowicz (1 962:2S 1) places particular emphasis on two of these uses, acting 

in mutual cooperation, as a model for the analogy. These are the use of genitive 

with negated verbs, and partitive genitive. To explain how such analogy may work - 

and to answer criticism about the partitive meaning king far from typical when 

personal nouns are involved - he provides the foilowiog formula: 

(ne + partitive) : partitive = (ne + o&ca) : x (= o&cu for oba)  

where "the partitive value common to the fmt two members is cancelled owing to 

their direct opposition. " 

33 Note the author's strict division between morphology and syntax - allegedly 
rooted in the language itself, rather than in the linguist's mind. This is the approach 
opposed by the present investigation. 

34 For example, Meillet (1 8W), Vondrak (1 898). 
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Without resorting to mathematical equations, Bemeker (1904:375-76) also 

voices his beiief in the major influence of negative constntctions, drawing support 

from the wide range of genitive objects in the Slavic, Baltic and Gemanic 

languages. For hh ,  genitive is simply "the logical choioe". 

Irrespective of the exact route that analogy may have taken, it is hard to deny 

that the long coexistence of the two cases in the direct object hnction must have 

played a d e  in the employment of genitive form for accusative usage, whether it is 

a question of genitive as the object of negated verbs, partitive genitive, or certain 

verbs and verbal foms etymologically goveming genitive objects, and stemming 

back to proto-Indo-European. 

The syntactic analogy model cornpetes with another - rnorphological - source 

of analogy in the rise of genitive-accusative. This source involves pronouns. 

According to Meillet (1897: 11 8), certain pronouns in the earliest Slavic records are 

also characterized by genitive-accusative syncretisrn. The pwzling problem is that 

this does not corne as the result of any previous nominative-accusative syncretism Ui 

the pronominal paradigrn, as is the case with nouns. Meillet presumes that the 

genitive of personai pronouns (first and second person singular rnene and tebe, or 

refiexive sebe, as well as plural and vara) was always used as an emphatic form 

instead of enclitic accusatives (me, te, se, ny, vy respectively). The genitive case of 

the demonstrative pronouns togo 'that', sego 'this', masculine singular relative 

jegoee), and interrogative kogo 'who' also serve as accusatives. This prompts 

Meillet to hypothesize that pronouns provided the aaalogical model for nouns, since 

they also have genitive-accusative syncretism, and since some of hem refer 

exclusively to persons. It is well documentai that noun genitive-accusative is most 

productive among proper persona1 nouns. 

Elaborating on the actual nature of this process, Meillet coliects textual 

evidence from OCS, suggesting that referential definiteness was a prominent factor 
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at its initial ~ta~e.35 He postulates that the stressed foms of the pronouw are more 

definite as well. Definite (long form) adjectives and participles are consistently 

attested in OCS in genitive-accusative. The fact that long adjectival foms are 

formed by the addition of the ending -b (originating as a demonstrative pronoun) 

suggests to Meillet that genitive-accusative spread h m  pronouns to definie 

adjectives and participles. Shce adjectives and participles mod* noms, the latter 

became afkcted by genitive-accusative by association with such adjectival f o r r n ~ . ~ ~  

Of course, the fact that the only morphologicd declension subject to genihve- 

accusative (that with the genitive in -a) included both nouns and short-form 

adjectives (Chapter Two) may also contribute to the likelihood of such analogy. 

The theory of the pronominal ongin of genitive-accusative in nouns has 

received much criticism. For example, Berneker (1904), after examining at length 

the basis for Meillet's argumentation, rejects the idea that genuine accusative forms 

of the personal pronouns were only used when unstressed. He relies on Old Polish 

records, which, in his opinion, contain the only attestations of proto-Slavic 

unstressed accusatives. In contrat, what Meillet takes for enclitic forms in OCS 

should be considered stressed forms, on the basis of comparative Indo-European 

evidence as well as actual OCS attestations. Moreover, Benieker underlines the 

scarcity in OCS of genitive-accusative attestations of personal pronouns and the 

reflexive sebe. He concludes that the forms togo, bgo,  jego cannot be considered 

original accusatives either. 

35 The evidence from OESl for the involvement of the feature definite in this 
innovation is more straightfonvard than that of OCS. This c o n f i i s  the idea that the 
state of OESl is more archaic with regard to genitive-accusative. (See the data in 
Chapter Five. ) 

36 See dm Meillet (1 897: 1%); Huntley (1 980:2OS). 
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Tomson (1 235) also dismisses the possibility that pronouns initiated the 

rise of genitive-accusative in nouns. In his criticism of MeiUet, he correctly remarks 

that there is no way to verify whether the pronominal genitive forms were original 

accusatives. Tomson's disagreement with the idea of pronominal influence on the 

genitive-accusative in nouns may stem from his refusal to ailow the idea that various 

pronouns should be considemi a u d k d  class sharing a similar developrnent. 

To resolve this question would require texhial examination beyond the s a p e  

of this thesis. Still, relying on the acwunts of secondary sources, it can be 

postulatesi that the interrogative pronoun kogo must have served as the primary 

initiator of the genitive-accusative in nouns, while personal pronouns may have 

acquired genitive-accusative secondarily at a later date. 

The interrogative pronoun kogo emerges as the most likely source for genitive- 

accusative, because it is the only pronoun that has no other alternative for the 

accusative case beside the syncretic form (Vondrak 1 898: 329). In contrat, 

masculine nouns were the only personal nouns lacking a distinct accusative form. 

Since both share personai reference, the genitive-accusative kogo would be the 

primary mode1 for such syncretism in personal nouns (Huntley 1980:205). The 

conclusion that genitive-accusative is consistently employed by proper personal 

nouns, and tends to be attesteci in common personal nouns with defuiite reference, 

has been reached in correspondence with the existing data. Because kogo shares its 

declensional pattern with demonstrative pronouns, one of which is the formant of a 

long adjectival form, the bais  for andogy becornes even stronger. For the same 

reason, kogo may have also served as an analogical mode1 for other demonstrative 

pronouns. Demonstrative pronouns can have both inanimate and personalfanimate 

reference. 
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Obviously, one should avoid the simplistic notion that genitive-accusative in 

all the pronouns thai have it attested is of the same ongin and date. For example, 

fmt and second person singular and plural personal pronouns never underwent the 

merger of nominative and accusarive. Therefore, unlike nouns, they lack the 

important prerequisite of subject-object ambiguity for the rise of genitive-accusative. 

On the other hand, personal pronouns share many features with personal nouns, 

which were at the forefront of genitive-accusative innovation. The most important 

features are personhood and referential definteness, which could have sewed as a 

basis for analogy - except this time in the direction from nouns to personal 

pronouns.37 

Kurylowicz (1 962: 25 1 ) points out that for chronological reasoas alone 

genitive-accusative in personal pronouns could wt have preceded the syncretism in 

nouns. The old enclitic accusative foms still predominate at the time when genitive- 

accusative was already "fumy established" among masculine singular nouns. 

Because of this, it is rather the nouns that provoked the use of genitive instead of 

accusative foms of the personal pronouns, by a process of analogy on the bais of 

ùiherent personal reference. 

It is aiso suggestive that the use of the genitive-accusative jego, as attested in 

the OCS corpus, is a comparatively young phenornenon (David Huntley - personal 

communication). The relative frequency of the old accusative @, irrespective of 

personallanimate reference, is much higher than that of the new jego. Consequently, 

one tends to agree that genitive-accusative in nouns preceded this innovation in 

personai pronouns, and not vice versa. 

37 Meillet (1 96% 406) hirnself allows the possibility that genitive-accusative in 
personal pronouns may be a secondary development. 
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Proper nouns are " d e f ~ t e  by def~t ionw,  being "direct labels for particular 

referents" (Chafe l976:39). It is interesting that direct objects, marked in many 

languages, seem to manifest a high correlation between a.nimacy/personhood and 

defuuteness, to the extent that they appear to fom a " natural classn (Comrie 1979). 

In fact, animacy and defdteness are so closely wordinated that they overlap, to the 

extent of losing any distinction. This is explained by the fact that direct objects 

characterized by the features personaVanimate and definite are the most likely to be 

mistaken for subjects, and therefore become marked as direct objects. Such a 

"natural class" of direct objects is represented in a variety of languages by proper 

nouns and personal pronouns. 

Another interesting case concems the stem of the demonstrative pronoun jego - 
"a cumulative result of a merger of two distinct Indo-European pronouns: a 

demonstrative *i and a relative 9" (Flier 1974:67)? A variety of genetically 

related formations cm be traced to this stem: the stem of the third pemn personal 

pronoun J- (except for the nominative case), the relative pronoun iie/jeg&e, the 

ending of the long-form adjectival forms, and possibly the adjective-fonning suffix 

- Y b  as well. Because of this multitude of shapes and functions, this pronoun emerges 

as a focal point, standing at the intersection of the several routes that analogy may 

have t a l ~ e n . ~ ~  There are reasons to consider the genitive-accusative of the third 

3* nier explains ihis merger by rneans of the feature definite, shared by both of 
these pronouns. The demonstrative pronoun referred to objects that were present, 
while the relative pronoun referred to those previously mentioned. Of course, they 
were also close phonetically. 

39 Greenberg (197651) comments on the high fkequency of individual pronouns 
wmpared to nouns in languages, explained by the limited o v e d  number of 
pronominal forms. Moreover, the kind of texts available for analysis contain hardly 
any didog i d  speech; and, according to Greenberg ' s (1 976: 45) typologid 
accounts, there is a tendency to over-represent third persun foms in non- 
conversational texts at the expense of first and second person. Even in 
conversationd samples the third person still predominates. 
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person pronoun */b (unattested as such in the nominative, but found in the ending of 

defmite adjectival fonns and in the stem of relative pronouns) as the most important 

proof of the hypothesis that the rise of the genitive-accusative was prompted by the 

necessity to disambiguate subject and object. 

In general, the absence of nominative-accusative syncretism in demonstrative 

pronouns is not so transparent. Meillet (1965433) speaks of a peculiar Balto-Slavic 

innovation unknown to the rest of the Indo-European family that wntributed greatly 

to elirninating the distinction between the animate nominative and accusative of 

dernonstrative pronouns. The nominative masculine and feminine of such pronouns 

in proto-Indo-European used to have a suppletive fom, different h m  both the 

accusative and the neuter nominative-accusative. This situation has been documented 

in Sanskrit and Greek. In Slavic, however, masculine ta 'that', feminine ta and 

neuter to all have one stem throughout the paradigm. This Balto-Slavic innovation 

apparently preceded the epicope in the singular *O-stem nouns responsible for the 

nominative-accusative syncretism. Ail demonstrative pronouns (a 'this here' and *& 

'this') share the development exemplifed by ta. 

As is well documented, at the tirne of the earliest OCS records the personal 

pronoun *jb did not have a nominative case form of the same stem as the rest of the 

paradigm. Suppletive forms h or ono were regularly used instead.40 In general, the 

use of the penonal pronoun in the nominative is relatively new in Slavic: previously 

the subject of the verb was suficiently indicated by the verbal ending. Despite the 

fact that *fi is unattested as a nominative of the third person pronoun, it exists in 

OCS and OESl in the nominative, as a component of the relative pronoun/bie: 

40 This semndary substitution is reminiscent of the situation just described in Indo- 
European, where the nominative case stem of masculine and ferninine pronouns 
differed from the neuter stem. 



(22) TOSaPS Wrc TO IIOTOlLlïb 

'and the merchandise that has su&' (1229 Tr., 88)4* 

The nominative ending - -  also regularly appears in masculine singular long-form 

adjectives: 

(23) o n  He% x e  p o n ~  cs c m  o~ammu C < ss > ronamca 
'and h m  her this wretched Svjatopolk was bom' (L. of B. & G., 
9%. 25-26) 

Therefore, even if the paradigm of this and other demonstrative pronouns does 

not exhibit nominative-accusative syncretism, there remains the hypotheticai 

possibility of the prehistoric approximation of such syncretism (in the form of a 

single stem shared by animate and inanimate demonstrative pronouns throughout the 

paradigm as the result of a Balto-Slavic change) - if not its actual occurrence, as 

suggested by the relative pronoun nominative singuiar masculine jbZe and the 

nominative ending -/a of long-form adjectival forms. This nominative corresponds to 

the accusative case of the personal pronoun. 

With this in rnind, it can be postulated that nominative-accusative syncretism 

caused the genitive-accusative of the personal pronoun jego to emerge in the same 

manner as it did in nouns, namely when both subject and object were represented by 

etymologically related and fomally identical case foms. The fact that the genitive- 

accusative jego is more frequently attested in OCS and OESl as direct object of 

active participles than that of regular verb forms (Vaillant 1964: 179; Klenin 

1983:33) lends weight to this explmation. 

41 Some have claimed that the form j Z e  is a Church Slavonicism (Klenin 198353). 
This citation from an original document surely indicates that such a form existed in 
OESl which also has a younger indeclinable jde. 
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To explain this point about definite p d c i p I e s  and the pronoun jego, it is 

important to note that the necessity of disambiguating subject and object arises when 

the participle is in the nominative case, and thus refers to the subject of the sentence. 

Such OCS constructions as those Listed by Vaillant (1977:46) with a present active 

participle @rtdaj& jego 'the one betraying b') and with a past active participie 

@rèdava/b jego 'the one who betrayed him') show this quite clearly.4* If the 

pronoun jego were to appear in its oid accusative forrn as the object of a 

participle, the nominative ending of which stands for the subject, subject and object 

would appear in the same morphological form and would then be potentially 

indistinguishable as to their reference. Note that both participles are in the active 

voice, and thus refer to the agent of an action, while jego in these constructions also 

has personal reference. 

One of the features on the hierarchy that has not been touched upon so far 

provides additional pmof that subject-object ambiguity provided the main impetus 

for the rise of genitive-accusative. This is a syntactic feature, and concems 

prepositional as opposed to direct object rection; it emerges as particdarly evident in 

comection with the pronoun *b. The fact that genitive-accusative attestations of *b 

are less frequent under prepositional than under verbal rection has to do not only 

with the presence of the preposition itself (already signalling that the governecl form 

is not a subject), but also with an additional marker on  the accusative form of the 

pronoun - the prothetic n- (as in na njb 'on(to) him'). This morphophonemic feature 

further inhibits the employment of the new genitive-accusative form. This supports 

the conclusion that the fmt environment for the emergence of genitive-accusative 

42 David Huntley (personal communication) points out that there are three such 
attestations in total in OCS. 
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was as the direct object of a verb; only later did it spread to the object of a 

preposition. 

This conclusion corresponds to the pattern of attestations of genitive-accusative 

in nouns, which are fewer with a preposition than with transitive verbs (Tomson 

1908a:247).43 It is indicative that the only archaic remnants of nominative- 

accusative in modern Russian (and other Slavic Ianguages) are ones with a 

preposition: e.g. BII~~TITH m y x  'to get mamed'. The contrast between the 

accusative forms depending on this syntactic feanire is especidy striking as regards 

the OESI noun kona 'horse'. It is attested as genitive-accusative, yet none of these 

attestations are under prepositional rection. (See data in Chapter Five. ) For example: 

(24) o w  xe m6ap3Ii 8a Mane npoynt& HU K O ~  nobxa 
'and h e  swiftly, with a s m d  retinue, having mounted the horse, set out' 
(L. of B. & G., 136.6-7) 

(25) sacnna Ha KOM CBOH 

'mount your horse' (L. of Th., 43e.8)) 

Unbegaun (1935:228) observes that the nominative-accusative na b m  'onto horse' 

in this prepositional phrase is still frequentiy attested in the 16th century, due to its 

idiomatic meaning ' to go to war' , in such expressions as ec6cmu m K O ~ .  

The pattern of attestation under prepositional rection clearly indicates that 

genitive-accusative m s e  not only as a means to distinguish nominative from 

accusative, but to distinguish subject h m  object. Thus, the pattern of attestation of 

the genitive-accusative jego strongly confvms the hypothesis that the need to set 

43 The distribution of genitive-accusative singular in OCS seems to be different: 
both direct objects and objects of prepositions are attested with the sarne relative 
frequency (Huntley 1980: 205). 
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subject apart h m  object in a transitive sentence was the main reason for the rise of 

the genitive-accusative in agentive nouns and pronom. 

Generally spiking, the disambiguation of subject and object is perhaps even 

more crucial in pronouns than in nouns, due to the deictic nature of the former? As 

van Tilburg (1988588) notes, even laoguages that have lost their declensioaal 

systems in nouns still preserve its remnants in pronouns - as do Dutch and English, 

for example. It should be stresseci thaî this concems primarily pronouns with 

animatelpersonal reference.45 

The various features characteristic of pronouns discussed in this chapter 

certainiy align them with the nouns involved in the agentlpossessor hierarchy. Thus, 

fmt and second person personal pronouns are inherently personal and defite,  and 

have a hi& position on the hierarchy. Comrie (1 978:39) gives typological evidence 

for the presence of first and second person pronouns at the top of the animacy 

hierarchy in languages where animacy is grammatically relevant. These pronouns 

are necessarily personal ("human"), or personified, and are characterized by the 

greatest potential for agentivity, since they refer to speech act participants. 

Demonstrative pronouns may vary in their degree of animacy, which affects 

their status; but at the sarne tirne they are referentially d e f i t e  (Tomson 1908a:254). 

The interrogative kogo is, like personal pronouns, inherently personal/animate and 

definite from the context. It is not surprising, then, that pronouns are so closely 

involved in the development of genitive-accusative. 

Hier (197459) remarks that *& is the Ieast deictic of the demonstrative 
pronouns, "and therefore the most suitable for anaphoric usage". 

45 The same is true of other grammatical categories, such as gender, for example, 
which may be no longer relevant for nouns, while still found in pronouns - the last 
su rvivo rs of previousl y large-sale grammatical distinctions. 
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Klenin (1983), in her search for new insights into the rise of genitive- 

accusative, points to the central role of pronouns, asserthg that the Slavic 

pronominal system has k e n  underinvestigated. However, in view of the preceding 

discussion, her c l a h  (Klenin 1987: 405) that "the pronoun genitive-accusative had 

its own history, separate from that of nouns" seems somewhat arbitrary, especidy 

since the author offers the following reasonllig: 

The extension of the pronoun genitive-accusative was not controIled by 
referential personhood or animacy, nor was it restricted to paradigms with pre- 
existing nominative-accusative syncretism. 

The fact that fmt and second person pronouns are involved in the genitive- 

accusative strongly indicates that animate/penonal reference had a d e  to play in the 

pmcess. Also, the lack of nominative-accusative syncretism in all pronouns rnay not 

be such an established fact (at least with regard to the pronoun jego) as was thought 

earlier. The interrogative pronoun kogo is always attested in the genitive-accusative. 

Its inherent animate/personal reference is indi~putable.~~ 

However genitive-accusative syncretism may have actually developed, 

comparative histoncal evidence suggests that nouns were at the centre of its 

evolution in Slavic (Huntley 1 980: 1 90). W ithin nouns, singular masculine personal 

undenvent genitive-accusative syncretism long before it spread to all masculine 

animate nouns of the same declension - initially affecthg even inanimate masculine 

nouns in B a h  Slavic (Kurylowicz 1962:250; Huntiey 1980) - and further Uito the 

46 The pronoun bto, along with its inanimate counterpart Lbto, represents the very 
essence of the agedpatient distinction, correlateci with the animatelinanimate 
opposition in many languages. Jakobson (1936/1984:71) also points out that in 
modern Russian klo delaet 'who does', kro 'who' unambiguously represents the 
subject, while its inanimate counterpart fto ' what' in the same syntactic environment 
- Ero delaet 'what (someone) does' - could never be mistaken for a subject. A 
similar prototypical opposition is to be found in many languages, even those that do 
not express this dichotomy in grammatical ternis. For such typologid data 
(especidy outside the Indo-European family) on interrogative and "anaphoric" 
pronouns - equivalents of the third person pronoun - see Hjelmslev (19S6:23 1-232). 
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duai and plural. Thus the new syncretic fom is most productive arnong nouns at the 

top of the hierarchy. Due to their features bey are the closest to the agent/possessor 

prototype. 

Tomson (1908a and b) was one of the first to make use of a "semasiological 

explanation" - which refers to the functional need to discriminate between the agent 

and the patient of an action. According to van Oosten (1986:3), a prototypical 

subject refers to a prototypical agent of an action and the topic of an utterance.47 

The idea that subject-object disambiguation was the principal motivation for the 

genitive-accusative may be substantiated by one more (although not uncontmversiai) 

observation. According to some researchers, when the direct object in OESl is 

modified by the refiexive possessive pronoun svoyb 'one's own', it tends to be 

attested in nominative-accusative.48 

The following OESl examples illustrate such a ciifference in attestation, 

although, as WU be argued in the foIlowing chapter, there are other more relevant 

factors influencing the use of the nominative-accusative c < bi > m c6OU 'son' in (26) 

and 6pam csou ' brother' in (27): 

(26) m a s a  eMy c < 6 l>  rm c6m mt p y d  klrops 6arcra 60 nb~ecga 
'having given his son Igor into his (=somebody else's) arms (to carry), 
for that one was a very young child' (Laur. Chron., 1 8 (22)) 

(27) a Monsrne ecerna fiponomy CBLH~JIA-~ n o u ~ ~  HU 6pam c m  
'and Svenald always said to Jaropoik, "Go against your brother"' (Laur. 
Chron. 975, 123 (74)) 

47 See also Trubetzkoy (1939:76). 

48 See, for example Tomson (1 9O8a: ZN), Saxmatov (1 957: 5 1 ) . Dietze (1 973: 265) 
disagrees. 
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Since these texts represent some of the few nominative-accusative attestations of 

nouns modifieci by the reflexive svoh, and since they are better explained by other 

features, they clearly do not provide any direct wnfirmation of the above-mentioned 

influence. Contrast, for instance, the genitive-accusative ~a 6 p m  cmezo in (28) to 

the nominative-accusative  cl 6 p m  MU24 'against his brother' in (27): 

(28) i ï o i 4 ~  RwIIoJlICb Ha OJIïa 6 p t ~ ~ ~  C-O EEk AepeBbCKy 3eMmo 

'JarupoIk went against his brother Oleg to the land of the Derevshe 
Derevian land' (Laur. Chron. 977, 123 (74)) 

It should be added that (27) presents an especially valuable manifestation of the 

hierarchy: genitive-accusative of the proper noun Nzoprt 'Igor' is used Ui apposition 

with nominative-accusative of the cornmon noun and its modifier c <br > ~a cem 'his 

son'. nius, nouns occupying different levels of the hierarchy may, even when 

having the sarne referent, be attestai in different accusative foms. (An intereshg 

example of reverse usage is given in (10) in Chapter Five - Hpoc~mob cbm cemo 

' Jaroslav, his son' . ) 
The idea that the use of the modifier svob indicates that its head noun is not 

the subject (Tomson 1908a:239, 247) has been criticized by Krys'ko (1 994: 13-14), 

who clairns that the reflexive svoja in OESI did not express an unambiguous 

reference to the subject of the immediately relevant clause or sentence. 

Again, apart h m  this, it must be recognized that the OESl data analyzed here 

do not manifest this syntactic trend to any considerable extent. Nominative- 

accusative attestations can be amunted for sufficiently and wnsistentiy by the 

hierarchy of features already identified. 

Finally, strong support for subject-object disambiguation as an explanation for 

the N e  of genitive-accusative is provided by studies such as that of van Tiburg 

(1 988:6O 1) on the evolution of inanimate genitive-accusative in Serbo-Croatian. As 
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van Tilburg admits, it does not essentially differ h m  the earlier development of 

animate genitive-accusaiive forms. His particular point is that in both of these 

processes subject-ubject case syncretism was the motivating factor.49 

On the basis of the foregoing, one can f d y  conclude that the need to avoid 

confusion between subject and direct object was the main driving force in the rise of 

the genitive-acc~sative.~~ 

It is appropnate at this point to bring in the possessive constmctions in 

morphosyntactic variation considered in the k t  part of this study. As stated in 

Chapter Two (1)-(6), both denominative adjective and bare adnominal genitive in 

such constructions may refer to either subject or object - or rather to the agent or the 

patient of an a c t i ~ n . ~  This intersection in grammatical functions between genitive- 

49 Lépissier (1964: 132) agrees: "La condition déterminante qui a en-6 
l'extension du génitif-accusatif animé (le besoin, dans une phrase du type Pierre bat 
Paul, du savoir qui bat et qui est battu) se trouvait réalisée dans certain cas avec des 
inanimés." ('The detennining condition t h  initiated the spread of mimare genitive- 
oceusative (the need, in a sentence of the ppe Pierre beats Paul, tu know who beats 
and who is beaten) finds itselfrealized in certain cares with inaninzutes. 7 

Note the curious pronouncement of FNik (1 962: M), who suggests that the 
distinction between subject and object mse  in written language, because of the 
dficulty of reading texts without capitalkation, or even spaces between separate 
words. Thus, "it is not clear whether the genitive-accusative is a variety of primitive 
capitalization which accords some honour or distinction to proper animate nounsn. 
Although one should indeed be aware of alI the possible ramifications when dealing 
with written sources, Frink's remark appears poorly thought out. As conveyed 
above, the origin of nominative-accusative syncretism lies in a phonetic process. The 
need to redifferentiate subject and object wodd be fek in speech no less than in 
writing. Besides, subjects - proper nouns used in the nominative case - are not 
su bstituted b y genitive as a means of capitalization. 

si Fillmore (1968:8) speaks of the "neuualization of the nominative-accusative 
distinctionn in the geniti'vus subjectivus and genit iw ~ b j e ~ v u s .  
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accusative as the case of an object, and one of the possible rneanings expressed by 

the possessive constructions demands further attention. 

A postdate of this thesis is that distribution of denominative adjective versus 

bare adnominal genitive, on the one hand, and accusative case form, on the other, 

are both regulated by one hierarchy of features. It has been proposeci that the 

hierarchy of feahires, due to the nature of its wmponents, can also be termeci an 

agent/possessor hierarchy. The correlation between agent and possessor is based on 

features common for both semantic role~.~~ Agent/possessor is thus a linguistic 

gestalt comprised of those lexical, morphological, syntactic and referential features 

that are at the centre of the present discussion. (See Chapter Six for the more 

generd implications of this conclusion.) The proto typical subject is the prototypical 

agent of an action, which in its tum corresponds to a prototypical possessor. 

It is perhaps no coincidence that both phenornena in morphosyntactic variation 

are attested as cuntemporaneous. Subject-object ambiguity - the main factor in the 

N e  of genitive-accusative - may also have been involved, albeit indirectly, in the 

formation and distribution of denominative adjective as opposed to the bare genitive 

case of a noun. This ambiguity has been suggested as a contributing factor in the 

progressive increase in bare adnominal genitive attestations, to the point of the 

aimost wmplete disappearance of its alternative, the denominative adjective (Lomtev 

1956:456). The role of subject-object ambiguity in the cornpetition between the 

forms of attributive modifier has not yet been considered in conjunction with the rise 

of genitive-accusative. 

52 See Men (1964) for an interesting discussion of the conespondence between 
transitivity and possession, revealing common markers for the possessor in case of 
nouns and actor in case of verbs in various European languages. 
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Subject-object ambiguity, as a common factor in the long, historically- 

documented cornpetition between morphosyntactic alternatives in both sets of 

constnictions, provides additional justification for the unified treatment of these 

phenornena, as undertaken here. Such a juxtaposition is not oniy supportai by the 

fact that both sets of constructions are govemed by the sarne hierarchy of features, 

and that they both exhibit variation at the earliest stage of East Slavic Iiteracy - but 

also by the ernergence of genitive (formally also present in genitive-accusative) as 

the eventual victor in both competitions. 

Subject-object ambiguity is one of the most fundamental grammaticai 

distinctions manifesting the conceptual distinction betw een agent and patient of an 

action. With regard to Slavic, Jakubinskij (1953: 178) views the "intensive formation 

of subject-object structure of a sentence and its categories" as  the main syntactic 

trend detemining the grammatical system in the Common Slavic period. It is 

remarkable that, accordhg to Comrie (1976), in possessive constructions it is 

usually the object that is expressed by the genitive case, while the subject is 

expressed predominantly by a denominative adjective, all other conditions king 

equal.53 (This of course, concerns free variation - a phenomenon not yet attested in 

OES1 at the early stage under investigation in this thesis.) 

As was just mentioned, modem Russian, in wntrast to OES1, uses adnominal 

genitive as practicaily the only possibility for possessive constructions, and genitive- 

accusative as the ody case of direct objects of m d i n e  animate nouns of the 

declension with genitive in -a. This predominance of the genitive case (including 

genitive-accusative) can be explained by the typologically established correlation of 

this form with the object of an action. 

s3 See also Seiler (1983), for a discussion on subject and object marking in 
possessive constructions. 
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Departing briefiy from the nominal paradigm, it is illuminahg to wmpare the 

pattern of attestation for substantivized masculine singular adjectives or participles. 

Perfiaps the hierarchy of features can to some extent be applied to hem as weli, thus 

opening a new perspective on the issues discussed so far, especiaily in view of 

diachrooy . 
As Meillet (1897:137) noted long ago, masculine singular substantivued 

adjectives and participles are ody attestai in genitive-accusative. Here is an OESl 

example of such usage: 

(29) w 6.4 <a > x t w u o  H 3 w a  H mo a m  Henopowo u 6e3~106m 

'and having taken the blessed one, he stabbed him like a pure and 

harmless lamb' (L. of B. & G.,  14r.25) 

In contrast to the nominative-accusative of the cm-referential pronoun u 'hirn', and to 

the accusative of the neuter noun aauz 'lamb', with its modifiers H ~ ~ ~ O ~ H O  

'purelchaste' and 6e3/206wo 'harmless' king direct objets of the same verb, the 

substantivized adjective 6n < a > x 4 ~ a a a z o  'the blessed one' is used in genitive 

accusative. This cunsistency in attestations of substantivized adjectives and 

participies corresponds to their consistent adoption of the form of a genitive case 

modifier, as briefly mentioned in Chapter One. 

There is a major difference, though: it is simply morphologically impossible to 

form a denominative adjective from an already adjectival fom, while the exclusive 

ernployment of such forms in genitive-accusative does not reveal any morphological 

constraints. Therefore, the factors determinhg this distribution of the genitive- 

accusative must be other than just morphological. It is the feahire of defhteness that 

emerges as paramount in the use of the genitive-accusative in substantivized 

adjectival forms. As has been already established, definiteness played an important 

role in the evolution of genitive-accusative. Definiteness is usually the property of a 
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subject. So non-prototypical objects (because they are defuite) are used 

preferentially in the genitive-accusative - thus avoiding king mistaken for subjects. 

Since the hierarchy considered in ihis thesis is comprised of nouns, the above 

argument involving adjectival forms may be considered irrelevant. Nevertheles, it 

is perhaps not fortuitous that in both sets of constructiow substantivized adjectival 

forms are characterized by the use of genitive or genitive-accusative: that is, they 

are both in some way associated with the genitive case. 

The association of genitive in both adnominal and adverbal usage with the 

object of an action emerges as particularly Both intemal SIavic evidence 

and comparative shidies wnfirm the validity of this correlation. Czech, for exarnple, 

is characterized by a similar avoidance of denominative adjective as an object, 

employing a genitive of the noun instead: matlim ztrdta 'mother's (subject) loss' 

venus ztrdtu mat@ 'loss of mother (ob je~ t ) ' .~~  The same tendency is observed in 

the use of a possessive pronoun as opposed to genitive case of a personal pronoun: 

mi ztrdta ' your (subject) loss' versus tcriita febe 'the loss of you (object)' . Likewise, 

in Polish - which is known for its very limited denominative adjective usage - when 

an adjective is used, it is most readily interpreted as denoting the subject. 

A somewhat analogous phenornenon exists in English, where phrases of the 

kind the shooting of the hwirers tend to be understood by non-linguists as objective. 

Apparently, the of fom ("postposeci genitive", in Cornrie's terminology) is 

54 Zverkovskaja (1 964: ZM), discussing the adjective-forming suffix +n- (iowest on 
the suffix hierarchy), writes that this suffm 1'060~we~ T ~ K  crca3an, 061en~~b1e 
omomeruur: OCHOBZî O T  KOTOPOU o6pa3ye~cx ï ï p ~ ~ T e J I b H O e ,  BbIpaXaeT o6'beICT' 
nefim~m" ( 'denutes, so &O SV, objective relations: the stem ji-otn which the 
adjective is fonned erpresses the object of the action 3. 

55 These and the following examples are taken from Comrie (1 976: 188)' who also 
provides references to the original works dealing with the languages that manifest 
such phenornena. 
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identifid by speakers with the object of a transitive verb nominalization, while the 

'S form ("preposed genitive"), as in Shakespeeae's reading, is decodeci as a subject 

('the reading by Shakespeare', even though this is an unlikely interpretation for 

pragmatic reasons). It is interesthg in this comection that the English 's is believed 

to be formed predominantly (and until recently almost exclusively) from aaimate 

nouns.56 Moreover, as Vachek (1961:25) suggests, the 's form acts very much like 

an adjective which has gradually severed its ties with the nominal paradigm. (This 

echoes the controversy over the Slavic denorninative adjective and its possible 

membership in the nominal paradigm, as presented in Chapter Two.) 

Thus, one can generalize that in both sets of eariy Slavic constructions 

involving agentive nouns, genitive was the case compatible with object use typical of 

the patient, but not with subject use - while denorninative adjective was correlateci 

with the agent and thus the subject. This explains why the pmtotypical agent appeais 

also as the prototypical possessor. 

In Ivanov's words (1989: 1461, O C S  evidence indicates that constructions with 

the adnominal genitive case "gravitate towards" possessors denoted by a common 

noun, while the adjectivai modifier gravitates towards possessors denoted by a 

proper noun. This manifests the difierence in degree of prototypicality between 

proper and common personal nouns. 

The correlation of subject with denorninative adjective and object with genitive 

case in the distribution of bare genitive modifier venus denominative adjective 

suggests that such distribution may have been influenaxi by the sarne factoa as was 

genitive-accusative syncretism. This lends even more support to the univedty of 

the agent/possessor hierarchy . Since proper personal stems representing proto~ypical 

56 Ivanov (1989:215) also asserts that the division between constnictions with the 
preposition of and those formed by 's is wntroiied by the feature animate. 
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possessors predominantly formed individual personal adjectives, and ammon 

personal nouns tended to adopt the genitive case form only under definite reference, 

genitive case of personal nouns was not widely employed adnomindy amoug the 

most agentive nouns (Meillet 1987: 150). 

One can speculate, then, that genitive was available for adverbal use with this 

specific class of nouns. Researchen. stressing the decline in genitive direct objects 

(Klenin 1983 and 1987; Kqs'ko 1994), give no consideration to the unproductive 

bare genitive use in possessive cowtnictions among nouns high on the hierarchy. 

Thus, the distribution pattern in possessive constructions could have contributed to 

the new productivity of the genitive case and ultimately to the rise of the genitive- 

accusative. 



VARIATION IN THE ACCUSATIVE CASE FORM AND THE HIERARCHY OF 
FEATURES 

Observing that in OCS genitive-accusative is almost exclusively attested 

among masculine singular nouns denoting living beings (predominandy persans), 

most researchen are convinced that the process of substitution of the accusative case 

by genitive in the language began in the suigular of masculine proper personal 

nouns. The consistency of genitive-accusative attestations in proper personal nouns 

is remarkable. There is only one unambiguous OCS attestation of such a noun in the 

nominative-accusative, in Zographensis (David Huntley - personal communication): 

(1 ) Avraam Ir' esi vid& 
'have you seen Abraham' (Jn. 8.57) 

The fact that the proper noun Avraamb 'Abraham' in nominative-accusative is a 

direct object makes this a paNcularly rare attestation. 

Outside the canonid texts, Nekrasov (190557) lists one example from the 

Ostrotnir Gospel: 

(2) i obr2toSa M o n j ~  ie i os13 i mhzdemcb ~ ~ l b  

'and they found Mary and Joseph and the baby lying' (Luke 2.16) 

In OESI, genitive-accusative is also attested wnsistently in proper personal 

nouns. Most interesting are examples such as (27) in the previous chapter, where the 

l See Tomson (1 908a:239), Neloasov (1 905: S8), Kurylowicz (1962:249,250). 



accusative form of the pruper noun contras& with that of the cornmon noun. Two 

similar citations in (3) and (4) dso provide strong evidence for the conclusion that 

pmper personal nouns - the most productive source of genitive-accusative - are 

higher than any other nouns on the hierarchy: 

(3) a noura Bononmepb c Cu > m ceac fo~mra 

'and Volodirnir sent his son Roman' 

(4) B TO xe  n b T  < O > nocna Bonoa~~leps  c <br > m ctzm àpyzaru AMdpbi 

'and that very year Volodimer sent his other son Andrej' (- both h m  
Laur. Chron. 1 1 19, 2 97 (292)) 

This, of course, is not surprising. As has been emphasized, under nominative- 

accusative syncretism persona1 nouns representing prototypical agents (especialiy 

proper nouns, since they are also d e f ~ t e )  are the most susceptible to subject-object 

ambiguity. When the syncretic nominative-accusative form of such nouns was used, 

it was most likely to be interpreted as nominative - the case of a subject - due to the 

lexicai features characteristic of a prototypical agent bat are inherent in such 

nouns.2 Observe, for exarnple, how in (5) and (6) an elliptical clause depends 

entirely on the genitive-accusative of the proper noun - the direct object - in order to 

be properl y understood: 

* The hypothesis that genitive-accusative arose first in proper nouns undennines the 
assumption of analogicd influence h m  pronouns, as propos4 by Meillet. If one 
adheres to Meillet's original proposition about the catalytic role of a modifier (in the 
form of either a definite adjective or participle) in promothg this change among 
nouns, then one has to doubt that the fmt group of wuns to be affecteci by genitive- 
accusative would be proper personal nouns. As previously mentioned, these nouns 
are hardly ever rnodified. Of course, one might argue that the prevalence of 
genitive-accusative in proper personal nouns is not indicative of the original 
situation, but rather suggests the extreme productivity of such a substitution for this 
class of nouns. Still, there are more adequate ways to explain the pattern of 
attestation. Proper nouns are inherently definite; perhaps, then, it is not modification 
as much as the feature defiite that matters in the rise of genitive-accusative. 
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0y3bp10 nu CH m e  6pa~bua Moero Memmaaro rnb6a sso MOCH@ 
B ~ H u , ~ ~  

' s h d  1 see the face of my younger brother Gleb, as Joseph (saw) 
Benjamin' (L. of B. & G., 9r (1-2)) 
H cayMaBme nourama K A<a> B < a ~ > n y  MYXH C B O ~  CTOIIOJIR~ 

I~~TIIT~ BOJIOIWM~P% Opozocm H P d p a  ~ a ~ b r n  w Oner Topaora 
'and having made up their minds, they sent their men to David: 
Svjatopolk (sent) Putjata, Volodirner - Orogost and Ratibor, David and 
Oleg - Torëin' (Laur. Chron. 1100, 1 92 (274)) 

The pattern of attestation in OESl generally conf'oms to that of OCS. 

However, while in OCS there are practicaiiy no exceptions to the taking of genitive- 

accusative by proper nouns, the absolute number of attestations of such nouns in 

nominative-accusative in early OESl is far greater. Of course, in relative terms, their 

number is still srnail. This again confms the idea that OESl is more conservative in 

its use of genitive-accusative than OCS. 

These data have not been widely cited. According to Frink (1 962: 134), for 

example, "there are apparently no exceptionsn to proper noun genitive-accusative in 

the kmmtian Chroni~le.~ This is strikingly reminiscent of the reports on 

denominative adjectives and bare genitive case use, with their clairns of 

complementary distribution. Overlooking atypical attestations in this way appûars to 

stem from a prejudice against data that f d  to comply with invariant distribution 

3 One could argue that the fomi Beruawa might be alternatively interpreted as 
adnominal genitive 'of Benjamin', mowing  the head noun laap 'face'. 
Admittedly, some ambiguity is caused by the ellipsis in this sentence. 

4 See also Nekrasov (190557). 
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d e s .  Thus Krys'ko (199458) mmmeats on the "extreme difficulty of deducing any 

invariant meaning" in the patterns of attestati~n.~ 

On the ba is  of the OESl examples that will be cited in this chapter, one can 

organize noun categories into a hierarchy acmrding to their degree of prototypicality 

as agents and possessors: 

proper personal 

supernatural 

common mature 

common immature 

infants 

animals 

In what follows, the attestations wiU be examined in the direction from top to 

bottom of the agent/possessor hierarchy, according to the relative frequency of 

nominative-accusative venus genitive-accusative. The l e s  numerous (and thus 

atypical) attestations for each noun category will be focused on. Within each group, 

direct object position will be disthguished from that of the object of a prepsition. 

Other features relevant for the hierarchy wiU be cornmenteci upon: for example, 

lexical features (particulariy persona1 and mature) and morphological features such 

as declensional membership. Formation of individual personal adjectives h m  the 

Another extreme exists in accounting for previously negkcted data: they are cited 
as proof that existing explmations do not have a grain of tmth in them, and that a 
completely new alternative must therefore be provided (Krys'ko 1994). 
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noun stem or the attestation of the noun as a bare adnominal genitive (already dealt 

with in Chapters Two and Three) will aiso be considered. Referential definiteness, 

which still plays a signifcant role in OESl in the selection of a particular 

morphosyntactic alternative, will be discussed w hen relevant. 

While proper personal nouns are attested predorninantly in genitive-accusative, 

vacillations between the two possible accusative forms are found even among nouns 

which, on the basis of their lexical features and referentid definiteness, occupy the 

top of the agent/possessor hierarchy. Evidence for this is provideci in (7)-(10) below: 

spocnasa m e  Ha M a 3 o ~ ~ u a ~ b r  K no6bm e(sic.!) n m 3 a  WC% oy6n 

MOUCJICIB~ 

'and Jaroslav went against the Mazovians and conquered them and kilIed 

their prince Moislav' (Laur. Chron. 1074, 1 52v (155)) 
TaKonce u ce meHeMa m p à m  sw&m K H R ~ < ~ / R  > A/mcCZHOpa 

B03BPaTRCII K CBOMM'b 

'and this one too, by the narne of AndréjaS, having seen Prince 
Aleksandr, retumed to his people' (Suzd. Chron. 1 263, 1 1 68v (478)) 
H 06pLn RKO x e  npexe Kama m 6pa~ooy6nncr~o rop- T ~ K O  xe H 

C < 83 > morwmca IIO NCTW mopaaro K m  
'as before having found Cain, eager to commit the murder of his 
brother, so (he possessed) Svjatopolk - t d y  a second Cain' (L. of B. & 

G. ,  10s.15) 
kI3ncnasb nte nocnasa 6pa~a ceoero Pomcnaea or< a > SI oy Aero 

ropom1 o m * <  a > ki n o c a m r  acKoeasa npmene H Typo~baaro 
en< n > = <  go> na %ma c<ar > ~ a  xe  csoero 2Ipocma noCaAli 

Typo~L 
'and Izjaslav, having sent his brother Rostislav, seized the towns h m  
him again, and having chained the govemors, brought also the bishop of 
Turov Jakim, while he installed his son Jaroslav in Turov' (Law Chron. 
i 145,1104~) 

The proper personal nouns Mot~cm3zi 'Moislav' (7)' A/mc&pb 'Alexander' (a), 
C<efi>momm 'Svjatopolk' (9) and Xlpocmn 'Jaroslav' (10) are aü in the 



nominative-accusative. These attestations are exceptional for several reasons. FVst , 

the nouns are under verbal rection; this syntactic feature usually assigns a noun to a 

high position on the hierarchy. Second, three out of four nouns are used in 

apposition with genitive-accusative of a common noun, such as WR ~ n b  'their 

prince' (7) or c b m  csoezo ' his son' (1 0). It is also remarkable that both nouns knjm 

'prince' and s y m  'son' - here in genitive-accusative - are quite often attested in 

nominative-accusative.6 For this reason, the nominative-accusative of proper nouns 

used in apposition with the genitive-accusative of these common nouns appears 

especially striking. (Contrast (3) and (4) above.) Finaily, the nominative-accusative 

l@uc~mm 'Jamslav' (10) is used as a direct object in one sentence with other 

personai nouns (although it is not govemed by the same verb) in genitive-accusative. 

This includes proper nouns: 6pam cemo Pucrn1c/~agu 'his brother Rostislav' and 

Typosbc~cmo en < u > < KO > na f l m m  @Jakim, the bishop of Turov'. Because of al l  

these counte~dications , the nominative-accusatives in (71, (8) and (1 0) could 

almost be suspected as scribal errom7 Perhaps the nouns were misread by the scribe 

as subjects in the nominative - after all, each sentence has more than one verb. Other 

chronicles have genitive-accusatives in all of these instances. 

On the other hand, it is indicative that three of the proper nouns in question 

are native Slavic names (the exception is Aleksmd~o). This strongly suggests that the 

forms are genuine nominative-accusatives . Meillet (1 987: 1 7) mentions that genitive- 

accusative is consistently employed among all bormwed proper nouns in OCS. 

(Recall that the stems of bomwed proper nouns are at the same t h e  one of the 

The case of knjm in (8) is undecipherable because of its abbreviated form. 

7 Compare, for instance, the proper noun Bomhuepa 'Volodimer' in nominative 
instead of dative: 6< or>% anoxw B c<b>pAue m x M a  pycnrM<a> 
C<~a>ronom<y H B o d w e p b  'God put in the hearts of the Rusian princes 
Svjatopolk and Volodimer' (Laur. Chron. 1 103, 1 93v (277)) 
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most productive sources of the individual personai adjectives formed by the suf f ixes  

on the top of the suffur hierarchy, such as -ov (Chapter Two). 

The next pair of OES1 examples ( I l )  and (12) both wntain the borrowed 

proper noun A d m a  'Adam' in nominative-accusative: 

(1 1) ~b ~06bai  Adam 06~teriecr exe e m  X < pwcro > Ca 

'he took the image of the new Adam upon himself, who is Christ' (Laur. 
Chron. 969, (68) 1 20v) 

The nominative-accusative m Adam 'into Adam' in (11) can be explaineci by the 

presence of the syntactic feature correlated with it - narnely prepositional rection. 

In (12) the nominative-accusative of the same proper noun AoMca 'Adam' is 

again the object of a preposition (w 'onto'). It is for this reason placed lower on the 

hierarch y: 

(12) w ~a3noxw 6<or>a~aAoaMb c < b > m  w oycne Anma 
'and God sent sleep ont0 Adam, and Adam feu asleep' (Laur. Chron. 
984 (88) 1 29) 

There is nothing in OCS that these two examples correspond to, thus if they 

amse from the infiuence of Old Balkan Slavic texts, those texts must have been 

extremely conservative. 

Sirnilar usage is illustrated by (13)-(15). If  OCS infiuence might remotely arise 

as an issue regarding the attestations in (1 1) and (121, the following examples deal 

with East Siavic history, as opposed to the ecclesiastical subject matter of ( I l )  and 

(12), and thus may be safely considered as originally recordai by an East Slav: 

(13) BeneHa mui Bononapeea 3a y < a > p e ~  3a O m - b  
'Volodar's daughter was wed to the prince, to OleksiniiY (Laur. Chron. 
1104, 1 94v (280)) 



(1 4) nomeMa xeHy ero Bosry  ra m ceou Mans n C < BR > r w a m  
'we shaU wed his wife Olga to Our prince Md, and (take) Sjatodav' 
(Laur. Chron. 945, 1 15 (55)) 

(15) na n o w  3a m 3 b  H ~ L L I ~  ~ L Z  M m  
'and marry our prince, Mal' (Laur. Chron. 945, 1 15 (56)) 

The great number of nominative-accusative OESl attestations of proper 

personal nouns, especially those of native origin, besides hdicating their archaic 

status, reveals two principles on which the hierarchy of features is based. First is the 

relevance of multiple features for the morphosyntactic outcorne: despite the lexical 

features from the top of the hierarchy, a counteracting syntactic feature may be 

responsible for the form of a noun associateci with the opposite end of the scaIe.8 

Second, due to the multiple planes in the hierarchy, one can always fmd exceptional 

examples, however few, in any category of nouns. This confms the fuzzy character 

of the divisions between levels. 

Bemeker (1904:385) chooses to account for the attestations in (13)-(15) as 

being influenced by the lexicalized expression 'to get married to', which remains, as 

has been noted, one of the rare survivors of the nominative-accusative (modem 

Russian m u y x ) .  Ironically, there are not many attestations of this particular 

expression - only three, a l l  in Russkajja Pmvda. For example: 

(1 6) HO OTAamTb Eo 3a MOyJlCb 6 p ~ b 1 1  

'but her brothen arrange a rnarriage for her' (Russ. Pr. 95, 1 622) 

Certainly, there are abundant nominative-accusatives of other common 

personal nouns govemed by the preposition za, ail having to do with the idea of 

8 The use of  nominative-accusative with the preposition ui is particularly 
noteworthy, since this preposition can aiso take a genitive object (Vaillant 
l948: 190). 



(17) a m s n m i H a m " x o ' ~ e < n >  W ~ I T U ( O H ~ U Z ~ ~  

'and our princes wants (to marry) your phce'  (Laur. Chmn. 945.1 1% 

(56)) 
(1 8) na B WH& WH npiiay xz iaam KH% 

'so that 1 wili marry your prince with great honour' (Laur. Chron. 945,L 
1% (57)) 

(19) Benem n e p e ~ a s a  myw C< BR >TOIIOJW B Y r p ~  3a ~ 0 p o m t r . u ~  
'Peredslava, the daughter of S jatopolk, was taken to the Ugrians to (be 

wed to) the prince' (Laur. Chron. 1104, l94v (280)) 

However, the combination of the preposition za with the accusative case of the 

noun mub is attested elsewhere without the meaning 'to get marrieci', as the 

sentence in (20) shows: 

(20) KoTopbre p o y c m  N ~ W  naTmecmui nporiieoy cee npaBaar ~onsltrs 
Tor0 IIO%CTW 3û A L .  MûyX'b 

'and if a certain Rusian or a Latin says something against this law, that 
one is to be considered an evil man' (1 229 Tr., 100) 

Moreover, there are attestations of other nouns in nominative-accusative with this 

preposition that do not refer to marriage either: 

nana p o y ~ o y  3a iad9??te . . once 60ynoy  mon^ npH KOMO 6oy~oy nana 
rn 3 m e 9  

'1 vouched for my son-in-law that there w u  be people before whom 1 

will have vouched for my son-in-law' (BBL #53 1 ,  late 12th - early 13th 

ce) 

9 The substitution of -e for a in the form m 3 ~ m e  ' for my son-in-law' is 
orthographic. 
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Zaliznjak (1995144) observes that there are several possible meanings in the 

prepositional phrase ta + accusative. The meaning 'to get marrieci' is ody a 

specifc instance of the generd usage 'to corne under someone's protectiodinto 

someone's power', as exemplified in this citation from another birch bark letter: 

(22) KUTOpbIe XpeCTbm C bh0BZl npirmnli 3û m46k 
'those peasants from Ilov who came into your possession' (BBL #310, 
15th c.) 

Obviously, nominative-accusatives of personal proper and common nouns with 

za should be accounted for by the syntactic feature of prepositional rection. The 

idiomatic modem Russian expression m y x  is the result - and not the explanation - 

of OESl nominative-accusative usage. Finally, as Bemeker (1904:385) hirnself 

admits, there are many genitive-accusative attestations of personal nouns in the same 

syntactic environment, includllig those referring to mamage: 

(23) o w  xe per < e > raliepn c~oeu  xoqeruii nn rra Bonoàu~pa 
'and he said to his daughter, "Do you want (to marry) Volodimer?"' 

(Laur. Chron. 980, 1 23v (75)) 
(24) H KIOR Bononmepa m fûp2,q Aenrmy r[rù(epb Oce~esy BHYKY a Oners 

nos 3a c < bi > MZ Aeniary mepb rwpre~esy BH~ICY 

'and Volodimer marriedltook the daughter of Aepa, granddaughter of 

Osen', to Jurgi, and Oleg rnarried the daughter of Aepa, granddaughter 
of Girgen', to his son' (Laur. Chron. 1107,195 (283)) 

It is interesting that the preposition w, repeated in the Russian expression 

ebnlmu m w y x  XI 'to become rnarried to', takes genitive-accusaiive, in contrast to 

the lexicalized nominative-accusative w y x .  This not only attests to the early 

inseparable status of the preposition and the noun muQ 'husband' in this phrase, but 

also suggests that m m  'husband/man' may have a special iendency to take the fonn 
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of a nominative-accusative. Lndeed, even as a direct object this noun is frequently 

attested in nominative-accusative. All this indicates the need for an explanation of 

the nominative-accusative of personal nouns with the preposition ta different h m  

that proposed by Berneker, as well as an explanation for the pattern of attestation of 

the noun m& with or without this preposition. 

Comrnon personai nouns have the second highest rate of genitive-accusative 

attestations in OESI. However, as shown by the above examples, some of them 

frequentiy appear as nominative-accusatives. The ratio of nominative-accusative 

attestations varies, depending on inherent and variable features of the noun in 

question. Some wmmon nouns manifest roughiy equal distribution, verging on free 

variation, between the possible accusative forms. In common nouns characterized by 

the lexical feanire immature, nominative-accusative is achialiy stiU predomhant. 

Only a few common nouns denoting supernaturd beings are attested in 

nominative-accusative, the majority taking the form of genitive-accusative. Despite 

the uncertain degree of the lexical feature penonai in their stem, their referents are 

usually very definite. Thus, the noun gospodb 'Lord' refers exclusively to God, 

while another noun of the same stem - gospodim - has the more general meaning 

' master', as in (25): 

(25) axe 20cYtOàtm nepeo6unm woyna 

'if a master offends a hireling' (Russ. Pr. 59, 1 623v) 

This noun has one attestation in nominative-accusative: 

(26) oxe zocnoàioro HWXL ~ 3 0 ~  

'but if they fmd a master somewhere else' (Russ. Pr. 64, 1 624) 

The ambiguous reference of the noun bop 'God' has been discussed in Chapter 

Two. It was also stated that the s u f i  ai- of the adjective bo&p occupies a low 
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statu on the suffu hierarchy. The noun bogb has one attestation in nominative- 

accusative, though only as the object of a preposition: 

(27) HO m@mr mz 6 <oz > 6 

'but I rely on God' ((Laur. Chron. 1096, ! 89v (265)) 

Otherwise, genitive-accusative is the nom for this noun - attested also under 

prepositiond rection, as in (29): 

(28) xsann H cnaBx 6 < m >a 

'praising and glofiing God' (L. of Th., 65r.25) 
(29) mnb~,cxrra6<az>a 

'1 rely on God' (L. of Th., 50s.1) 

Under Christianity, the noun boga closely approaches proper nouns in its high 

degree of defiteness, since its referent is in most cases unique. However, the 

cornmon noun kutnini 'idol' - a pagan deity - is also only attested as genitive- 

accusative: 

(30) IIOCïaBH KyMuptZ HaAL ~ ~ K o H I  &JIXOBOML 

'he put the id01 above the Volxov river' ((Laur. Chron. 980, 1 25v (79)) 

Pagan deities referred to by proper nouns (some containing the noun bogs as 

part of the compound), regularly take the form of genitive-accusative. For example: 

(31) w nocram Kywipbr ~a xomy BF& Dopa TepeMHâro 17epywr npeema 
. . . w Xbpca&a3f~bb<or>a aCrnpüo<w>a H C M M Q P W ~  H Mono= 
'and he put the idols on the hiu outside the palace court: wooden Perm 
and Xors, D a h g  and Stribog and Simargl and MokoS' (Laur. Chron. 
980, 1 25 (79)) 

Evidently, the members of the pantheon were not many, and so each had a 

proper name. Perhaps for this reason the noun kwnim could be considered relatively 
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definite, which may explain its attestation as genitive-accusative. It should be 

mentioned that there are no attestations in the texts under examination of 

denominative adjectives formed from the stem of this noun. 

Simiiar to bop, the noun d m  'Spirit' is attested as such ody under 

prepositional rection: 

(32) ~kpyio BO enmoro 6 <or > a O <n> rra scenepxmexn . . . H llsucb~ 
eàpy~o 8a enmoro 6 < or > a O < ~b > ua HepoxeEfa w sa eruaroro caraa 
poxeaa BO e h  c < BA > m m  O < y > m wcxol[rnqe (sic.') 
'1 believe in one God the Alrnighty Father and again 1 believe in one 
God the Father not born (of a human) and in one Son bom, in one Holy 
Spirit proceeding' (Laur. Chron. 988, i  38v (1 12)) 

On the other hand, genitive-accusative is aiso attested dong with nominative- 

accusative, both govemed by the preposition vo: 

(33) o < n > m  60 ITL C < L I > W  AH m O < y > ~ o  npecrynae M c < b ~ > t r a  

BO o < n > u a  H s d<y>xa  H n < y > x a  nw w c<br>w nH 

o<rb>ILb 

'for the Father does noi enter into the Son or the (Holy) Spirit, nor the 
Son into the Father and the Spirit, nor the Spirit into the Son or the 
Father' (Laur. Chron. 987, 139 (1 12)) 

The citation in (33) is particularly interesthg because of the variation in the 

accusative form of all three nouns: d m  'spirit', atm 'father' and syna 'son'. The 

use of genitive-accusative as the object of a preposition is indicative of the advanceci 

stage in its spread. This, and the fact that the passage deals with the issue of the 

consubsiantiality of the Trinity, strongiy suggest its B a b  Slavic origin. Again, 

OCS is more innovative than OESl in its employment of genitive-accusative. 

Therefore, wmmon personal nouns (including those denoting hi@-status 

supernaturd beings) with a high degree of referential definiteness are attested in 
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nominative-accusaiive only exceptionaiiy, thus occupyiog quite an elevated position 

on the hierarchy. The noun otbca 'father' can be found in nominative-accusative only 

as the abject of a preposition, as cited in (33). Although neither of the adjectives 

oidb or o ~ m  'father's' are individual personal adjectives, ma, being a Iànship 

tenn, cm be definite from the context due to its deictic nature. This fact is perhaps 

partially responsible for its regular genitive-accusative attestations. Besides, an even 

higher degree of definteness is present in this noun when it refen to God the 

Faîher. 10 However, this particular reference at the same tirne compromises the 

feature personal - since divuiity is not perceived as human. 

Common persona1 nouns characterized by a relatively high degree of the 

lexical feature mature may still be attested in nominative-accusative: 

(34) TO npwmcm eMoy &m 
'then he is to bring a witness' (Russ. Pr. 29, 1 6 UV) 

The noun &m 'witness' (34) has random, and thus indefinite reference, which 

may influence the choice of the accusative form. 

Nevertheless, genitive-accusative is much more typical for common nouns, for 

example: 

(35) RKO IR < e > 6 n y ~ ~ ~ m  w pa360tmma H ~ i m a p f i  nomnoma ecH 
'as he has had mercy on a prostitute and a robber and a iaxman' (Laur. 
Chron. 1096,180 (245) 

l0 David Huntley (personal communication) points out the following citation from 
Supradiensis: o b e h  bo O < ra > cs iw bop 'for they have a common father God' 
(84.18). 
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It is interesthg that nouns originally belonging to the declension with genitive 

in -i are also quite consistently attested in genitive-accusative. There is one 

nominative-accusative, attested as direct object: 

(36) a 6one xe  w e  zocm 
'and even more honor a guest' (Laur. Chron. 1096,I 80v (246)) 

The noun i a a  'son-in-Iaw', attested twice in nominative-accusative only as 

the object of a preposition, has been aiready cited in (21) above. There are no such 

attestations of this noun under verbal rection, where genitive-accusative is the only 

(37)  BO^ c ~06010 N Pprrecnaixi 3 m  cmero 
' bringing with him also his son-in-law , B jaEeslav' (Suzd. Chron. 1 127, 

1 99 (298)) 
(38) noma 3,qmq CBOWO B o m m n d e p ~ o ~ w i a  

'he caught his son-in-law VolodimerkoviE' (Sud. Chron. 1 156, 1 1 16 

(347) 1 

Genitive-accusative is also obligatory for two other nouns formerly of the 

declension with genitive in 4, tah 'thief and asfi  'father-in-law': 

K O T O ~ ~ I W  poycmm HJIH naTmecnIW H M ~ T ~   man^ T L M ~  eMoy 

CBOZI BWLX 

'any Rusian or Latin who catches a thief - he is to do as he pleases with 
that one' (1 229 Tr., 66) 
TO II0  BaPBB HCKâTEi B% ~06L mamR JlIO60 MaTHTH IIpOAaXeIO 

'then one is to look for a thief among his own people, from one witness 
to the other, or he is to pay a fine' (Russ. Pr. 69, 70, 1621) 
M B ~ I I U I ~ L  w C < BII > TOIIOJIIG mm cBOero B epara 



'and Svjatopok took hùn as his father-in-law and enerny' (Laur. Chron. 

1096, 1 77 (232))il 

The cornmon noun syna 'son' (etymologicaüy of the declension with genitive 

in -u), in contrast to those above with predominant genitive-accusative, manifests a 

greater number of nominative-accusatives. Besides its unstable declensional 

membership, another morphological feature is lacking in this noun. As was pointai 

out in Chapter Three, the stem of this noun does not fonn a denominative adjective. 

The ratio of genitive- to nominative-accusative attestations of this noun in OCS is 

afTected by the feature rnat~re (Huntley 1 993: 136-1 37). In OES1, this conclusion 

does not seem to hold. Most nominative-accusative attestations denote an aduit, 

aithough sorne such attestations are found with reference to Uifants: 

(42) sbrnasb e M y  Cm cBOU tul p y d  Mropa 6blc-m 60 &~eccb -MW 
'having given his son Igor d o  his arms, for he was very small' (Laur. 
Chron. 879, 1 8 (22)) 

Contrast, however, genitive-accusative denoting an Uifant son in (43) and (44): 

(43) HO o6aw md5me O-ra c < br > MZ c~oero C < ss > rocnasa 
but still Olga loved her son Svjatoslav' (Laur. Chron. 955, 1 19 (64)) 

(44) a ce p e m  Monamecs 3a c < b~ > ru . . . ~ o p -  c<ar > JUZ cmro  
AO ~yncbcrsa ero 
'and having said that, she prayed for her son . . . nurturing her son until 
his corning of age' (Laur. Chron. 955, 1 19 (64)) 

Two nominative-accusatives denoting an adult son have been quoted already in (3) 

and (4). There are others as w e k  

11 Two attestations of a possibly younger genitive-accusative have been cited in 
Chapter Four (17). 



m o  Hosyropony ~ ~ I T H  C < BR > TOIIOJIYK) H I I o c a r n H  C <of >Ho CBOH B 

H e m  a Bonomepy nocamn c < bi  >mi c m w  B B o n o m e p ~  

'that Novgorod is to belong to Svjatopolk, and to install his son in it, 

and Volodimer is to install his son in (the town of) Volodimer' (Laur. 

Chron. 1102, 193 (275)) 
peKyrqe naw m M < a >  c a r > =  cmn a C<ss>~ocna~a He 

xoqeM<b> li noma K HEP<%> c < ~ L > H ~  CBOW 

'saying, "Give us your son, we don? want Svjatoslavw; and he sent his 
son to hem' (Sud. Chron. 1 140,i 102v (308) 
a C ~ C H O  TH . . . BOCOJIH 
'and your son . . . send' (BBL #719, late 12th - early 13th c.) 

Nominative-accusative is attested under prepositional rection - two in (33) above, 

and in the folIowing: 

(48) RKO nase xpe6nn c < 6 ~  > ~b  BOU 

'if the lot fdls on your son' (Laur. Chron. 983'1 26v (82)) 

Still, genitive-accusative of syna predominates, attested under prepositional 

rection as weii. A degree of free variation is also observable. For example: 

ptma eMoy enau c<bi>mz csoezo . . . OH xe pere m e  cyrb 6 < 0 > 3 ~  

TO enmoro CO& n o c m  6ora na w ~ y n  c < br > m ,mm 

'they said to him, "Give us your sonn . . . but he said, "if they are 
Gods, they will send one God and take my son" (Laur. Chron. 983, 1 
26v (83) 
Ha C<6f>Ha eBO 

'against his son' (BBL #496, 15th c.) 

Interestingly, all the nominative-accusatives in (45) and (46) are modifieci by 

the possessive reflexive pronoun svo& 'one's own'. As mentioned in Chapter Four, 

some researchers have postulated that this syntactic feature inhibits employment of 
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genitive-accusaiive. This set of examples (as weU as those with the noun nu& 'man' 

listed in (83)-(89), (92) and (93) below) seem supportive of such a conclusion. 

Compare, however, the genitive-accusatives in (431, (44) and (49), as weii as (102)- 

(106). Imtead of cons ide~g this a syntactic feature, one might suggest that it is a 

means of making the head noun more definite. Thus the need to express definitenes 

through the use of genitive-accusative itself might be reduced. Nevertheless, some 

altemate attestations are clearly in free variation. 

Therefore, nouns whose morphological features previously differed h m  the 

declension with genitive in -a tend to manifest more vacillation in their accusative 

form. In addition, some nouns such as sym 'son' may be sensitive to the lexical 

feature mature. 

As suggested earlier with respect to bare adnominal genitive attestations of the 

noun b r a ~  'brother' (Chapter Three), its morphosyntactic form may also be 

uifluenced by the feature mature. This noun also has some nominative-accusative 

attestations, including one as the object of a preposition, as in (54): 

(5 1) reMy eca d m  6 p a T  < a > ceou 

'why have you blinded your brother' (Laur. Chron. 1097,188~ (263)) 
(52) a mudi IIYCTH 6paT<a> rn 

'and now let rny brother go' (Laur. Chron. 1097, 1 90, (267)) 

(53) a ~ 3 . a  Ta ecdna a m  6pamo co6L 
'and I treated you like rny brother' (BBL #752, late I l  th - early 12th c.) 

(54) no un^ KU 6pam c8m 
'go against your brother' (Laur. Chron. 975, 2 23 (74)) 

Meillet (1897:45) points out that Marianus is the only OCS manuscript that 

has isolated examples of the nominative-accusative bratro 'brother'. The major@ of 

OESl attestations (especially with the noun as direct object) are also genitive- 

accusative, for instance: 



(55) TO na CbTBoPH BamO MOlO W Bb3BPaTN 6- CBOeïO Ha CTOJI'b 

'then do as 1 WU and return your brother to power' (L. of Th., 606.9) 
(56) TO ~ C T K T W  Opa-roy 6pama 

'then a brother is to avenge a brother' (Russ. Pr. 1, 1 615v) 

Genitive-accusative is dso widely attested with a preposition: 

(57) moroy BHHOY n v i o c ~  M 6 p ~ u r  c m r o  
'putting much blame on his brother' (L. of Th. 5913.19) 

(58) T O ~ M H  60 6& n spara pa-rna rirbwm nu 6pama csoero 
'for so much had the devil ignited him with wrath against his brother' (L 

of Th. 606.16) 

The noun knjm 'prince' has a oumber of nominative-accusative attestations. 

This word is a Germanic bormwing, and thus may be not completely assimilated by 

OES1. "Foreign origin cm ovemde aU other factors, u n d  its potency is diluted by 

tirne and familiarity" (Janda 1996:342). Besides, it is very ofien used in apposition 

with proper nouns. The denominative adjective knj& 'prince's' is attested as 

indeclinable (Borkovskij 1949: 285; Frolova l963:49), to the extent of sometimes 

forming a compound, as in the following place narne: 

(59) no m y  na K'.0ocT0~ 
' to the village at KnjaZeostrov' (BBL #324, early 14th c. ) 

Nominative-accusative of k n t ~ t b  is attested in direct object position: 

(60) a B ~ C K O P M ~ H  ecnm c06L ML- a TM ecw mens oT ~ a c b  

'and we have nurtured a prince for ourselves, and you have left us' 

(Laur. Chron., 1 102 1 93) 
(6 1) a npHnrua ra93b ceoa Kbme 

'and The Kievans received their prince' (Laur. Chron. 1069, 1 58v) 
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It is more frequently attested as nominative-accusative under prepositional rection 

(see more examples with the preposition za in (14), (151, (17) and (1 8) above): 

(62) erna me no~~mmyn,cs~  m~ibxsixyrs pom-ar~ M KHIU~ 

rn < aron > iome 
'and when they got h n k ,  they would begin to grumble at the prince, 
saying' (Laur. Chron. 996, 143v (126)) 

Genitive-accusative Ü still more cornmon for this noun, both as a direct object 

and an object of a preposition. For example: 

(63) H mw,q m a  oy6iana Tyrop~am 
'and they killed their prince Tugorkan' (Lm. Chron. 1096,177 (232)) 

(64) ~ n & m  xe mfi cBoero 

'and having seen their prince' (Suzd. Chron. 1 149, 1 1 O8 (324)) 
(65) axe B 6onpLxa n m  B npyxm& TO 3a ~7~93s sa-a He Haen 

'and if a noble or a warrior, his inheritance is not passed on to the 
prince' (Russ. Pr. 91, 1 621v) 

Two common nouns - tm& 'man/husband' and fe[ovZko 'man, person' - 

manifest greater variation in their accusative form. The less frequently attested noun 

Eeiovéka is synonymous with tnuib in one of its meanings, namely 'man'. %th also 

have the connotation 'someone's subject', suggesting that the degree of the lexical 

feature mature may be somewhat lower. This wuld to a certain extent be responsible 

for the frequent nominative-accusative attestations of these nouns. Note that di the 

examples in (66)-(69) below corne from birch bark letters and most are of a rather 

late date - 14th- 15th century: 

(66) npmnocnonmeq<e>n<o>e<f  >m 
'send, O master, a man' (BBL #17, early 15th c.) 

(67) K ~ K O  npnne CS rpaMoTa T ~ K O  npimrrÿr MH ~ m 6 m  m ntepe& 
'when this letter arrives, send me a man on a horse' (BBL #43, 15th c.) 



(68) a npo ceu 4emmo mr ero He 3u1e~o 

'and about this man - we do not know him' (BBL #36, Pskov, 13th c.) 
(69) a (sic!) ~IOCJIH CBOH u o m m  

'and now send your man' (BBL #167, late 14th c.) 

The nominative-accusatives in (66), (67) and (69) are certainly indefinite - they refer 

to a random individual. In generai, contrary to the overall pattern in O B I ,  the 

number of genitive-accusatives in birch bark letters is smailer than that of 

nominative-accusatives. They both appear to be used with random reference: 

(70) a HN nOcna ecn yomgm na r p a ~ o ~ o y  

'and you have not sent us a man with the letter' (BBL #99, 14th c.) 
(71) H na - cmpnoro r<e>r<o>8<6>m 

'and give us a quiet man' (BBL #370, 14th c.) 

Since the attestations in (66)-(69) are of a later date, and the since the pattern of 

attestation of nominative- and genitive-accusative in birch bark letten is opposite to 

that found in texts of other types, these nominative-accusatives are particularly 

indicative of the archaic state of OESI. On the other hand, since both forms seem to 

be employed with the same type of reference, this can also indicate the beginning of 

a state of free variation in O S 1  at that tirne. 

Besides the examples in birch bark letters, nominative-accusative of Celoveka is 

completely unattested in the corpus under study. Outside of this corpus, there is one 

such example in the part of the Laurention Chronicle reconsmicted h m  the R@vil 

Chronicle, but ody under prepositional rection: 

(72) naRTnHa2xopa6mno 12 rpwse~aw q<e>n<o>e<6>m 
'to give for two ships 12 grivnas per person' (Laur. Chron. 907, 1 15 

(30)) 



Therefore, with the exception of birch bark letters, the typical fonn for EeIovè5ko 

'man' to adopt is that of the genitive-accusative. This includes attestations under 

prepositional rection. For example: 

(73) BHmCTa 60 IIpaBblbHa C O m  Y ~ I ~ o B ~ K ~ Z  6 < O > nuls 
'they saw the man of God king just' (L. of Th. 586.4-5) 

(74) HO nommrb 66 ~<e>/r<o>a<6>rca 
'but they put thoughts in a man' (Laur. Chron. 107 1, 1 60 (1 78) 

(75) axe po3mhae~ CS 1 m ~ 3 à  Mz c6mo s Ce > n <O > 6 < 6 > KQ 
'if a prince becornes angry at his man' (1229 Tr., 26) 

An especiaily good illustration of referential definiteness as the feature 

promoting genitive-accusative is provided by passages dealing with the fmt man 

Adam. In this case Eelovth 'man' is highly d e f ~ t e ,  due to its unique referent: 

(76) c r ~ o p w  E<or>b u < e > n C o > ~ < 6 > m  
'God created man' (Laur. Chron. 1071, 1 59v (176)) 

(77) KoMY B H ~ M ~ C T B O P Z ~ T N ~ < ~ > A < O > B < ~ > K ~  

'which one is to create man in it' (Laur. Chron. 107 1, 1 5% (177)) 

(78) w crBopn msmona u < e > r < o > t r < 6 > ~  
'and the Devil created man' (Laur. Chron. 1071, 1 59v (177)) 

As regards in& 'man', Janda (1996:353) terms it "a questionable *u-stem 

noun". l2 Altematively, Ekmeker (1 904:38l) notes, following Meillet (1 897: 53-54), 

that this noun used to belong to the declension with genitive in -i. Whatever the 

prehistoric rnorphological features of this noun may have k e n ,  it seems that some 

uncertainty is present in its declensional membenhip. This, one hypothesizes, might 

predispose rn& to take its frequent nominative-accusative form. 

l2  Incidentdy, her list of such nouns also includes d m  'Spirit'. 
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The noun has two possible meanings: 'husband' and 'prince's man'. The 

difference between these senses is underLineci by the existence of the two 

denominative adjectives fonned from the stem of this noun. When it denotes 

'husband', the corresponding adjective is m&m 'husband's', as  in (79): 

(79) a 3amra ew ~ y m  He EZIAO~L 
'and she doesn't need the inheritance of her husband' (Russ. Pr. 94, 1 
622v) 

In contrast, when the stem denotes 'man', it foms the adjective muZbskz 'men's, 

masculine' (it is interesting that the suffix osk- is lower on the hierarchy than ah-): 

(80) xceabr B H H ~  iX -b > . . . M Y ~ K : ~ C ~ B L P  &na ~ e o p s i n  
'women there do mens' things' (Laur. Chron., I 5v (1 6)) 

The variation in the accusafve case fonn has also been explaineci by this 

difference in rneaning (Frink 1962:135), which ultimately relates to the difference in 

referential defuiiteness. Because of its subject matter, the Chronicle deais more 

frequently with men than with husbands; thus it is hard to substantiate such 

comparisons. 

Genitive-accusative is not limited to references to husbands, although it is 

consistentiy attested with such reference when the noun is a direct object, for 

(8 1) CHU€! il.iJOf@ T B O e ï O  y6wxom 
'10, we killed your husband' (Laur. Chron. 945, 2 15 (56)) 

(82) ~b rpaa nnexe oy6ncre ~ y x a  M o e r o  
'in the town where you killed my husband' (Laur. Chron. 945, 2 15v 

(57)) 
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Contrast, however, nominative-accusative attestations of muZb as 'husband' under 

prepositiod rection, exemplified in (1 6). 

Nominative-accusative of the wun mu&, when it s tands  for 'man' in general, 

is widely attested in sources of different types (83)-(94), both under verbal and 

prepositional rection ((20) above): 

a ce ru xoqoy noHe ~ o y n w f i  H nmm  MO^ mcaam 
'and 1 want, having bought a horse and having put a prince's man (on 
it)' (BBL #1W, laie 1 lth - early 12th c.) 
sbrnycrir TM CBOK ~ y m  a II CBOW Aa csi 6opera 
'you let out your man and 1 mine, so that they will wrestle' (Laur. 
Chron. 992, 1 42v (122)) 
n nocanir ~ y a a  c ~ d i  

'and he appointed his man' (Laur. Chron. 882, 1 8 (23)) 
H n o c a n w  M Y X ~  CBOW 

'and he appointed his man' (Laur. Chron. 882, 1 8 (23)) 
npaxama ZTe~eHIiss u ceow ~ y m  ~ ~ W B ~ A O I I I ~  

'and the PeEenegs amved and brought theû man' (Laur. Chron. 992, 1 
42v (1 22)) 
na x e  6b1 MeHe A < a> B< N >AS 11010~1yman-b na 6b1" <I > nocniuni 
~ y x b  CBOH K Bononmepy ~ o p o ~ m c f l  
'if ody  David had Listened to me, if he had sent his man to Volodimer 
so that he returned' (Laur. Chron. 1097, 1 89 (265)) 
kisacnam x e  . . . nocna ~ y x b  CBOW 

'and Izjaslav sent his man' (Laur. Chron. 1051, 1 54v (159)) 
~r MOJIBM eMy r a ~ o  once x o 4 e m  nocJraTki s y m  CBOH 

'and Say thus to hirn, "If you want to send your man"' (Laur. Chron. 
1097, 1 89v (265)) 
oT MY3tCb IïplurnH 

'we received a man from Andrej' (BBL #724, 12th c.) 
HaPaArne xe ~ y m  
'and send a man' (BBL #160, 12th c.) 
na 6b1x < a > nocnam ~ y m  CBOM 



'so that he wouid send his man' (Laur. Chron. 1096, 1 89 (265)) 

(94) oxe xorqemw nocnam MY- CBOH 

'if you wish to send your man' (Laur. Chron. 1096,189~ (265)) 

Birch bark letters have no fom attesteci other than nominative-accusative, 

recalling the predilection of the noun teZovPka for this fom in such sources. as 

demonstrated above. 

Genitive-accusatives of muib are still slightly more numerous than nominative- 

(95) axe KTO oy6ne-n muma Moyxa BI. pa360~ 
'if someone kills a prince's man in a robbery ' (Russ. Pr. 1 , I 6 15) )  

(96) axa 0y66e~b MOYB Moyxa 
'if a man kilïs a man' (Russ. Pr. 1,1615~) 

(97) snu mmen ~oynra  Moyxa 

'or a man pushes a man' (Russ. Pr. 3 1'1 617v) 
(98) M m a  % w i ~ ~ o ~ n ' l a  Omroea m y 3 ~ : a  

'Ivanko & i i n o v i ~ ,  Oleg's man' (Russ. Pr. 53, 1 620~)) 

(99) axe XOJïOIïb OyAapMTb C B O ~ O J I J H ~  Moyxa 
'if a slave hits a free man' (Russ. Pr. 65, i 624) 

(100) TO HaribHlune h i b ~ L ~ n  Moyxa KI c m  

'then they would begin to think that she was a man' (L. of Th., 286.22) 
(101) samm.me 60 m y x a  np<b>n<o>n<o>6b~a  w npaBb&bm c o p  

ero 

'for they saw the man to be reverend and righteous' (L. of Th., 59a.6) 
(102) H cb ~ l t ~ a  y ~ ~ a  Moyxa llamem~ 

'and with him the clever man Pantelej' (1229 Tr., 4) 
(103) npncna POMW myIK<a > csoer < O > K eenmco~y JCH < SI > 310 

'Roman sent his man to the grand prince' (Suzd. Chron. 1204, 1 245 

(420) 1 
( 1 0 4 ) ~   ara K lmM<%> CnaTn mR38 A < a > ~ < b ~ > a a  Myp@fcxaro H 

Mmama Ehpacoema Myxa csoero 

'and he was about to send to them Prince David of Murom and his man 
Mixail BorisoviE' (Suzd. Chron. 1207, 1 146 (431)) 



(1 05) II noua pa awM < a > ~ y x a  cmero M w x a ~ ~ ~ a  50pwcosma 

'and he sent his man Mixail BorisoviE to hem' ((Suzd. Chron. 1207, 1 
146 (431)) 

(1 06) noaa  Moyjrca cm' < O > Mmama Eop~co~ulia 
'he sent his man Mixail BorisovE' (Sud. Chron. 1 204, 1 245 (420)) 

(107) noua . . . ceoero EpeMb~ ïn .L€bsm 

'sent his man Jeremej GleboviE' (Suzd. Chroa. 1228, 1 155v (450) 

As has been proposai in Chapter Four, genitive-accusatives such as those in 

(96)' (97) and (99) are the obvious result of subject-object ambiguity. The same 

fom in (98)' (1 01). (102) and (104)-(107) may be caused by definite reference, 

which tends to promote genitive-accusative. However, those in (93,  (1 00) and (1 03) 

have random reference. It could be said that the accusative form of the noun mutb is 

approaching a state of free variation. It could also be said that muZb 'man', judging 

from its pattern of attestations, stands very close to the middle point of the 

hierarchy, leaning slightly towards genitive-accusative. 

The following examples in (108)-(110) support the placement of oommon 

nouns lacking the lexical feature mature lower on the hiemrchy, as codirrned by 

their nominative-accusative attestations in OES1: 

(1 08) M < a > TH xe Moncbeaa oy60~srrnic < SI > cero ry6ne~brr 
mmdmap monru N B ~ a p a 6 b ~ m  

'but Moses's mother, having feared this murder, having taken the infant, 
put it into the basket' (Laur. Chron. 984, 130v (94)) 

The noun nepsewzp 'firstbom' in (109) refers to an animal infant; so it might 

not be wnsidered an equally weighty example of the type of usage exemplified in 

(1 08) with human reference. However, this noun is morphologically masculine, and 

is attested in nominative-accusative in OCS with reference to a human baby. 



(109) A m  xe npmece OT m e a b  tt4pmm.p 

'and Abel bmught the firstborn of the lambs' (Laur. Chron. 984, 1 29v 

(89)) 

As explained in Chapter Three, the fact that some masculine personal nouns 

denoting children have neuter doublets may be an additional morphological 

constraint against the formation of an individual personal adjective. The masculine 

noun den's& (attested as bare genitive modifier - see Chapter Three) is also found in 

nominative-accusative: 

(1 1 O) x e ~ a  06ll~lacfi p o u  6e3s ozibm 

'a woman gave birth to a child with no eyes' (Laur. Chron., 1065 1 55v 

( 1 65)) 

However, it also appears as genitive-accusative. Note that both attestations in (1 11) 

and (1 12) have definite reference: 

(1 1 1) ponwc-ra x e  6n < a > xeHaro d & m p  cero 

'and they had this blessed child' (L. of Th., 27a.26-27) 
(1 12) nposeyrepa xe B & B ~  d 6 m p  

'and the presbyter, having seen the child' (L. of Th., 27a.32) 

Analogical influence from a neuter counterpart, correiated with the iexicd 

feature inanimate, must have further delayed acquisition of genitive-aaxisative by 

the noun onub 'boylservant'. Being almost the only common noun coosistently 

attested in the fom of a bare genitive adnominaily (as shown in Chapter Three), it 

also readily adopts the form of a nominative-accusative.13 It is interesthg that 

13 This noun is only attested in genitive-accusative in OCS (David Huntley - 
personal communication). 
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Zaliznjak (1995:645) lis& the noun otroka as king used in birch bark letiers only 

with the rneaning 'servant'. 

(1 13) 6mne 1 ~ b  MOYB memm MH~O&I% m e  6b rpa- Bbnneropo& 
cri HM& ompom 
'there was a man by the name of Mironeg who was a citizen in 
VySegorod; this one had a servant' (L. of B. & G., NB. 19) 

(1 14) a 6 0 y ~ e ~ b  noca- He n en ana ero TO noEfiaeme eMoy nomw y 
Hero ompo~b 
'and it happens that the governor did not know this; then, having told 
hirn, one is to take a guardkervant from him' (Russ. Pr. 114,1627) 

(1 15) =O n w a X  < 5 > o m p m  CBOH B nerepy 
'as I sent my servanhy  to PeEera' (Lam. Citron. 1096, 1 85a centre 

(234)) 

It is especially valuable to f i d  attestations of this noun exclusively in 

nominative-accusative in birch bark letters from diverse regions of Rus': 

(1 16) u n  TW He Aam, a np~cram m ED, ompo<K>b 
'and if he doesn't give (it) to you, assign a guard to him' (BBL #15, 
Staraja Russa, 12th c.) 

(1 17) anw w o  eceMo srnomTa, a soc on^ ompom 
'and if I am guilty of something, send a guard' (BBL #644, early 12th 

c- 1 

The noun paroboh 'boyfservant' , like otroh, is dso attested in nominative- 

accusative. 

(1 18) npwrunme MH napo00~0 Sopana ~ J I H  Yny 
'send me a servant: Boran or Uda' (BBL #124, late 14th c.) 

However, there are a few genitive-accusative attestations of the noun otroka - 

al1 with definite reference: 



(1 19) ompmca fi T ~ K O M ~  c b M e p e m r H  

'having seen the boy in such humility' (L. of Th., 306.4-5) 
(120) ca m a  ~Hqàm réoprws oHoro ompo~a c < BR >Taro Eop~ca xo- 

c-b m a  H HOC RI^^ csbfq~o 
'having seen Georgij with hem - that servant of Saint Boris - wallring 
with them and carrying a candle' (L. of B. & G., 19r. 13) 

(1 21) w npwcaa Bonomepa ompoKa c~oero E m ~ a  
'and Volodimem sent his servantfguard Bjandjuk' (Laur. Chron. 1095, 1 
75v (228)) 

The noun paroboh may also have one attestation as genitive-accusative. Due 

to the incompletenes of the document, the form - or even the noun itself - is 

questionable. nie genitive-accusative may be deduced h m  the case of the modifier, 

and thus c m o t  be taken for granted. It would be an especially notable attestation, 

since the noun is under prepositional rection: 

(1 22) XCOHKY TY nana 3a caoero . . . nap (sic!) 

'and 1 wed that woman to my servant (BBL #402, 15th c.) 

The noun otroh is attested twice in genitive-accusative, even under prepositional 

rection: 

(123) He 3pHTe Ha mUByM HN Ha O??'lNKQ 

'do not rely upon either a butler or a servant' (Laur. Chron. 1096, 1 80v 

(246)) 
(124) M e . i e m  xpe6an MZ ompoKa a d i ~ w m o  m Hero xe maen roro 

3apenceM.b 
'(let us) cast lots for the boy and the girl, and we shall sacrifice the one 
who is chosen' (Laur. Chron. 983, 126v (82)) 

Other common nouns attested liberally in nominative-accusative may be 

grouped together with those denoting children on the basis of the lack of the feahire 



mature - except in a social, not a physical sense. Nouns such as fi- 'a court 

official' (125) and corn 'envoy' (126), also attesteci in nominative-accusative, may 

not appear to connote a Iower bureaucratie r d  in absolute terms. However, such 

connotation is revealed in relation to nouns denoting high-status individuals (127). 

(1 25) a nocrroy < a > TR ~ 6 b r n m  

'and 1 s h d  send a court official to you' (BBL #421, eariy 12th c.) 

(126) H ïïOCJïa K HeMy ~ ~ C T H C J I ~ B ' ~  Cod3 CBOH N 3  Homropo~a 

'and Mstislav sent his envoy h m  Novgorod to him' (Laur. Chron. 
1096, i 86 (237)) 

The nominative-accusative cma 'envoy' and genitive-accusative 

< e > n < ~ > ~ ~ < y > n a  'bishop', us& side by side as direct objects of the same 

verb, illustrate the morphosyntactic contrast between high- and low-rank individuals: 

(127) nocnam COJB cson n < e > n < u > C ~ <  y > m  
'having sent your envoy and the bishop' (Laur. Chron. 1096,184 (254)) 

It is interesting that the relative frequency of nominative-accusative in common 

nouns is especially high in Russkaja Pravdiz. Being a native source maximally 

removed from external influence, this document, Iike the birch bark lettea, provides 

good support for the claim of the consemative stahis of OESl in its genitive- 

accusative usage. However, the abundance of nominative-accusative attestations 

arnong common penonal nouns in Russkaja Pravda should dso be attributed to the 

lexical feature mature, underlying important distinctions between nouns denoting 

individuals with various degree of social independence.14 This lexical peculiarity is 

due to the legal nature of the text. 



Several OESl nouns denoting 'servant, slave' appear especiaüy frequently in 

nominative-accusative, for example feladim 'slave': 

(128) axe n o  nomaen u e m h  cBon yKpweHb, a nomen n, TO OHOMY 

B ~ C T H  H IIO KO-rn w no ~ p e ~ b a r o  caona; ~IOSTH xe 4 e m W  ~a 

' i ~ ~  Mkr0; a OHOMY AaTH NIIIe, CiTb H l I e T b  il0 KOHe-O 

csona, a TO e m  He cnon, He n3L pew: He B&& oy mro e c ~ b  

K O y n w I b ,  H% IïO X3bIKOy W H  A 0  KOHW Zt E,& 6 0 y ~ e ~ b  KOHeYHkLH Ta'-, 
TO omm+ B O ~ O T K T ~  r(emz0lara; a c B o a  nomen 
'and if someone spots his stolen slave and takes him, then the other one 
shall lead him according to the money until the third confrontation; and 
he shall take another slave instead of (his) slave; and give that (stolen) 
one to that person so that he goes to the last confrontation, for it is not 

cattle; one cannot say "1 don? know where 1 bought him", but awording 
to the testimony he shaü go until the end, and where there is the actud 

thief he shall retum the slave and receive back his own' (Russ. Pr. 38, 1 
61th) 

( 1  29) n ceou vem- nom15 

'then one is to take his own slave' (Russ. Pr. 32 ,1617~)  

Example (1 28), with its alternathg nominative- and genitive-accusatives, presents 

evidence for the influence of the referential feature d e f ~ t e .  Two slaves are 

involved: the penon's slave that was stolen, and the slave temporarily replacing the 

B m n T e m H o r o  npeme Bcero y cyrrrecrswremmm, 0 6 o 3 ~ a ~ 1 q m  
counarra~o n o m o n p a B m r x  He meeT non coGoR OCHOB~LHE~A H IimxeTcs IIO 
cyrnecny symrap~ecoulionor~qecKofi. " ( 'Judging fron the Man& rheory of 
languuge, one cannot link the rise of the genitive fonn for accusutive usage and the 
preservation of the accusan've fom hollz0ny11u)us with nomrmrnative in Russian with the 
Social biogroPhy of the people - the speakérs of this langage. A commonty uccepted 
poinr of view on the rise of the genirive-occusative first of ail in nowu deMing 
sociulIy free Nldividuuls does not have any basis, and is in essence wlgar- 
sociological. ') See also Krys'ko (1 994: 26-35). 

l5 Krys'ko (1994:94) disregards such attestations as nominative objects of the 
infinitive. Clearly, this approach is artif~cial, especially since there are identical 
attestations with a Fuiite verb or even without a verb. 



stden one. The fmt the,  both are in the nominative-amsative. The second time 

ody one of them is rnentioned, and the noun is in the genitive-accusative. 

Consequently, the presence of the feature definite warrants a higher position for the 

noun, even though it is othenvise low on the hierarchy, due to its lexical feahires. 

(Note that the stem of this noun is unattested as forming a denominative adjective.) 

The higher position is manifested by the use of the genitive-accusative, as opposed 

to nominative-accusative. 

The OES1 manuscripts examined in this thesis do not have any attestations of 

the OCS noun m66 (although the same stem is present in the ferninine counterpart 

roba 'a slave woman'). Instead, there is the native xolops, which is more cornmon 

in nominative-accusative: 

(130) axe n o  nepemsen wm . Y O J W ~  

'and the one who catches someone else's slave' (Russ. Pr. 1 13, 1 626v) 
(13 1) axe KTO He 8ea811 wncb XO~fotTo oycpmen 

'if sorneone not knowing it encounters someone else's slave' Wuss. Pr. 
115, 1627) 

(132) axe mo K p e H e n  wom xo~wnb He ~ g a s  TO nepsoMoy rocnomoy 

'if sorneone buys someone else's slave without knowing it, then the first 
master shall take the slave and the other one shall take money' (Russ. 
Pr. 118, 1627) 

Although a denominative adjective xoloptgb 'of a slave' ((17) Chapter Two) is 

attested in Russkajn Pravda, it is not an individual personal adjective. 

Nominative-accusative of such nouns is even more frequent as the object of a 

p reposi tion: 

(133) anoxe oycruomer io  e m  npexe 2 m o n o d  3a uemùwro 
'as has been established before - 2 pieces of (expensive) cloth for a 
servant' (Laur. Chron., 912 1 12v (49)) 



(134) a 3a mym 3a O ~ ~ ~ E S I H  H 3a ~onronwr TO 80 rpmm 
'and for a domestic servant and a stable-man - 80 grivnas' (Russ. R. 12, 

i 616v) 

(1 35) a m c~4pduu xonona 5 r p m m  
'and for a peasant slave - 5 grivnas' (Russ. Pr. 16, 17, 1 61 6v) 

(136) 342 XOJW~O OypOKa 3annaTEïTH HnW 3a ~ 0 6 0 ~  

'for a slave one is to pay a fine, or for a female slave' (Russ. Pr. 89, 1 
621v) 

(137) TO n r ü i ~ i r r w  eMoy 3a xo~wno 5 rpallemi 
'then he is to pay for a slave 5 grïvnas' (Russ. Pr. 11 3, [ 626v) 

The stem of the noun xolop forms a denominative adjective with the s u f i  aj-, low 

on the suff i  hierarchy: 

(1 38) no xommu pew 

'according to the word of a slave' (Russ. Pr. 85, 1 625v) 

Attestations of genitive-accusative among nouns denoting sociaiIy unfree 

individuals, although less numerous, are also found: 

(1 39) axe KTO cmero xo~lona c a ~ s  A O C O W ~ C P  

'if someone finds his slave himself (Russ. Pr. 1 14, 1 626v) 
(1 40) axe ICTO I I O Y C T ~  xomm rn  TOP^ 

'if someone pub a slave for sale' (Russ. Pr. 11 7,1627) 
(1 41) axe r o c n o m  nepeo6nnm 3aKoyna 

'if a master (seriously) offends a hireling' (Russ. Pr. 59, 1623v) 

(142) nponacn nw rocnoam moyna 06bm 

'if a master sells a hireling into slavery9 (Russ. Pr. 61, 1 623v) 

(1 43) axe rocnonmm 6be-n moyna npo &IO 

'if a master bats a hireling for a reason' (Russ. Pr. 62, 1 623v) 
(144) axe 02- MO- 

'if someone tortures a domestic' (Russ. Pr. 78, 1 624v) 
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The degree of the lexical feature mature seems to correspond to the relative 

frequency of genitive-acnisatke attestations of these nouns, the majore of which 

denote individuals with a higher degree of social status. A hireling (zakup (141)- 

(143)) is more socially independent than a slave (xolop (139) and (140)). (The 

citation in (142) explicitly c o n f i s  this idea, since it deals with the question of 

s e h g  a hireiing into slavery.) Clear'y, as the degree of individual freedom varies, 

the behaviour of the noun may Vary accordingly, all other factors being equal. The 

noun ZCLkUp is attested exclusively as genitive-accusative, even as the object of a 

preposition (145), while this form is rather an exception for xolop. 

Only two such nouns - zakup and ti(v)una 'servant' - are attesteci in genitive- 

accusative as the object of a preposition. The noun ti(v)um (146), the referent of 

which may be socially low in absolute terms, is still higher on the hierarchy than 

xolopb 'slave' (unattested as genitive-accusative under prepositional rection): 

(145) a B M& TRxe no Hoyxe cnoxms wcoynu 
'and in a small litigation, according to need, a hireling shall be taken (as 

a witness)' (Russ. Pr. 66, 2 621) 

(146) TO no HOYXW CJIOXKTU ~n 6 0 ~ p m a z o  muoy~a 

'then out of necessity it should be entrusted to the servant of a noble' 

(Russ. Pr. 66, 1621) 

The scarcity of genitive-accusatives in common nouns such as those just 

discussed is good p m f  of the viability of the hierarchy of features. The lexical 

feature mature highly predisposes a noun towards nominative-accusative. Referential 

definiteness as a highly ranked feature promotes genitiye-accusative even in these 

nouns, as shown in (128). Conversely, the genitive-accusative of these nouns is very 

limited under prepositional rection, since this syntactic feature is a further 

disincentive for the emplo y ment of genitive-accusative. 



The certain degree of free variation madested by some examples confirms the 

postulate invoduced at the outset of this dissertation - namely the absence of strict 

divisions between various levels of the hierarchy. 

Moving on h m  personal nouns, it should be stated that among nouns 

denoting the male of an animal species, genitive-accusative is quite scarce, the nom 

being nominative-accusative. Still, the number of genitive-accusative attestations is 

greater than has been believed: ci 

(147) so38em o w  CBOH xara B H ~ T H  V e m  Hmom H B H ~   oc^ C T O R ~ ~  

m çrryem I&XL 
'he looked up, wanting to see Father Superior Nikon, and saw an ass 

standing in the Father Superior's place' (Laur. Chron. 1074, 1 64v (191)) 

(148) ~ e 6 e  pann oyMepnrsReMa ecm ~a cb A < e > HI, ~~&rirmmt MX =O 

oebm Ha cbEdiAb'7 

'for your sake 1 am being slaughtered on this day; they took me as a 

lamb for food' (L. of B. & G. 126.6) 

(149) meAs n sopo~a H npmece eMy npeno B C ~ M H  nompbr 
'having gone, he caught the raven and brought it before a l l  the cooks' 
(Laur. Chron 1074, 166) 

(1 50) panywracr nyKasaro 3 m  nonpasma 
'rejoice, having trampleci on the cunning serpent' (Laur. Chron. 1015, 1 
47 (138) 

The last two citations above have a definite reference: vorono 'raven' is rnentioned 

previously in the text, while mib 'serpent' refers to the Devil. 

l6 For example, Unbegaun (1935227-228) clairns that "en dehors des noms de 
personnes, le génitif-accusatif n'existe pas au XVI sikcle" ('ourside personal m s ,  
geninve-accusarive does not d s t  in the 16th century 3. Klenin (1 983: 95) also misses 
many genitive-accusative attestations. Contmt Krys'ko (1 994: 13). 

l7 AS David Huntley points out (personal communication), this is a paraphraseci 
quotation from the Psalter (43.23.): "wnéni& ny Pko omce na &lemje: 'they 
thought us to be lambs for slaughter'. Interestingiy, the noun O- is in the plural. 



The foilowing genitive-accusative attestations are quite numemus, and have to 

do with the noun kom or its synonyms: 

(151) n aico xe oy~bnbn H cbBparm KUW npHbxa ha 

'and after having learnt (about it) and having tumed his home he came to 

them' (L. of Th., 60r.14) 

(152) OH xe  He Mora m a  wmy-r~ OYBOPOTH KOKR m p m o  
'but he, unable to pass by them, tumed his horse to the right' (Laur. 
Chron. 1147, 1 105v (317)) 

(153) w no~opo~w KOM Mcrwcnam c npy-oo cmem or crpam ceoero 
'and Mstislav tumed his horse, together with his army, away h m  his 
uncle' (Laur. Chron. 1 154, 1 1 14v (343)) 

(154) n o m ~  Moero yclrrya18 uop~ir  ente- O B C ~ M ~  

'take my rom horse, feed it oats every &y' (BBL #266, early 14th c.) 

(155) y m ~ b  KOU I I O ~ ~ ~ H  

'they remgnized a home I have' (BBL #305, late 14th - early 15th c.) 

(156) naire ~ o w m  40 BHAOMHPRB~~ pbuw 
'give me a horse until we hear from Vidomir' (BBL #579, 14th c.) 

Charactenstically, genitive-accusative of animal nouns is unattested until a late date - 

in birch bark lettea - once agah confirming the idea of OESl wnservatism in the 

usage of this fom. Overall, nominative-accusaiive is much more mmmon for 

animal nouns (including kom), for example: 

(157) Ha TOMS UTO ecH K O H ~  1103ana y HL- 
'in that you recognize the home that the Geman had' (BBL #25, late 
24th c.) 

(158) nponame nonoebrw KOM 

'sell the sandy horse' @BL #160, 12th c.) 

This is the effect of coknn 'e; the noun is t a h  'a man horse' . 



It has been observed that kum in the preposibod phrase na kom has resisted 

the acquisition of genitive-accusative for a particularly long time. Uabegaun 

(1 935: 228) treats gc6cmu ~a ~ o m  as a cliché meanhg 'to go to war' . ' 9  This recalls 

Bemeker's argument involving the expression idn' 'to marry', as discussed in 

the fvst  part of this chapter. However, in this case as weil, a better explanafion is 

available, which does not depend on the aileged idiomatic nature of these 

expressions. Both nouns are under prepositional rection, and are thus, according to 

the hierarchy, more iikely to be attesteci in nominative-accusative. 

Some researchers distinguish between two groups of anirnds - domestic and 

wild - claiming that this distinction is revealed by the pattern of attestations m s t  

1992). Based on the relatively numerous genitive-accusative attestations of the noun 

kom 'horse', one can certainly support such a conclusion. 

It is most significant that ali the genitive-accusatives of nouns denoting animals 

cited above are direct objects of transitive verbs. This is one of the reasons for their 

higher placement on the hierarchy. DefAteness also plays a role in promoting 

genitive-accusative in sorne of these instances. The P r h a r y  Chronicie presents a 

particularly colourful contrast in the accusative forms of the noun 6 m  'bd'. niese 

can be accounted for by the feature definite: 

(159) w ~ a ~ & 3 0 m  6 b m  8enraca w cmem w no& p a 3 ~ l p a x ~ m u  661~0 

~03nontwm Ha rn x e d a  ropma w 6bm nymwma H no6Lxe 6bma 

MHMO H K ~ O X B ~ T U  6om p ~ o m  3â 60m 

'and they found a large and strong bull, and he ordered to irritate the 

bull; they put hot irons on it and let the bull go, and the buIi ran by him, 

19 Borkovskij (1949:374) also notes that this set-phrase consistently occurs in OESI 
charters with the wun in nominative-accusarive. Accordhg to ternyx (1954), 
writers in the 18th and even 19th century use this expression with nominative 
accusative. 



and he grabbed the b d  with his hand by its side' (Laur. Chron. 989, 1 
42v (123)) 

This is t d y  a textbook example of the ciifference between indefiite nominative- 

accusative (6mzi) and definite genitive-accusative (6bm). 

It is possible at this point to summarize the discussion of the pattern of 

attestation among the various groups of nouns in question. Both nouns occupying the 

top of the hierarchy and those at the bottom manifest strong tendencies towards a 

particular morphosyntactic form. Yet both poles have instances of usage more 

associateci with the opposite end. Even the extreme poles of the hierarchy have 

a t y p i d  attestations, such as nominative-accusative for proper nouw and genitive- 

accusative for nouns denoting animals. In the majority of cases, such usage rnay be 

explained by means of the arrangement of some of the relevant features into a 

hierarchy. As far as the middle-positioned nouns are concemed, considerable 

variation between genitive- and nominative-accusative has been documented. 

However, in many cases a particular form is clearly sensitive to the wmbination of 

features represented by the hierarchy. 

The occurrence of nominative-accusative gradudy increases in frequency 

down the hierarchy, occasionaUy attesteci in highly individuated nouns denoting 

supernaturd beings. It reaches a nearly equal ratio in the midde, represented by 

cornmon mature nouns. Common personal nouns not firmly established in their 

declensional membership also show an increase in accusative form variation. The 

frequency of nominative-accusative increases even more in nouns denoting socially 

unequal individuals a d o r  children, due to the gradually diminishing degree of the 

lexical feahires mature - and even more so, if many of the features corresponding to 
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the bottom of the hierarchy correlate. As has k e n  pointed out, there are only two 

attestations of genitive-accusative of the noun otroko 'boy' under prepositiod 

rection ((123) and (1 Di)), and there are none among noms denoting male animals. 

Variation in the foms of aU the nouns (with the exception of proper nouns which 

are inherently definite) is clearly dependent on referential defuiieness. 

Therefore, despite the obvious tendencies observeci in the distribution of 

genitive- versus nominative-accusative, there are no distinct divisions between 

separate stages of the hierarchy. 

There are obvious comelations in the patterns of attestation of the nouns on the 

hierarchy between denominative adjective versus bare adnominal genitive case, on 

the one hand, and nominative- versus genitive-accusative, on the other. Again, 

proper nouns stand out in both sets of oonstructions, as having very little variation in 

their morphosyntactic form. Clearly, the numerous parallels in the distribution of 

genitive-accusative and denorninative adjectives are best summarized by the 

hierarchy of features introduced in Chapter One. 

EvidentIy, the lexical, morphological and referential features at play in 

denominative adjective usage are also involved in genitive-accusative. The syntactic 

feature of prepositional versus verbal rection also participates in the selection of 

genitive-accusative or nominative-accusative. It is thus obliquely correlated with the 

bare adnominal genitive modifier in a correspondhg possessive construction. 

The situation in OES1, as documented by the texts examined in this thesis, is 

indicative of the mechanism of language production- AU the features comprising the 

hierarchy are simultaneously available to the speaker, who has a multitude of factors 

to take into account when deciding on the choice of a certain form. The linguistic 

features comprise a hierarchy relevant for certain phenornena in the language at the 

tirne. Lexical features, being permanently correlated with the noun in question, play 



the rnost important d e  in its assignation to the hierarchy. These features determine 

to a great extent the prototypicality of a noun as an agent and possessor. Solid 

support for this hypothesis is provided by studies on human cognition and its 

linguistic expression, as outlined in general terms in the next and fuial chapter. 

Referentid definteness is ofien wrrelated with lexical features, and may tbus 

also be inherent in a noun. When it is not, it promotes a certain morphosyntactic 

form. Common nouns closer to the bottom of the hierarchy adopt the form of a bare 

genitive modifier, as weil as that of the genitive-accusative when def~te.20 

Morphologid features of the noun may change over time - thus affecting its 

position on the hierarchy. The relevance of syntactic features sirnilarly varies with 

the historical stage of development, and is particdarly transparent in the selection of 

the accusative case form. As the genitive-accusative spread, direct object status 

became increasingly l e s  salient as a favouring factor. The diachronie aspect of the 

phenomena under examination is closely related to the hierarchy of features. 

The hierarchy, as a static representation of factors controllhg morphosyntactic 

variation in OESl, helps at the same tune to explain the dynamics and possible 

causes of a historical change involvïng two concurrent and related processes: 

substitution of denominative adjective by adnominal genitive case, and substitution 

20 It could be added in passing that the variety of linguistic means expressing 
defuùteness provides one of the best examples of the lack of separate layers in a 
language. Jakubinskij (1 953 : 21 2-2 13) calls definiteness a "lexico-syntacticn notion, 
arguing against it being taken as a mere quality of above-mentionednessn. 
(Ironically, the author has had exactly this interpretation anributecl to him. See, for 
example, Borkovskij , ed. (1 968:54-55)). Besides inherent lexical definiteness, 
referential definteness can du> be expressed by morphological means (such as 
various adjective-forming suffixes, or long endings of adjectives). Morphosyntactic 
variation dependhg on defiteness has been described in the present thesis. 
Syntactically, defiteness cm be expressed by word order (Pospelov 1970). 
Phonetically, it is expressed by intonation. 
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of nominative-accusative by genitive-accusative in masculine singular animate nouns 

of the declension with genitive in -a. 



PRINCIPLES OF LINGUISTIC CATEGORIZATION 
AS REFLECTED IN THE HIERARCHICAL ORGANIZATION OF OESL DATA 

Having concluded the examination of OESl morphosyntactic variation, its 

trends and implications for linguistics in general, it is appropriate to broaden the 

outlook on the phenornena in question by bringing in the results of some linguistic 

analyses that in important ways match those achieved in the present thesis. 

A major related approach is that of cognitive grammar, which is based on 

research in psychology. The study of human categorization is of principal 

importance to linguistics, because "most symbols do not designate things or 

individuals in the world - most of our words and concepts designate categories" 

(Lakoff 1987:xiii). The great majority of cognitive studies deal with languages that 

have classifier systems. Such work is believed capable of chaiienging "some of the 

most entrenched notions of the field of linguistics, notions of what language is made 

of and how it functions" (Craig 1986:9). According to Dixon (1968:113), in 

classifier languages nouns sometimu may not simply form a set, but be rather 

hiemrchically ordered. He provides an example of Dravidian languages with two 

noun classes - rational and kational. 

Linguistic categories are conceived as structurai radially, forming a n ~ r k  

with a prototype at the centre, while "membership in a category is determined by 

perceived resemblance to typical instances" (Langacker 1990: 59). The findings of 

this thesis strongly support this conception of linguistic organization. The noun 

classes it examines form a network around the prototypical agenilpossessor. The 
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agent/possessor hierarchy is a visual representation of such a network, with the top 

assigned to the most prototypical agents/possessors, which in this study correspond 

to proper nouns. Such an assignation is largely motivateci by the lexical and 

referential features of these nouns. 

The idea of a classification based on prototypes constitutes a long-overdue 

depamire from traditional objecûvist, or set-theoretical, accouots of categorization. 

According to these theories of cognition (stili dominant in the views of mainsiream 

linguists), objects in the outside world are grouped into distinct classes depending on 

their inherent (objective) properties. The d e  of the categorizer - the human mind - 
is not considered important, let alone decisive. 

The alternatives to such theories start h m  different assumptions, confifineci 

by discoveries in cognitive psychology. For example, it appears most Likely that 

outside objects are grouped into categories accordhg to a perceived "family 

resemblancen, which hinges on "the idea that members of a category may be related 

to one another without all memben having any properties in cornmon that define the 

category " . l 
As has k e n  repeatedly dernonstrated in this thesis, the notion of prototype 

represents a better-founded alternative to that of invariant meaning, insofar as 

linguistic organization is concemed. Prototype effects are revealed by the absence of 

exclusive combinability among adjective-forming suffixes and particular kinds of 

nominal stems. They are also evident in the violation of the deged complementary 

distribution between bare adnominal genitive and denominative adjective, as weU as 

the pattern of attestation of the accusative case form. The closer a noun is to the 

prototype, the more likely it is to adopt the genitive-accusative, and also the form of 

On categorization, see in particular Lakoff (1987). 
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an individual personal adjective if used as an unmodifieci modifier. Tendencies 

regdating morphosyntactic variation are best observed in prototypical instances. 

Prototypes tend to be identified with certain properties. Thus, the lexical 

features penonal, proper and mature are profoundly integrated into the concept of 

the prototypical agentlpossessor, as is inherent definiteness. Membership in the 

declension with genitive in -4 is dso a feature wnnected with the prototype. (Recall 

the issue of the transition of masculine personal nouns from other declensions.) 

However, non-prototypical members of a category which lack several or many of 

these properties need not be disregarded, or treated as exceptions. Based on their 

"family resemblance" , they are still members of the same network. Animal nouns at 

the bottorn of the hierarchy, lacking many or even most of the relevant lexical, 

referential and morphological features, may stiU be used in genitive-accusative, and 

thus belong to one class with masculine personal nouns. This, of course, is 

confmed by the testimony of history: in modem Russian alI of the noun types 

included in the agent/possessor hierarchy behave in the same way, and no longer 

exhibit the kind of morphosyntactic variation exarnuied in this thesis. 

As is evident frorn the examination of OESl data, nouns used non- 

prototypically are usually marked. Genitive-accusative of proper personal nouns is 

marked because such nouns are more closely identifieci with agents and not patients, 

and - by extension - with objects of a transitive verb. This is in contrast to the 

nominative-accusative of inanimate nouns used as direct objects. 

The idea of prototype effects is not entire1y new in linguistics The extensively 

developed markedness theory has long been concemed with problems of assymetry 

in related linguistic categones2 One member of an opposition always appears 

2 For a comprehensive review of markedness thwry see Andersen (1989). 
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psycholopidy more basic (unmarkeci/"more natural") than the other, thus 

representing a prototype. Prototype is a relevant concept for natural morphology - a 

branch of preference theories, which concem themselves with questions of 

markedness.3 Mayerthaler (1987:29-30) writes th& the forma1 mode1 for the 

linguistic prototype cornes from mathematics - from catastrophe theory.4 According 

to natural morphology, catastrophe theory fin& its linguistic application in the 

explanation of various diachronie phenornena such as paradigrnatic Ieveling or 

lexical restructu~g. (Such a parallel appears valid for any type of language 

change.) Although the search for exact analogues between language and formal logic 

rnay appear in itself problematic, and though this approach usuaily falls short in its 

attempt to offer adequate explanations in the domain of hguistics, the resemblance 

between catastrophe theory and certain natural phewmena is unrnistakable. This 

similarity is most sviking in the field of the evolution of biological species, which is 

in its tum reflected in the so-called 'folk classification' of plants and animals. 

The idea that biological metaphors may shed light onto linguistic processes can 

be illustrated by introducing another important principle of cognition, narnely that of 

basic levels. Basic level coincides with the middle category in a hierarchy such as 

this one from Lakoff (1987:46): 

superordina te: 

basic level: 

subordinate: 

animal furnittire 

dog chair 

retriever rocker 

3 On preference theones and their possible application beyond phonology see 
Vennemann (1 983). 

4 This theory amunts for discontinuities ("catastrophes") in otherwise srnooth 
systems, and oontrasts, in essence, with set-theoretical classifications. See the 
appendix in Mayerthaler (198755-57) for an expianation of catastrophe theory in 
basic tenns. 



Basic levels emerge as the easiest for the human brain to perceive, operate 

with, and remember. Prototypes are found on the basic level. The presence of a 

mental (although not necesdy visual) image is a major factor differentiating the 

basic level from other levels. Objects on this level are grouped together not as a 

result of thek inherent properties, but because of "interactional pmpertiesw, 

manifesteci in the ways people and objects relate to one another (Lakoff 198751). 

Basic level categorization is associateci with gestalt perception - "the perception 

of overall shape" (Lakoff 1987:36). The whole is simpler to perceive than its parts. 

This psychological tendency wuld be explaineci by the fact that - as Mayerthaler 

(1987:40,45) remarks - the "human sensonum . . . is characterized by the 

dominance of the visual channel", and that "gestalt properties are evolutionary prior 

to analytic properties" . 
The operation of basic level categorization is particularly evident in folk 

classifications of biological species, which show a strikingly close match with those 

established scientifidy. Ebbrova (1990:96) observes that there is a certain lacuna 

in the structure of Russian scientifc botanid temiinology, having to do with the 

fact that there are no names for berries on the level of genus which would 

correspond to their Latin equivdents. AU existing Russian terrns belong to the level 

of the species: 

'Almost al1 wrds  in -ik(a) denoting berries fruicrion in scienrific botMical 
nomenclature not as Russian equivalenrs of a Latin generic rem, but as names of a 
species. ' 
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Such a situation is prompted by the "MO-IM ~ 0 3 p [ e i i c ~ ~ ~ i e ~  ~ I ~ B I W ~  

'6brro~ooii c ~ c r e ~ a n a r ~ ' "  ("the powerful influence of ancient traditions of 'folk 

taxonomy'"). Identical situations in many other languages, some of which are as of 

yet unexposed to scientific classification, presuppose the dominance of basic level 

categorization - which is precisely represented by the names of biological species, as 

opposed to genera. 

Lakoff (1987:36) explains that the classification of biological species has to do 

not only with the cognitive abilities of humans, but also with natural phenornena 

themselves. The dominance of the basic Ievel in folk classification reflects the actual 

evolution of species. These are primarily defined by the criterion of their ability to 

interbreed. In the course of evolution, a species changes considerably. But it is ody 

at the moment when a specific mutation renders interbreeding between evolving 

branches of a species impossible that one can speak of a new taxonomie category. 

This situation is certainly reminiscent of catastrophe tiieory, as well as of the process 

of language change. Working graduall y and imperceptibly , evolution ends by 

producing some striking discontinuity. For example, there is no doubt that genitive- 

accusative syncretism did not occur overnight. 

Two divergent species WU stiU belong to the same genus, and may retain the 

same o v e d  shape. On the basis of this perceptual similarity, the species are still 

classified as one kind. This accounts for the genus level that dominates in folk 

biology, since "divisions at the basic level . . . correspond to very striking 

dismntinuities in nature". Thus, "the categories of the mind fit discontinuities in the 

world at the level of genus." 

See examples of the same phenornenon in Lakoff (1987). 
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The incremental character of the agent/possessor hierarchy (and its multiple 

representations), as proposeci in this dissertation, does indeed reflect the same 

phenomenon of continuity engendering disco ntinuity . The difference between 

members of the network reflected in the agentlpossessor hierarchy is most striking at 

the poles (representing, as it were, different species), while in the middle it is 

M c u l t  to draw borders between levels, and patterns of attestation appear to be in 

free variation. Moreover, personal proper nouns and animal nouns M e r  in many of 

their inherent features, yet from time to t h e  this difference may be blurred (or 

altogether canceued) due to other variable features. Thus both groups tend to adopt 

the fo rm of nominative-accusative more frequently under prepositional rection. It 

has been shown in numerous instances that both poles c m  exhibit the pattern of 

attestation primarily associated with the other end. 

At the outset of the process of diachronie change manifesteci by the 

morphosyntactic variation of the earliest OESI sources, the two poles of the 

hierarchy were quite different; but they eventually evolved into one and the same 

category of animacy in Russian. Conversely, the evolution of other linguistic 

categories may result in emergence of a different "species" . Thus, the categories of 

noun and adjective are believed by many linguists to have shared a common ongin. 

(Chapter Two) The fact that the sarne features appear to prornote opposite resdts at 

different stages of language history (such as definiteness, which inhibits the use of 

genitive instead of accusative under negation in modem Russian) is better 

undentood in the context of the ongoing evolution of Ianguage, akin to that of 

natu ral species. 

Upon doser consideration, language, folk taxonomy and mathematical t h e o h  

may not be so different afier all - they are ail products of the human mind, 

attempting to reflect the outside world. Admittedly, the aversion to overly fomal 



theones felt by many linguists nowadays has been caused by decades of dominating 

views about algorithic procedures at the basis of language operation borrowed 

h m  mathematics and logic. However, the new alternatives in both science and the 

humanities may be symptomatic of a general shift in theoretical postdates, prompted 

perhaps by phil~sophy.~ 

The problem of the relative weight assignai by speakers to interrelated 

categories of language (which has to do with prototypes) has attracted the attention 

of many investigatoa. Waliace (1982)' dealing with problems of tense and aspect, 

draws parallels between these verbal categories and those involving nouns. His main 

conclusion is that linguistic categories Vary in salience. He examines such categories 

as person, number, animacy, humanness, definteness, and so on. Wallace backs up 

his argument by refeming to hierarchies established in studies of diverse linguistic 

phenornena by scholars investigating a varîety of languages. From their work, there 

emerges a distinct division between more prominent and less prominent categories. 

Those involved in the portion of Wallace's dignment (1982:212) havuig to do with 

nouns (the topic of interest for this thesis) are as follows: 

MORE SALJENT LESS SALENT 

human 
animate 
ProPer 
singular 
concrete 
definite 
referential 
count 
nonthird pemn 

nonhuman 
inanimate 
common 
nonsinguiar 
abstract 
inde finite 
nonreferential 
mass 
third person 

7 Another relevant example fmm the exact sciences is that of the stochastic methods 
of statistical pmbability theories, which deal with ranges of figures, in contrast to 
the absolute ternis required by traditional mathematical calculations. The application 
of such new methods in estirnating nahiral resources, for example, have met with 
considerable success. 



As has been conveyed throughout the present study, many of the properties 

comprishg the oolumn on the left have a prominent role to play in morphosyntactic 

selection. In fact, it is the nominal system that manifats these prototypical 

agent/ possessor propenies most clearly . 
This sort of organization of linguistic categories has been explaineci by various 

propositions, dong the lines of "people tend to place themselves at the center of 

attention" or "the simple fact that some things are easier to hande (for the human 

brain) than others" (Mayerthaler 1987:26). While the reality of the observer- 

intluenced universe may be less than intuitive when approached on the level of the 

Heisenberg uncertainty principle, in the case of laquage the anthropocentric view 

that the human mind imposes on the outside world is ody reasonable to e ~ ~ e c t . ~  

Beyond simply deriving more and less prominent/marked categories, Wallace 

attempts to give a sound general explanation of the above-mentioned organization. 

On the basis of his oppositions, he arrives at a synthesized duality which he refers to 

as figure versus ground. l0 Wallace (2 14) postdates that 

the speaker uses such categories to structure an utterance (of one or more 
sentences) into more or less salient portions, and the listener uses such 
categories as clues to interpreting the speaker's verbal picture. 

It is signifiant that this same underlying distinction between figure and ground 

is reflected in the prototypical characteristics of the speaker (identifid with "self" in 

There obviously exist similar divisions into more and less salient categories in 
other parts of speech, such as verbs (perfective/imperfective aspect being one of 
them) and pronouns (differing treatment of fmt and second person pronouns from 
third person due to their deictic nature), as weU as within other domains, such as 
clause structure. 

9 See also Hier (1 974:56). 

Io Langacker (1990) describes these same concepts using the terms trajector and 
landmark for figure and ground respectively. 



cognitive studies, as WU be shown shortly). Dressler (1987: 12) defines the 

prototypical speaker as human (rather than only animate), definite, the typical 

subject and agent of actions, etc. 

The concepts of figure and ground as a means of linguistic andysis were 

originally introduced from gestalt psychology, as a fundamental cognitive distinction 

having to do primarily with visual perception.11 Lakoff (1977:246-247) sets his 

linguistic application of the term gestalt apart h m  the manner it has been used in 

psychology , insisting that 

thought, perception, the emotions, cognitive pmessing, motor activity, and 
language are aii organized in terms of the same kinds of structures. 

These structures are what Lakoff refers to as gestalts. 

Proponents of natu ral morphology also believe in " extralinguistic bases" for 

linguistic structure. These are divided into two types: neurobiologicd (including 

psychological limitations on perception and receptive processing, such as the 

principle of figure and ground) and socio-cornmunicational (since "social factors are 

constitutive for language"). With respect to the socio-communicationd basis, 

(Dressler 1987: 1 1 ) States that 

the speaker has to balance his production effort with the hearer's processing 
ease, and this calculation depends on the speech situation, the social d e s  of 
speaker and hearer, and what the speaker thinks the hearer wants to hear. 

One must bear in mind that the clearly delineated figure-ground division is 

nevertheless (to borrow a term from the philosophy of science) a cluster concept. l2 

l 1  The drawback of gestalt psychology for linguistics is its belief in universally 
innate mechanisms that detennine Our perception of figure and ground. In wntrast, 
as Wailace argues, the role of acquired cultural, social and individual views is 
evident in the cognitive organization revealed by different languages. 

l2 "A notion with a number of defining factors, no one of which necessarily 
predominates in any given situation, and some of which rnay upon occasion conflict" 
(Wallace 1982: 2 16). 
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One "should not expect simple all-or-none compartmentalization, but prepare to 

weigh numerous contributhg influences" (Wallace 1 982: 2 16). 

This point supports one of the main ideas of the present thesis: that of 

tendencies - rather than d e s  - operating in a language. These tendencies are 

sensitive to a whole complex of features, fomiing different combinations at every 

moment of language production. Tendencies that are responsible for the eventual 

morphosyntactic form Vary depending on the set of features present, the de- to 

which each one is present, and on their ranking order. 

Thus, with solid support h m  ground-breaking shidies in neuropsychology, 

p ~ c i p l e s  of language operation have emerged that correspond to the general 

cognitive abilities of rational beings. In terms of cognitive linguistics, interactions 

between humans and the environment provide the bais  for a nurnber of distinctions 

that could be arranged on a scale from self (figure) to other (ground). Things closest 

to "self in physical appearance are distinguished in a language frorn the "other". 

Therefore, "the self is a prototype to which ail other figures are comparedu (Janda 

1 W6:326). 

The relevance of the human body in the mental organization of the outside 

world is the focus of works on the philosophy of language, such as that of Johnson 

(1987), suggestively entitled The Body in the Mind. He discusses numerous issues 

cunceming the perception of reality in terms of the physical shape and functions of 

the human body. Johnson submits that 

human bodily movement, manipulation of objects, and perceptual interactions 
involve recurring patterns without which Our expenence would be chaotic and 
incomprehensible (1 987:xU). 

One of the first proponents of cognitive linguistics to apply it to Slavic 

material - Laura Janda (1996) - investigates the question of animacy with the help of 

the principles of figure and ground. Jan& analyzes " rnorphological" manifestations 



of animacy in several Slavic languages using the bipolar continuum of self/gure - 

other/gruund. These phenornena include, arnong others, the acquisition of the 

original nominative plural ending -ove of the genitive in -u paradigrn by the 

masculine personal nouns of another declension (virile, to use her term - which 

irnpresses one as a dubious linguistic notion), also touching upon the analogical 

spread of geniûve-accusative. Commenting on the historical rise of genitive- 

accusative, Janda believes that "Self-mer couid serve as an umbreila concept for 

animacy". Concentrahg on West Slavic, she establishes a sade intended to explain 

the salient grammatical distinctions made by languages. Janda's s a l e  is reproduced 

below (for the purposes of cornparison with the hierarchy utilized in this thesis it has 

been arranged vertically , while Janda' s original scale is horizontal): 

FIGURE 
self > 
human like self > 
humans not like self > 
animals > 
small, discrete, countable wncrete objects > 
other countable objects > 
parts of objects > 
masses and collectives > 
landscape features > 
am bient intangibles and abstractions 
GROUND 

Figure is identified with "self, reflecting the prominence of this reference point in a 

language. Evidently, this category translates into the f m t  and second person 

pronouns. Graduaüy less prominent are the categories following from top to bottom, 

such as "humans like self'? This category must inchde second and third person 

persona1 pronouns and personal nouns - in particular, proper nouns and kinship 

terms. As Janda (1996:334) defines them, the category of "humans like self" 

includes "unique, named human beings in close association with the speaker/hearer's 



ego (ideally if not really maie)". "Things close to self" are thus comprised of 

indexical items. To quote Dressier (1 987: 1 7) : 

an index is a sign which focusses the attention of the interpreter on the object 
intended without describing it and which is wrnmon to the experïence of 
speaker and listener. All proper nouns, pronouns and a l l  grammatical 
morphemes (inflectional and derivational) are indexid. 13 

Kinship terms, presumably originating and commonly serving as forms of 

address rather than terms of reference (and hence typicaliy having vocative case just 

like proper personal nouns), may be aiso considered indexes (Bratishenko 1993b). 

Kinship terms forrn a prominent group arnong the nouns involved in the present 

investigation. Their deictic nature may be responsible for the highly variable 

defuiiteness observed, for example, in correspondhg denominative adjectives. 

Proper nouns, those closest to "self", stand apart h m  the rest of the nouns by 

their lack of semantic meaning.14 The peculiarity of these lexical items has long 

been a major point of interest for linguistics as well as philosophy. Some consider 

them to be empty labels, incapable of describing anything and serving alrnost 

exclusively to idente a referent. Othen suppose that pmper nouns must have a 

descriptive content and a meaning. Searle (1971) appeds to the views of Plato, 

Wittgenstein and Frege in order to resolve the problem of the sense of a proper 

noun. He suggests that a proper name may be a "shorthand defuiite description" 

(136), admitting at the same t h e  that such conclusions may strike some as 

implausible. After elaborate speculation, Searle (140) concludes that the 

l3  Jakobson (l957/1984:42-43), after Jespersen, terms personal pronouns together 
with some other "grammatical itemsn shiftrs, keeping proper nouns apart. This is 
based on his distinction between the "message" conveyed by the speaker and the 
"underlying wden. Proper nouns get their meaning through reference to the code, 
while the meaning of shifters - "indexical symbols" - can only be determined by 
reference to the message. 

l4 See also Jakobson (1 !Zï/l984: 42). 



uniqueness and immense pragmatic convenience of proper names in Our 
language lies precisely in the fact that they enable us to refer to objects without 
king forced to raise issues and corne to an agreement as to which descriptive 
characteristics exactly constitute the identity of the object. They functioa not 
as descriptions, but as pegs on which to hang descriptions. Thus the looseness 
of the criteria for proper names is a necessary condition for isolating the 
referring function from the descnbing fùnction of language. 

Proper nouns are inherently definite. In Flier's (1974:81) view, proper nouns 

are "nothing more than specific, often unique nouns represented phonologically by a 

distinctive string of symbols". Morphologically, proper nouns are not easily 

pluralized. When used in the plural they serve a descriptive, rather than referential, 

purpose. They cannot be freely modifieci either. The degree of their definitenes is 

so high that Slavic denominative adjectives formed from the stems of such nouns can 

govern a relative clause, as shown in Chapter Two. It Ïs suggestive that languages 

with definite-indefinite opposition expressed by articles do not employ them under 

nomai circumstances with pmper nouns. 

According to Wallace's conclusion, many of the features characteristic of 

proper nouns are those that emerge as more salient in linguistic communication. Due 

to the figure-qualities that proper nouns possess, they are prototypical subjects. This 

point goes dong with the fact that proper personal nouns behave considerably 

differently from common personal nouns - not to mention nouns denoting animals - 

in the two morphosyntactically variable sets of constnictions under exarnination in 

this thesis. Proper nouns at the top of the agendpossessor hierarchy manifest the 

least variation in their morphosyntactic forms (those of an individual personal 

adjective and the genitive-accusative) . 
Similarly, due to their highly d e f ~ t e  reference, nouns standing between a 

proper name and a title, such as Xn'stosb 'Christ', or those denoting unique beings, 

such as bogb 'God', May be almost regardeci as proper nouns (Flier 1974:93,94). 

Therefore, they conform in their linguistic behaviour to the prototypical 
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agent/possessor- For example, they are ovemhelmiogly attested in the genitive- 

accusative - very much like proper personal nouns. Of course, in the case of Jesus 

Christ, iinguistically manifested anthropomorphization stems from pragmatic 

knowledge - the son of God bom by Mary is both human and divine. The most 

convincing evidence of the projection of self ont0 the mythical world is provided by 

centuries of accumulated visual and literary rep resentaîions of heavenl y beings . 
Examples of this abound in religious paintings or sculptures where divine beings are 

unquestionably created in human image, revealing their subjective conceptuaiization 

by the human mind. (And it is God who is supposai to have created man in his 

image!) Innumerable masterpieces with religious subject-matter depict the body of a 

human model. The difficulty which the mind is bound to experience in grasping 

certain religious concepts, such as that of the Holy Trinity, testifies to the same 

argument: the notion of three beings in one does not fit ordinary human measure. 

The anthropocentric view is especially transparent in the fact that physical 

characteristics dominate the self-other classification. For instance, children - king 

of smaller size compared to adults - f d  under the category "humans not like self. 

A link between the physical and social characteristics of the referent is based on 

metaphor (not understood in familiar terms as simply a figure of speech, but as a 

conceptual mechanism). The role of metaphor in human perception cannot be 

overestimated - it builds the path h m  concrete to abstract. It is, in Johnson's 

( 1 9 8 7 : ~ ~ )  opinion, "a pervasive, indispensable structure of human understanding by 

which we figuratively comprehend Our world." Consequently, the "immature and 

infirm" corne next on Janda's scale.15 Examination of OESl matenal strongly 

ls This echoes earlier observations about the separate status of nouas denoting 
addts and children (as well as  socially unequal individuals), made independently of 
cognitive research as early the tirne of MeiUet (1897). 
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supports the isolation of cornmon personal nouns denoting physically and socially 

immature or dependent, and thus depersonalized individuals. Common personal 

nouns exhibit considerable morphosyntactic variation, precisely along the lines of 

the lexical feaîure mature. Nouns with a low degree of this feahire do not represent 

prototypical agents, as revealed by their morphosyntactic form. They do not fonn 

individual personal adjectives, nor do they tend to appear in genitive-accusative. 

Another example of metaphorka1 extension involves the adjective-fodg 

sufix ah-, limited to a few animate stems denoting kinship, as pointed out in 

Chapter Two. It may have aquired its metaphoncal meaning from a more ancient 

spatial meanhg, as indicated by its presence in such adjectives (Zverkovskaja 

1986: 12-21 ). Cienki (1 995) successfully applies cognitive principles in his 

examination of possessive and spatial expressions in Russian and Bulgarian, in 

search of the common conceptual ground underlying the linguistic means used in 

both of these constructions, as wefl as differences between thern.16 

Returnhg to the concepts of physical and social immaturity, the idea that these 

are treated alike by speakers was developed in Chaptea Three and Five. It has been 

noted that differentiation along the lines of social status often finds a grammatical 

manifestation.17 Thus, the Polish masculine nominative plural ending -owie is in 

practice obiigatory for prestigious titles such as krofowie 'kings' and generdowie 

'generals' , altemating with a more "neutral" ending -i ( h d a  l996:334). In contmt, 

pejorative nouns take the otherwise non-masculine ending -y. Huntley (1 980: 193) 

gives the following contrastive examples: 

16 See also Ivanov, ed. (1989:218). 

17 See for example Kuznetsov (1953:95-97). 



'These gwd fellows have corne already' 

(2) Te pijane chlopy ju5 p n y d y  
'These dmnk guys have come already' 

As is clear from the examination of the OESl data, an anaiogous distinction 

plays a major role in the selection of alternatives in both sets of constructions - in 

the choice of accusative case forms, as well as the denominative adjective or a 

genitive case of a noun used adnomindy . 
Animais, next on the scale, are still considered like "self" to a great extent. 

The gradual conversion of the feature personal into a more inclusive feature animate 

(Jakubinskij 1953: 182) in Slavic has to do with this partial identifcation of the two 

classes by speakers. Animals take the lowest place on the agentlpossessor hierarchy, 

intermediate between personal nouns and inanimate nouns. The agentlpossessor 

hierarchy, altematively represented by the hierarchy of features, corresponds to the 

selflfigure end on Janda's scale, since the features of all the noun classes involveci 

are most associated with prototypical agent and possessor. 

In the light of psychological research, such factors as the ability to move turn 

out to be vital for the classification of objects and naturai phenornena. Growing up 

and being sociaily active may be taken as metaphors of movement. The distinction 

between agent and patient may be primarily based on the ability to move by one's 

own power, and thus the actual ability to exert force, as opposed to being moved by 

an outside force. It is not surprising that subject has been identified in cognitive 

linguistics with figure, and object with ground (Langacker 1 990: 1 0). 

l 8  Contrast Krys'ko (1994), who repeatedly takes a stand against any possible 
manifestation of " social inequality " in genitive-accusative and nominative-accusative 
variation. 
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Perhaps animais are marginauy acceptai as "self" mainly as a resuit of their 

mobility. However, it is rather those other traits in animal physical appearance and 

behaviour resembling those of humans that are responsible for the combination of 

animals in some languages into one class with humans. As has been aiready noted, 

some researchers have wmmented on the possible ciifference in linguistic marking of 

domestidnon-dangerous as opposed to wild/dangerous animals. Such 

Werentiation may also be accounted for by the m e n t  of domestic animals as 

members of the household, and thus their inevitable anthropomorphizaton, 

manifested linguistically by the treatrnent of such nouns as personal. Proper names 

given to domestic animals, which may even be taken from the inventory of names 

given to persons, contribute to this supposition.20 

The univenality of the scalar classification proposeci by Janda is evident not 

just in Slavic, but in many other languages. Although anirnacy is only one of the 

possible distinctions that can be made dong the self/figure-other/ground scale, the 

prominence of this feature in languages lends credibility to such a classification. 

Even languages that lack a grammatical category of animacy make a rudimentary 

I 

lines established by Janda's scale. This 

of this distinction. For example, the 

distinction between self and other dong the 

is indicative of the cognitive importance 

l9  Lakoff (1987) speaks of dangernus animals/things combined in a special class in 
classifier languages . 
20 It is not rare that one hem stories about silly humans who give names to their 
livestock. Fairy-tales have plots of this kind as well. In one recently overheard 
story, two much anticipateci center-pieces of the festive table never made it there, 
instead becoming pets. The would-be butcher named two geese Christmas and 
Easrer when they were bought. Naturaiiy, the proper names contributeci to the 
personal nature of their relationship. The fact that it is often impossible to slaughter 
animals (not to mention eat them) under such circumstances is not merely amusing - 
it also reflects the linguistic manifestation of anthropomorphization. The animal as 
food stuff is identified with the patient of an action, while the pet or working animal 
becornes closer to the agent in its charactenstics. 
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animacy of the direct object expressecl by a personai pronoun is relevant in English - 
which otherwise does not have this grammatical category, as exemplifieci by the 

remnants of its case system. English has separate forms for subject and object: third 

person singular animate accusative himlher, disthguished from nominative he/she. 

This suggests that personal pronoun, king  a prototypical agent and subject, becornes 

marked when used non-prototypically. Inanimate, in wntrast, has a single fom it 

for bot ,  subject and object. 

Furthemore, animacy, in languages where this grammatical distinction is not 

made systematidy, may serve as a means to bring inanimate objects closer to a 

person - to personify them. Whereas English speakers refer to infmts as it, the 

affectionate p e r s ~ ~ c a t i o n  of physical or geographical objects results in "animate" 

pronouns being applied to them: e.g., Brifain or ship as she. This indicates that even 

things "not like self" whatsoever can be treated as members of the same network - in 

this case based on animacy - either by a whole linguistic community, or by 

individual speakers who choose to do so on subjective grounds. An object such as a 

ship is personifid not because of its physical similarity to a human being, but 

because of feelings of intimacy engendered by shared hardship at sea, by the vessel's 

pmven reliability, etc. Countries, of coune, are in many cultures metaphorically 

identif~ed with a parent, on the grounds of the solemn respect and patriotic love one 

is expected to feel towards the state. AU of this confirms the idea that membership in 

a category is a matter of degree. 

It should be emphasked once again, with regard to personifcation and 

animacy, that despite the possibility of differentiating between gradients on the self- 

other scale, there are no unambiguous borderlines separating them. Nor is there a 

def i te  breaking point between the polar opposites of self and other. As Jauda 

(1996:326) puts it, "although the trend is clear, it is not immutable". This idea 
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contradicts traditional dichotomies, expresseci by binary features such as 

animate/inanùnate; it is more appropriate to speak of degrees of animacy - or 

degrees of any linguistic feaaire, for that matter. 

It has become apparent ai various points in the thesis that animacy and 

definiteness are often correlated. Chapter Four, devoted to the evolution of genitive- 

accusative, takes personal pronouns into account precisely on the bais of theK 

definiteness and animacy. Similar to pronouns, proper personal nouns with a high 

frequency of genitive-accusative attestations are inherently d e f ~ t e .  

Defrniteness is closely related to the concept of self. Definite is originally that 

which falls within a speaker's field of vision. Demonstrative pronouns are the best 

example of this. The indexical nature of personal pronouns, as mentioned earlier, 

accounts for their inherent definiteness. Flier (197457) considers personal pronouns 

as the epitome of the triadic system of defuiiteness: 

nearest = first pemn (I), near = second person (TI), far = lack of person, 
the s o - d e d  "third person", outside the immediate polar context of potential 
speaker and hearer. 

A correlation between a threefold distinction in the demonstrative pronoun system 

and the three personal pronouns can be found in many languages. It is significant 

that the "third-degree" demonstrative pronoun is regularly used for the third person 

pronoun (e.g., Latin hic 'this here'- Ist, iste 'that here' - 2nd, ille 'that there' - 
3rd). Common Slavic demonstrative pronouns were also combined into a threefold 

system: s - tzi - O-, stiU preserved in South Slavic (Jakubinskij 1953: 191-192). 

This substitution took place in OESl, as weli as in OCS, which uses f i  or om as the 

masculine nominative singular third pemn pronoun and a different pronominal stem 

ÿb-) in the oblique cases (Huntiey 1993: 175). 

The high position of personal pronouns - pariicufarly fmt and second person - 

on the self-other scale (and in similar structures, such as the hierarchy of animacy 
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(Comrie 1978)) can be justifkd by their extreme definiteness, since they refer to the 

speech act participants. AU this reflects the omnipresent ego in most instances of 

linguistic communication. 

Janda continues her classification to include inanimate objects characterized by 

various quaiities, which are represented by count nouns, mass nouns, collective 

nouns, etc. "Other" - the polar opposite of "self" - is made up of abstract nouns. 

Things classifiecl within the range of the "othern most t y p i d y  correspond to the 

object of a transitive sentence, and thus represent the patient of an action? 

Interestingly, Tomson's (1908a) approach to the rise of genitive-accusative in 

tems of its motivation out of the need to distinguish agent from patient pays special 

attention to the variety and nature of direct objects of transitive verbs. His discussion 

thus deals with prototypical patients, and resembles Janda's description of the 

"other" end of the scde. ( R e d  the prominence of interactional properties of 

objects noted previously.) Tomson bases (237) his reluetance to accept partitive 

genitive or ge~ t ive  of negation as models for analogy on the idea that the lexical 

meaning of nouns used adverbally (or the meaning of the verb itself) determines the 

selection of either accusative or genitive case of the direct object. He goes on to 

stress the (lexical) diversity of the nouns-direct objects taken by Indo-Eumpean 

transitive verbs. Tomson distinguishes two categories of objects: things ( n p e b ~ m z )  

and substmces (mqecma). The former tend to be expressed by the accusative case, 

while the latter are most often used in the genitive. In Tomson's view, the difference 

between the two types lies in the fact that things, in contrast to substances, possess 

outer bounds, or "extemal shapen (8- &PM), and are limited in space - the 

21 With this dichotomy in mind, the division between body and thing in English 
compounds of the type anybody/qthing becornes in fact quite revealing of the 
polar ends of the scale, representing prototypical agent and prototypical patient. 



main characteristic of a thing. Echoing Tomson's concept of outer bounds, Janda 

(1996:325) remarks that "some of the distinctions that are reduced at the horizon are 

definiteness of contour and individuation (dismete countable items dissolve into a 

mass) " . 
Things, then, can be affected by an action in their entirety, for which the 

accusative case is used. Direct objects expressed by nouns-substances, however, 

cannot be involved in the action in their entirety.22 These nouns have been 

correlated since the t h e  of the proto-language with the genitive case. The partitive 

meaning (so Tomson thinks) is only a later developrnent, stemming from this 

original distinction in the meaning of objects. This division between nouns according 

to meaning could only be manifésted in the direct object. 

Besides the presence or absence of outer bounds, the distinction between things 

and substances also depends on their size. The smaller the size, the more an object is 

associated with a substance, compnsed in human perception of a multitude of 

identical srnall objects - hence mass and collective nouns are treated in like fashioa. 

Clearly, anthropocentrism (or rather egocentrism) is an inevitable reference 

point in speculations about the process of mental classification that humans 

undertake in the world around them. 

Since the agent/possessor hierarchy of features is based on actual attestations 

in OESl, and since Janda's scale is Uustrated by comparable phenomena in other 

Slavic languages, it is no coincidence that their results complement each other to a 

great extent. The data analyzed in this study are meant to provide additional 

evidence for the viability of such an outlook on language structure and operation. 

22 One cannot help but notice that Tomson's treatment of the genitive case meaning 
resembles Jakobson's (1 936/1984, 1 9Wl984) attempt at establishing invariant 
meaning for mes.  
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The soundness of a hienuchical order of features is confirmed by the fact that it 

projects itself ont0 the initial segment of a cognitively plausible figure-ground scale. 

The nouns cornprising the hierarchy approximate to a varying degree the most 

agentive of all the entities - the human ego. Only by accepting the ultimate 

importance of the human mind in the production of language (which exists only in 

its speakers, and not as an objective phenornenon) can linguists reach an adequate 

understanding of language structure and operation.23 

The present thesis has shown that the inevitably linear mode of linguistic 

expression does not at al l  imply a linear structure of language. Speakers, on the one 

hand, operate with such complex structures as prototypical agentlpossessor - 

dominated by lexical features and stored in the mind as a gestalt. At the same time, 

speakers have access to the full variety of interrelated linguistic features, and make 

their choices taking al1 of these into account in multiple combinations, without 

embarking on any multilevel algorithmic procedures. 

Although, as Vememann (1983:7) phrases it, "the goal of creating a 

comprehensive theory of a language is entirely an ideal onen, the present thesis has, 

in its analysis of specific aspects of rnorphosyntactic variation, attempted to reveal 

previously unnoticed avenues for generalizations concerning the principles of 

linguistic organization and the tendencies affecting historical changes. 

23 See Toporov's (1986) ideas on formation of the category of posessivity as 
predetennined by ego. 
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